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ABSTRACT
Class and Sex:
A Simulation Model in Women's History
(February, 1977)
Joan Skolnick Osborne, B. A., University of Wisconsin
M.A., Columbia University, Ed . D
. ,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Judith Evans
The subject of this dissertation is a higher edu-
cation curriculum design in Women’s History utilizing a
Simulation Model to explore the historical relationship
between class, sex, and ideology.
Within the curriculum, students are divided into
socio-economic and minority groups of women and men in
late nineteenth, early twentieth century America. As group
members, students investigate their life conditions and
concerns, and, in interaction with other groups, propel
history forward by creating logical responses to their
life situations. Each group develops from its own per-
spective a critique of society, a set of goals for change,
and strategies for promoting change in the classroom.
Students are provided with historical, social, and economic
data relevant to the group whose role they are asked to
assume, and provoked, via a series of exercises, to ques-
tion attitudes and interclass relationships. Pedagogical
vii
methods and reading materials are included in the cur-
riculum.
The purpose of the Simulation Model is not to re-
enact historical sequences, but to explore the social
and economic basis of ideology and to recreate the
dynamics of historical change. The dissertation argues
that recent literature in Women's History reflects class
biases evident in traditional male historiography. These
biases are rooted in an approach to historical develop-
ment that separates consciousness from the social and
economic conditions in which it is rooted, and ignores the
ways in which class and sex factors have interacted his-
torically, producing experiential differences that are
reflected in women's consciousness
,
and therefore in the
issues around which they have organized for social change.
What is coming to be defined as Women's History is
primarily a chronicle of the feminist struggle based on
the perceptions, concerns, priorities and organizations
of relatively privileged women. Such a literature en-
courages the development of a Women's Movement based on
middle class female experiences, which are taken as uni-
versal. This not only alienates poor and Third World
women who may perceive their situation and evaluate their
priorities differently, it also obscures the context in
which the contemporary sexual division of labor is based,
often generating theory which makes female liberation
viii
contingent upon biological emancipation, rather than
social and economic transformation.
The dissertation focuses on the need for an
historical approach that
1} links the roots of feminist consciousness to
transformations in the economy affecting the
structure of work and family life, and
.
2) elucidates differences in perspective linked
primarily to economic class variables.
The structure of the Simulation Model facilitates
the development of such an approach by encouraging the
students themselves to develop ideological perspectives,
and political goals and strategies from the vantage
point of their experience as a member of a simulated
group
.
The dissertation includes an evaluation of the
curriculum based on the implementation of a segment of the
Simulation. Content analysis of student journals gener-
ated during the course of the curriculum test provided a
means of correlating changes in affective response, per-
ceptions, thoughts, and behavior in each student group
with the stages of the Simulation intergroup interaction.
I conclude that the Simulation Model succeeded in construct-
ing an alternative social context in which issues of class
and sex could be illuminated as a result of affective
identification with role groups, often differing in class,
ix
sex, race or ethnicity, from the background of the student
players
.
The curriculum test also illuminated variables
specific to Women's Studies classes that affect and appear
to intensify role reactions, and require the utilization
of ef lective role distancing and processing techniques.
The final chapter of the dissertation discusses pedagogi-
cal methods designed to facilitate successful resolution
of the Simulation, and suggestions for processing the
Simulation experience.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1
Rationale For New Curriculum Methods
and Content in Women's History
Ao a history teacher, one is continually confronted with
the way in which we, as Americans, have learned to view our
history as the history of the elite. Traditionally, students
of elementary social studies through college social science
have learned to take for granted that their past, and there-
fore their contemporary world, has been determined by the
political and intellectual feats of kings and nobles, en-
lightened philosophers, brilliant men of science or willful
charismatic leaders. Much of the distaste of the discipline
of History, expressed to me by so many students, can be ex-
plained, l believe, by the fact that their own history has,
for the most part, been alienated from them. History classes
have taught that the experience of the masses, if that ex-
perience is even deemed a worthy subject of historical in-
vestigation, is the experience of the
-acted upon.- Students
do not learn to see their historical counterparts, and there-
fore, neither can they fully see themselves, as participants
helping to determine the actual course of social change.
Rather, they are passive agents pushed one way or another by
external forces and powerful men. They become powerless-
victims or, perchance, benefactors—within history, and
2powerless before the subject of History, which then becomes
the lifeless memorization of names, dates, facts and places.
Now that Women's History has gained respectability
(however limited) as a proper field of study, it is not sur-
prising that it reflects similar sets of problems and suffers
the same pitfalls as our liberal male historiography. Pre-
dictably, then, the first efforts undertaken to fill in the
gaps in the history books involve the development of what
Gerda Lerner calls "a history of women worthies
. it is
the story of historical sisters of exceptional fortitude and
aptitude, and generally affluent backgrounds, who persevered
despite immense prejudice to accomplish feats of heroic mag-
nitude. A second approach is the development of what Lerner
refers to as "contribution history" 2--the study of the ways
in which women have contributed to the "steady march of progress"
as defined by liberal male historians. A third approach,
which I will refer to as "Movement History," (and which seems
to characterize much of the finest historical scholarship
about women) is to abstract a notion of a "women's movement,"
gleaned mostly from the efforts of middle and upper class
nineteenth and twentieth century women, and follow it on its
road to success or failure.
'"Gerda Lerner, "Conceptual Frameworks For Studying Women’s
History" (paper submitted to the Sarah Lawrence College Women's
Studies Program Workshop-Symposium, Bronxville, N.Y., March
1975), p, 1.
2
Ibid.
3Although many of these efforts have yielded important
and useful results, it is my contention that, for the most
part, the experience of the majority of women is still being
omitted from our history boohs because it is considered un-
important in the march of "feminist progress" now defined in
terms of middle class women. Even Movement History, written
primarily by historians sympathetic to their subject, has con-
centrated on the development of the suffrage fight and mainly
chronicles the history of the group of women who were most
active in that battle. Feminist scholarship, in my opinion,
is coming to be defined from middle class and, I might add,
white perspective.
Beginning with the assumption that sex oppression is an
historical given, predating all other class divisions and
transcending class barriers, many feminists treat
-woman- as
a tianshistoncal creature who for purposes of discussion
can be isolated from social development.- 3 Ignoring the
historical and class context in which
-women's self-
identification as a caste" 4 and consciousness of sex nn-
£iession emerged, this reasoning generates a scholarship which
deprives the majority of women (who do not share the social
and economic background of western middle class feminists)
Ann D. Gordon,
.
Mari Jo Buhle, and Nancy E. Schrom, Womenica n 5 oc i et
y
(Radical America, V, July-Aug. 1971;P u * Camhridge, Mass.: Radical America, n.d.), p. 6.
4
Ibid.
,
p. 7.
4of the validity of their experience. Sex role becomes the
universal primary definition of women's lives, and sex role
liberation is established as a universal first priority.
Although it cannot be denied that subordination based on sex
exists across class lines, sex and class factors have
historically interacted in such a way as to produce a markedly
different experience of oppression for women of different
economic classes. These experiential differences have been
reflected in women's consciousness, in their definition of
discontent, and therefore in the issues around which they
have organized for social change. Historically, for lower
class white and minority women in the west, and for colonized
women, sex oppression may have been an issue subordinate to primary
struggles for economic, physical and cultural survival.
Evidence suggests 5 that under the impact of capitalist de-
velopment, and under the impact of colonialism, the position
°f
~ th 1 class
..
men and women in the structure of the
economy has made survival strategies dependent upon the
strength of family systems, often rejected by middle class
feminists in advanced capitalist societies. Thus, for
class women, the inclusion of men in networks of mutual
support has been a critical source of resistance to economic
and racial oppression. It is reasonable in the American
^}ff- 1f' D " I”PeriaUsm ’ the aad cultures
al<5n H S Socialist Revolution. IV (October, 1974);
17S0liXS ^ G ,Utman ' Ihg... Black Family in Slavery and FrPPdnm .Ai^hl925 < New York s Pantheon Books, 1976).
6 _
Caulfield, p. 84.
5context, then, that "working clans women i„ the last century
felt their oppression in class terms and organized around
their work,"7 rather than identifying
"common bondage with
their upper-class or WASP sisters." 8
A literature that ignores these historically-based
differences, encourages the development of feminist priorities
and criteria for "liberation" based on the experience of
western middle-class women, and therefore, the exclusion of
lower-class and Third World women who may perceive their
situation and evaluate their priorities differently. This
Class bias is being culturally transmitted through our history
books and courses not only by "mainline" historians who have
finally been forced to designate to women a role in history,
but by feminist historians concerned with the liberation of
women.
The primary goal of this dissertation is to design a
curriculum in Women’s History within which issues of class
and sex will be forced into relief within the context of
historical development. In order to accomplish this in such
a way that students become not only critical examiners of,
but active participants in the historical process, the cur-
riculum will be based on a Simulation Model.
7
Gordon et al.
,
p. 9.
^ Ibid
.
The Simulation Model in
6
Women’s History
Structurally, students are divided into various socio-
economic and minority groups of women and men in late nineteenth
and early twentieth century America. As group members, students
Investigate their life conditions and concerns, and, in
interaction with other groups, propel history forward by
creating logical responses to their life situations. Each
group develops from its own perspective a critique of society,
a set of goals for change, and tactics and organisations to
promote change in the classroom by activating other groups.
To facilitate this process, pedagogical methods and reading
materials appropriate to each student group in the simulation
are included in the Curriculum. 9 Consequently, students are
provided with sufficient historical social and economic data
relevant to the social group whose role they are asked to
assume, and provoked, via a series of exercises, to question
attitudes and interclass relationships.
The purpose of the Simulation Model is not to reenacM-
history, but to explore the social basis of ideas and to
recreate the dynamics of historical rhan^ .
The social setting for the Simulation Model is the 1870-
1920 period in America. The determination of historical con-
text is based on two criteria* 1) that the simulation be
is Swidld
a
ft
y
th5 J
ead
J-
n
^.
Aerials, listed by group (s)provided a e conclusion of this paper.
7enacted in an era of accelerated economic transformation and
social crisis, and 2} that the period chosen reflect a
crucial transition period in the development of feminist
consciousness.
The rationale for criterion number (1) is based on the
assumption that the economic roots of social consciousness
and social change can more readily be studied in periods of
rapid economic and social rhan™ •i C ange. Within any economic mode
of production, work roles
-underpin a way of life-10 and
are crucial^in determining
-familial, communal and cultural
patterns.- 11 Relationship to the structure of work and
the division of labor is reflected in, the life options and
goals people perceive for themselves and their families;
m the manner in which people are treated and perceive them-
selves and others as workers, co-workers, and community
members; in the way in which they view their relationship to
the social order. If we define
-ideology- as "a set of as-
sumptions and values that govern one's perceptions of how
the world and human nature is and ought to be," ideological
constructs are intimately related to economic structures and
work roles.
Thus, it is argued that in periods of rapid economic
transformation (such as late nineteenth-century America),
^!!an5es Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Reflating theg^T|g^nctions of Public Welfare (New York; Vintage Books,
11
Ibid.
8vhen large numbers of people are vrenched from traditional
occupational roles and social arrangements, and experience
dislocation, the bonds of authority vhich normally serve to
maintain regulation and control loosen. At such periods "the
legitimacy of the social order itself
~ may come to be questioned.
The result is usually civil disorder
-crime, mass protests,
riots—a disorder that may even threats +-„r n eaten to overturn existing
social and economic arrangements .
-
i2
out of the ensuing social
disorder, social interaction and social movements, underlying
class conflicts are often exposed, ideological assumptions
are questioned and new ideologies emerge that better explain
the changing reality. Questioning occurs throughout society,
bUt the
and the conclusions are
related to the class experience of each group. it is this
process of questioning and redefinition that is simulated
vithin the classroom in the proposed Model.
Description of the Simulation Model
At the outset of the Simulation Game, initial
-social
location- exercises are designed to encourage student members
of each classroom group to develop a
-social identity- on an
intragroup level. The objective of "social location"
exercises is a clarification of socioeconomic positions, sense
of life styles and values, resources, life chances and op-
portunities, attitudes towards other groups, and relative
12 Ibid
9positions within the social
fir.iticns are then "tested
structure. Initial social de-
out” and further clarified by
means of an intergroup interaction process in an attempt to
construct, from the component parts,
society on the verge of change.
an overall portrait of
.
^ Sta9e 0 °f the Si‘™^ion Model, each student group,
facilitated by teacher-initiated exercises, begins to identify
its key concerns and primary needs and to develop a set of
grievance priorities. Reading materials and exercises are
developed to enable students to move beyond their immediate
grievances to the formulation of a social critique, within
the context of their previously defined group perspectives,
students are asked to undertake an evaluation of the root
of group social problems. The objective of the class'
workshops and intergroup and intragroup exercises de-
veloped for this stage is to enable students to distinguish
bStVeen g££cific grievances and an analysis of social
cassation underlying group difficulties. Students are thus
engaged in a process of deriving ideological positions re-
levant to the situation and perspective of each group.
Simultaneously, a set of procedures is devised so that
teacher-assigned student theoreticians feed into class
process, in advocacy of various social and economic theories
based on the work of nineteenth and twentieth century social
critics. The range of social analyses discussed thus provides
added stimulus for the development of theoretical frameworks
10
deemed appropriate to the situation of each group. Group
positions may then be
-tested out" and clarified via inter-
group interaction procedures as a prelude to further game
progression.
At stage III, groups move through a series of exercises
to the creation of goals, strategies and alliances. During
previous game stages, students assessed their needs, priorities
and concerns, and arrived at a working hypothesis of social
causation. Proceeding from needs assessment and social
critiques, students are now involved in propelling history
forward by creating logical responses to their life situations.
Exercises at this stage are designed to promote group de-
velopment of a set of goals for change, an evaluation of
alliance possibilities with other groups,' and the creation
of strategies and organizations designed to initiate change
in the classroom by pushing other groups to action.
In the final stages, game procedures enable students
to translate strategies into action as they forge alliances
with other groups. The ensuing intergroup interaction pro-
vides the basis from which the class can examine the dynamics
of social movements—class and sex issues, the impetus for
change, barriers to change, and cooptation. Processing of
classroom dynamics later becomes the foundation for in-
terpreting the actual historical sequence of events, and
for evaluating contemporary social movements in the con-
cluding section of the curriculum.
11
The role of the teacher in the Simulation Model is
critical, but not in the traditional pedagogical sense. The
Model is predicated on the philosophy that learning in the
classroom is not a one-way process whereby "correct" in-
formation and formulae are imparted from the teacher to the
student, but one of discovery and interaction engaging active
student participants. in the Simulation Model, the teacher
becomes primarily a catalyst
, moving the game from stage to
stage by periodically introducing questions, events, theories,
concepts, problems, designed to make it necessary for the
groups to reformulate their views and reevaluate their feelings
and behavioral alternatives.
Included in the curriculum, in addition to reading materials
and classroom exercises, are sample group responses and group
interaction maps for teacher use. These are designed to
provide a sample range of issues and interqroup conflicts that
may develop during student intragroup work and organizing
activities. The goal is to highlight crucial problems—not
to prescribe reactions . Actual reactions depend upon group
and classroom dynamics. It is suggested, however, that the
sample issues discussed are core issues in class and sex
conflict and will be helpful to teachers in terms of ex-
pectations of probable outcomes and in terms of focusing
student activity.
A tripartite discussion sequence—intragroup, intergroup
and class-wide— is critical to the learning process. The
12
Simulation Game is structured so that discussions within the
groups are not_intended
,
to produce inalterable conclusions.
As the Simulation process evolves, the interaction within
the group moves to interaction between the groups. Although
these discussions within and between groups are structured
around catalytic questions and problems posed for examination,
the classroom structure and group process must remain flexible
enough to allow students maximum opportunity to "test out"
alternative ways of viewing the situation and approaching
other groups, as prerequisites to decision-making. Eventually,
it is intended that these initial discussions produce a group
position or course of action that can be expressed and
analyzed in a more structured class-wide discussion facilitated
by the instructor. The tripartite discussion arrangement
must serve to clarify points of information, expose group
interdependency, and force group reasoning and reactions out
into the open in the classroom where they might be validated
or invalidated by the class. Whether a group arrives at a
course of action or mode of thinking that in fact reproduces
the actual historical sequence is not crucial. The game
structure is designed to provoke student examination of the
logic and feasibility of choices made, and of the incon-
sistencies, contradictions, and problems emanating from any
given alternative. If successful, this process not only
clarifies the actual historical sequence of events, but allows
the student to explore the possibilities of whether or not
history might have taken another course.
13
Rationale for the Use of a Simulation Model in History
1) It is an objective of curriculum development in
history to enable students to see history, not as a body of
factual material to be memorized, but as social process—
^
process of human wort activity and human interaction; a
process of formulating concepts and articulating issues that
emanate from, and fundamentally affect, human living.
a) Because as members of given socioeconomic groups in
an historical context, students are actively in-
volved in defining group perspectives (hopes, fears,
interests, options and limitations) relative to the
other social groups constituting their world, and
history becomes intelligible. As a result, students
gain confidence in their ability to approach academic
material and to think, analyze, and create for them-
selves.
b) Because information-gathering within the Simulation
Game context is prerequisite to group decision-
making, vital to advancing group interests, and
critical to group problem-solving, factual historical
data (names, dates, facts and places, the traditional
academic content of history courses) are more easily
and effectively mastered,
c) Because as group and class members, students are
involved in establishing interpretations and analyses
14
through the use of data that are constantly under-
going evaluation, the tripartite discussion sequence
and the development of group social critiques in
the Model enable students to recreate the social
scientist's search for evidence and valid inter-
pretation. Students are both actors in an historical
recreation of a social crisis and critical examiners
of social interaction as processing takes place.
The Model can therefore serve as an effective method
of introducing students to the disciplines of social
science.
2) It is an objective of curriculum development in
history to enable students to view human beings as participants
crucial in determining the actual course of social change
rather than as passive, neutral agents pushed one way or
another by external forces. The Simulation Model is an
effective vehicle for achieving this goals
a) Through group role-playing and Game structure,
students are able to recreate (not mimic or act out)
t-he sources of social conflicts, the impetus to social
change, the course of social crisis and the direction
of conflict resolution. Thus, the Simulation Model
is designed to contradict elitist approaches to
history by enabling the students to see themselves
and their historical counterparts as not merely the
J2fo.fects of history but the sub jects
. the change agents
15
who, through a collective process, have power to move
events. in the process, students regain a sense of
their own power. The historical imagination, as
Edmund Wilson has written, not only "makes us feel . .
that we have lived through and known ... so many
generations of men ... it makes us feel something
mores that we ourselves are the last chapter of
the story and that the next chapter is for us to
13
create.
"
3) It is an objective of curriculum development in
history to enable students to develop critical thinking in
evaluating the grocess_of social interaction and the dynamics
of social and political change. The proposed Simulation
Model is an effective vehicle for the achievement of this
goal s
a) Within the structure of the Model, students are
asked to make systematic examination of alternative
solutions to problems, to develop social critiques,
to undertake organizational tasks, to assess al-
liance possibilities and to confront discrimination,
compromise and cooptation. In the process, issues
of class, sex and race are exposed and students can
develop analytic tools useful in understanding the
relative and shifting dimensions of the social fabric.
Edmund Wilson, To the Finland Station (Garden City: Doubleday
& Co.
, Inc. , 1953), p. 34.
16
the elements that hold the social structure together,
the contradictions that threaten to pull it apart
and transform it, and the way in which the individual
is affected by social dynamics
.
4) It is an objective of curriculum development in
history to facilitate clarification of personal values:
to allow students to evaluate their own assumptions and biases,
the assumptions of others, and the
' assumptions of social
science analysis. The proposed Simulation Model is an ef-
fective vehicle for achieving this goal.
a) I have previously argued that ideology is historically
linked to the socioeconomic environment in which it
emerges. Since ideology provides a framework which
pervades our social outlook and the particular
judgments we make about ourselves and others, it is
intended that the Simulation Model provide an
alternative social context designed to stimulate
critical thinking about modern western ideological
assumptions.
Individualism is a keystone in modern western
ideology. Much of our traditional and humanistic
education is predicated on individualistic assumptions
that encourage students to understand themselves,
their problems, and the solutions to them, in individual
terms. When the socioeconomic roots of consciousness
are bypassed or ignored, the educational process
17
increases alienation and maintains social injustice
by fostering a consciousness that power and power-
lessness are not socially related, but individually
related, that we are not socially interdependent
but independent
,
and that those who fail ultimately
have themselves to blame.
b) Because within Simulation Game structure students
are asked to play roles that involve them in becoming
representative members of a particular social group,
they are required to see the persons played not as
isolated pawns, or inept or morally deviant characters,
but as socialized members of their group who share
experiences, assumptions and conditions with other
group members. Moreover, this socialization affects
the very framework of student thinking and perceptions,
and, as interaction precedes, common group experiences
become the basis of individual action and reaction.
Thus, as a result of classroom roles, students learn
experienti ally to understand the intricate relation-
ship that binds the individual to the group and the
social environment, and to view individual problems
within a context of interdependency and social
. . 14
causation.
xi
It is assumed that not all members of any given group
will respond in the same manner or develop similar
strategies.
18
It is hoped that the association the student
makes within the classroom, between a particular
set of problems and a perspective about the in-
dividuals affected, will be generalized and transferred
to real life situations. Thus, in confronting the
problems of their historical counterparts through
group role-playing, students will begin to see the
relationship between the forces that influence their
own ideas and the forces that influence others. If
this transference is effective, the Simulation Model
becomes a vehicle for increasing student awareness
and recognition of socioeconomic, racial, or sex
groups whose experiences differ from their own. As
a result of classroom experiences, it' becomes more
difficult for students to internalize dominant social
values that tend to "blame the victim" and serve to
maintain their own oppression and the oppression of
others
.
Curriculum Evaluation
In the fall of 1975, a section of the Simulation Model
vas implemented for test purposes during a one month period
in a graduate seminar at the University of Massachusetts
School of Education. Test results are evaluated in Chapter IV.
Because the Simulation Model in Women's History con-
stitutes an entire semester's curriculum for higher education
19
courses, and because the curriculum is developed primarily
for use in public educational institutions, complete testing
of the curriculum involves a classroom situation of ap-
proximately thirty students over the course of three or four
months. Requirements of time and numbers of students being
prohibitive, it is not within the scope of this dissertation
to evaluate the curriculum in its entirety.
Instead, this evaluation is based on the implementation
of a segment of the Simulation, incorporating in consolidated
form, the essential components of the Model. The test cur-
riculum was designed so that, based on selected historical
readings, student groups would progress through the stages
of the Simulation via the tripartite discussion sequence,
developing historical "social identities," identifying Key
group concerns, and testing alliances.
Since the Simulation in Women's History is an experimental
pedagogical model, the purpose of the testing and evaluation
is t-Q explore its pedagogical possibilities rather than to
produce conclusive results. The test curriculum was there-
fore intended to generate material valuable to that exploration.
Accordingly, throughout the one month test period,
students were required to maintain personal journals of their
experiences as group members. Content analysis of student
The Simulation Model In Women's History was originally
developed for community college classrooms. With" appropriate
changes in reading materials, it is adaptable to secondary
school levels.
20
journals provides the basis for the evaluation of the cur-
riculum test. The rationale for content analysis of student
journals as the evaluative method is that effective evaluation
of a simulation design is dependent upon the use of an in-
strument that affords insight into an affective process of
role identification. It is argued that student diaries are
the most sensitive barometer of that affective proems , and
generate the richest source material from which to "probe"
the potential of the curriculum.
Specific criteria are developed to determine whether
affective role identification is taking place, by what process
and with what results. These are stated in Chapter IV.
Analysis is focused on the tone, language and content of
student journal entries. Changes in affective response,
perceptions, thoughts and behavior in each group are cor-
related, by the timing of their appearance in the journal
entries, with the stages of the Simulation intergroup in-
teraction.
Chapter IV specifically describes the evaluation method,
criteria and rationale, and analyzes each group's reactions.
Supported by excerpts quoted from student journals. Chapter
IV includes a summary of the pattern of reactions for each
group, and an analysis of initial role reactions followed by
an analysis of the catalytic effect of intergroup interaction.
Finally, variables affecting the test group and the curriculum
test are discussed and analyzed in Chapters IV and V.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEWS
THE PROBLEM OF CLASS BIAS IN WOMEN'S HISTORY
The notion that our psychic selves can be isolated from
the social and economic history of which we are a part is a
theme that is reverberating through American thinking today.
Rooted in the ethic of western individualism, the idea has
become central to our sense of self and our visions of change.
We are almost insulted or defeated at the suggestion
that our collective history affects our consciousness. "The
sense of an individual alone, outside society with no sense
of his or her own place in a rational scheme" 1 has become the
subject of a vast growing literature on loneliness in America
and has generated a proliferation of therapeutic and inter-
personal schemes designed to help us discover that we are
"the cause of our own experience," the barrier to our own
self-realization. We are encouraged to seek salvation in
further autonomy to embark on "a limitless search for the
boundaryless self." 2
Yet the concept of an autonomous individual separated
from society, with only a self-history and a future goal of
Eli
. Zaretsky
,
Capitalism, The Family, and Personal Life
(Socialist Revolution
. Jan. -June 1973; rpt, Santa Cruz,
California! Loaded Press, n.d. ) , p. 16.
2Norman Birnbaum and Christopher Lasch, "America Today: An
Exchange," Partisan Review
. 'Al.ll, No. 3 (1975), 363.
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self-actualization has a history of its own—a history which
by definition we are unable to see. That history has been
obscured, as it were, by historical development. The social
and economic circumstances of post-industrial American life
* .
.
[have] come close to destroying people’s
understanding of their part in an integrated
system of social production. It has reinforcedthe tendency to look to personal life for
meaning, and to understand personal, life in en-tirely subjective terms. The isolation of so much
of modern life from the sphere of necessary goodsproduction gives it its ’abstract’ character
^
Both society' and personal life are experienced
as formless, with no common core, in inexplicable
disarray. 3
Although feminists have done battle with the separation
of the personal from the political, feminist intellectuals
are themselves daughters of the same social schizophrenia
and have absorbed ahistorical precepts into their arguments.
This is evidenced by the fact that the family, which is
considered fundamental to the experience of women, is treated
as an autonomous, self-determining institution in such basic
radical feminist texts as Shulamith Firestone’s Dialectic of
4Sex^ We have come to see the conditions that surround women’s
lives their isolation, "their exclusion from production and
their restriction to the family, their devaluation as
Zaretsky, p. 8.
^Shulamith Firestone, The Dialectic of Sex (New York: Bantam
Books, 1970).
5Zaretsky, p. 8.
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laborers and competent adults, their marred self-images—
as universal facts of the sexual division of labor. In this
analysis of female subordination, the nuclear family as it
exists under industrial capitalism is projected onto "all
6previous history. " We are unable to "distinguish what is
universal in the family ... from what is specific to the
family of a particular mode of production. 1,7
Sociological theory teaches us to expect that "changes
in social organization will be reflected in family life and
8
character." Yet, as Christopher Lasch has commented, we
lack a theory of how this happens over time and its effect on
9
consciousness. We have virtually ignored this dimension in
our histories of women, and with disturbing results. If we
portray "the division between women in the family and men in
the economy as a natural or biological condition that ante-
dates history," 10 rather than as a relatively recent stage of
capitalist development, female liberation becomes fundamentally
contingent upon biological emancipation rather than upon
social and economic transformation. Secondly, since the
conditions surrounding the lives of some women are taken
6 Ibid.
,
p, 102.
7
Ibid.
8Christopher Lasch, "The Family and History," New York Review
of Books
. Nov. 13, 1975, p. 33.
' ' —
-
9Ibid.
10
Zaretsky, p. 58,
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as applicable to all women, such an analysis leads us to
declare prototypes and prescriptions as universal which may
predominantly pertain to particular social classes of women
as their lives have been shaped by historical developments.
Thus, not only must we critique feminist theories that
treat the family as relatively autonomous from history by
virtue of its "biosocial*’ character, but we must examine
within a conceptual framework of uneven development how,
within any given mode of production, family life and structure
is affected differently in different economic classes.
By definition, histories of the Women's Movement provide
historical perspective on "the progress of women" and changing
consciousness. But because only cursory attention is paid
to the transformation of the family and women’s work roles
necessitated by capitalist development, with its diverse
class effects, the context in which Feminism emerges is ob-
scured. "Woman's awareness of herself," wrote Simone de
Beauvoir, "is not exclusively defined by her sexuality; it
reflects a situation that depends on the economic organization ." 11
If that awareness of self and redefinition of womanhood
are viewed separately from the economic and social conditions
in which they are rooted, our vision remains ahistorical.
In the nineteenth century, when middle-class feminists became
conscious of a shared female identity, "caste feeling blurred
USimone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex , trans. and ed. by
H.M. Parshley
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the reality that their own consciousness had been made
possible by their class position based on the new roles of
woman as producer and reproducer introduced by nineteenth
century industrialization."12
Many historians of women's history are repeating the
same mistake. Much of what is now defined as Women's
History is primarily a chronicle of the feminist struggle
based on the perceptions, concerns and priorities of relatively
privileged women, in part because the class background of
many of the intellectuals who write such histories most
closely resembles that of the women about whom they write.
Thus, the particular way in which one group of women identifies
a collective experience for their sex comes to be regarded
as a universal experience that affects all people in the same
way.
Locating the sources of feminism in the changing way in
which social production came to be organized under industrial
capitalism and the accompanying changes wrought in family
life and female roles is the basis for analyzing how female
oppression operates in our contemporary social context. That,
in turn, is prerequisite to problem-solving. Equally im-
portant, such an historical approach illuminates the dif-
ferences between classes of women who are drawn into social
Ann D. Gordon, Mari Jo Buhle, and Nancy E. Schrom, Women
in American Society ( Radical America , V, July-Aug. 1971;
Cambridge
,
Mass. : Radical America, n.d. ) , p. 8.
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production in diverse ways. Since these differences will be
reflected in the goals around which different groups of
women organize their struggles, we must begin to alter our
definition of what constitutes the proper field of Women's
History. Otherwise we must distinguish between the history
of feminism and the history of women—the one pertaining to
the predominantly middle-class movement, the other to the
experience of the majority of women. To alter our definition
of Women’s History is to alter our definition of feminism
and to perhaps lend different meaning to our vision of
liberation for women.
This chapter is devoted to a review of some of the recent
Women’s History literature in America. Four histories are
chosen in order to illuminate the problem of class biass
Eli Zaretsky, Capitalism, The Family, and Personal Life :
Ann D. Gordon, Mari Jo Buhle, and Nancy E. Schrom, Women in
American Society ; Eleanor Flexner, Century of Struggle s and
William L. O'Neill, Everyone Was Braves A History of Feminism
m America. The works selected reflect the problems inherent
in the literature, but are intentionally chosen from among
13Zaretsky, Capitalism, The Family, and Personal Life ; Gordon
et al
. ,
Women in American Society ; Eleanor Flexner, Century
of Struggle (Cambridge, Belknap Press of Harvard University
Press, 1968; rpt. New Yorks Atheneum, 1972); William L.
O'Neill, Everyone Was Braves A History of Feminism in America
(Chicago; Quadrangle Books, 1971).
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the histories most sensitive to class issues. The purpose
is to demonstrate that, even where class background is
recognized as a factor in the Women's Movement, the
historian's basic approach to historical development may
obscure the implications of class differences, leaving students
with a view of Women's History through a privileged prism.
Each work is evaluated according to its success in
suggesting a conceptual framework for j
1) analyzing the social basis of women's oppression and
feminist consciousness within the context of capitalist
development, and therefore
2) analyzing class differences among women and their
implications for feminism.
Accordingly, I have juxtaposed two categories of works. In
the first group which includes Eli Zaretsky's Capitalism, The
Family and Personal Life
,
and Gordon, Buhle and Schrom's
Women in American Society , female roles and female consciousness
are treated as integral to the changing forces of production
under capitalism. Consequently, they are more successful as
histories according to the above criteria. I then review two
of the most popularly used, and in my opinion, most out-
standing examples of Movement histories, critiquing them from
the perspective of class. In this group are included William
O'Neill’s Everyone Was Brave
,
and Eleanor Flexner's Century
of Struggle
28
An excellent conceptual framework for the study of women
in history is provided by Eli Zaretsky in a pamphlet entitled
Capitalism, The Family and Personal Life . After reviewing
the contributions of Shulamith Firestone, Juliet Mitchell,
and Kate Miilett to a theory of female subordination, Zaretsky
develops an historical critique of their perspectives on the
family and personal life. 14 The thrust of his study is, then,
"an attempt to understand the recent history of the family
as part of the history of the capitalist mode of production.
It describes two related historical transformations; the
elimination of private productive property as the basis of
the family among the masses of people, and the emergence of
a sphere of personal life seemingly independent of the ’economy*
and of 'production'." 1 ^
According to Zaretsky, prior to the development of
capitalism, since the family was the basic economic unit of
production, there did not exist the separation we take for
granted between family life (or personal life) on the one
hand, and economic life (the "real world") on the other.
Firestone and Mitchell, Zaretsky says, treat women's exclusion
from the "larger economic realm" (the realm of social production)
According to Zaretsky, Firestone and Mitchell see the op-
pression of women in the family and female exclusion from
economic life as originating in the sexual division of labor
within the family
—
i . e. , as inherent in the nature of the
family rather than as a function of the family in its present form.
15Zaretsky, p. 17.
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and their restriction to activity within the family as the
source of female subordination. Zaretsky argues, however,
that the very definition of the economic and familial realms
as distinct is itself a product of the social organization
of production under capitalism. 16
In precapitalist agrarian societies, some form of the
family or extended family system within the village performed
the work of material production to sustain life and trade.
Within this system, women and children labored beside men in
the process of production and consequently were valued as
workers. Women did not see themselves, nor did others see
them as "outside the economy." But as capitalism developed,
commodity production was removed from the household and family
and eventually located in remote centers of power—the factories.
The effect, in essence, was to "divide" society. As pro-
letarianization took place, each family no longer owned the
means of its own subsistence—private productive property.
The wage earner, usually the male head of the household, went
"out" to work to obtain wages then used to sustain the family.
The old economic unity and independence of the family now was
divided between "house-worker" and "factory worker." As the
old economic basis of the family was eliminated, family life
16Zaretsky, pp. 10-20. Ann Oakley, in Woman's Work (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1974), attributes the development of
this distinction to the transformation of social production
associated with industrialization, rather than specifically
with capitalism.
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and family function were transformed. Zaret sky writes
s
The overall tendency of capitalist development
has . been to socialize the basic processes of com-
modity production—to remove labor from the
private efforts of _ individual families or villages
and to centralize it in large-scale corporate units.
Capitalism is the first society in history to
socialize production on a large scale. With the
rise of industry, capitalism "split" material
production between its socialized forms (the
sphere of commodity production) and the private
labor performed predominantly by women within the
home. In this form, male supremacy, which long
antedated capitalism, became an institutional part
of the capitalist system of production. 17
It is only under capitalism that material pro-
duction organized as wage labor and the forms of
production taking place within the family have
been separated so that the "economic" function of
the family is obscured. 18
The female role in the reproduction and maintenance of
the labor force accomplished by women in the home is socially
necessary labor. It underpins the wage labor system upon
which is predicated the organization of production under
capitalism. But since the dominant form of socialized pro-
duction under capitalism is based on wage labor and the pro-
duction of goods and services for the market and since female
labor within the home is neither aimed at commodity pro-
duction nor is it wage labor, women's labor within the home
is considered to be of no economic value. In a very real
sense, then, with the development of industrial capitalism,
the economic function of the family has been obscured and
female status as workers undermined.
17Zaretsky, p. 15.
18
'
- Zaretsky, p. 13.
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At the same time, the impact of the anonymous market
economy in the late nineteenth century was such that new
meaning was focused on the family. Period literature attests
to the glorification of the home as the last personal refuge
of caring, safety and order in an increasingly harsh, im-
personal, chaotic world inhabited by men. The family was a
"tent pitch'd in a world not right.- 19 And to woman, insulated
from the cash nexus, was assigned the role of guardian angel
of the hearth and of traditional moral values. 20
This xs the true nature of home— it is the place
» the shelter, not only from all injury, butfrom all terror, doubt, and division. In so far
JL * : * th® anxieties of the outer life penetratean
t ^
lnc°nsistently-minded, unknown,
unloved or hostile society of the outer world isallowed
. . . to cross the threshold it ceases tobe a home; it is then only a part of the outer
world which you have roofed over and lighted firein. But so far as it is a sacred place, a vestaltemple, a temple of the hearth watched over byhousehold gods ... so far as if is this
. . .it vindicates the name and fulfills the praise
of home.
And wherever a true wife comes, this home is
always round her . . . home is wherever she is;
and for a noble woman it stretches far round her,better than ceiled with cedar or painted with
Vermillion shedding its quiet light far for those
who else were homeless. 21
19
Coventry Patmore, The Angel in the House
, quoted in WalterHoughton, The Victorian Frame of Mind (New Havens Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1957), p. 345.
20n
.
Uavid
,
Mi Kennedy, Birth Control in America . Yale Publicationsin American Studies, 18 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970),
n .p
a
^.
er 1
.
Prov’i^es an excellent, well-documented discussionictorian views of home, family, and womanhood.
2
1
John Ruskm, "Of Queen's Gardens," Sesame and Lilies (1865;Chicago: Homewood, 1902), pp. 144-45.
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However, ZaretsKy argues, and Gordon, Buhle, and Schrcm agree, 22
this sacred familial ideal "untainted by the roughness of
material necessity,-23 reflected bourgeois family life, inasmuch
as it reflected the reality of family life at all. Of working
class families, Engels wrote in England, 1844,
Family life for the worker is almost impos-
sxfole under the existing social system « « . The
various members of the family only see each otherin the mornings and evenings because the husbandis away at his work all day long. Perhaps his
wife and the older children also go out to work
and they may be in different factories. in these
circumstances, how can family life exist? 34
Thus, at the same time as capitalist organization intensified
the need for "personal refuge," and focused expectations of
personal fulfillment on the family, access to the bourgeois
ideal of "family life" was denied the lower classes.
Ironically, it was precisely the definition of womanhood
associated with this familial ideal, against which middle-class
feminists revolted when they "attacked the genteel idleness
of the 'doll’s house* and demanded entry into education, the
professions and public." They protested their restriction
to the "woman's sphere," their isolation from social production.
20Gordon, et al.
,
Women in American Society
, p. 27.
23 Zaretsky, p. 35.
24Friedrich Engels, The Condition of the Working Class in
England, trans. and ed. by W.O. Henderson and W.H. Chaloner
(Stanford; Stanford University Press, 1968), p. 145,
25Zaretsky, p. 37.
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their idleness, their "uselessness." Lower-class women, on
the other hand, were forced by economic necessity to enter
the labor force under highly exploitive conditions. For
the lower classes, capitalism "directly infected family life"
and threatened to destroy it.
Many feared that by turning women and childreninto wage earners, industrial capitalism wasdestroying the family. The goal of 'saving'the family
. underlay such 19th century reforms
as protective legislation and child labor laws.Over time, a series of private and public in-
stitutions arose--schools
, savings banks,insurance companies, welfare agencies—whosefunction was to mediate between capitalist pro-duction and the fragmented realm of privateixfe. The great trade union struggles throuoh
which the 19th century working class both
resisted and accommodated itself to industrial
capitalism were also intended to establish a
new basis for the proletarian family. Women
were commonly
. excluded from trade unions and
male trade unionists demanded a wage that could
support the entire family. 27
26
In analyzing the transformation of family and personal
life in capitalist development, Zaretsky lays a foundation
for examining the class-based experiential underpinnings of
diverse female priorities, and visions of change. However,
while his analysis has provocative implications for class
issues among women, Zaretsky explores them only perfunc-
torily. His concern lies primarily with the conceptual
dichotomy in feminist literature between personal life and
the family, on the one hand, and economic development on the
2
6
Ibid.
,
p. 38 .
27 Ibid
.
, pp. 44-45.
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other. Because of its broad scope, theoretical focus and
highly academic style, Cagi^lj^m^he Family and Ppr.nmi
—~ 1S 3 srruqqle to translate into more concrete insights
concerning feminism and class. its value in a course that
attempts to deal with these issues is therefore questionable.
For classroom purposes, Gordon, Buhle and Schrora's Women in
American, Society provides a much more readily understandable
analysis of the relationship between economic development,
family life and woman's roles, specifically in the American
context, and reaches further into the divergent experiences
of working-class and middle-class women in America.
Like Zaretsky, Gordon, Buhle and Schrom emphasize the
importance of developing an historical critique of female
subordination stressing the ’’interrelationship between
women’s oppression and the 'rest* of history*’28 rather than
female isolation from the historical process.
The seeming timelessness of women's lives may
describe one source of the lack of female con-
sciousness through long periods; the processes
affecting their lives are frequently slow and
without immediate impact on their awareness.
But to assume that their lives were, as a
result, without time and without change, ignores
the role that the subjection of women has
played in world development . 29
Without an understanding of that role, women truly become
the 'objects' of history—having contributed nothing to it,
remaining unchanged throughout it, having had no influence
28Gordon et al.
29
p. 7.
Ibid
.
,
p. 5
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on it. Thus, Gordon, Buhle and Schrom attempt to define
the historical transformation of women's roles, not in terms
of the history of feminist organizations, but in terms of the
way in which changing social and economic organization af-
fected change in women's work, family structure, women's
image and self-image, and ultimately female consciousness of
"identity as a caste." what Zaretsky attempts on a broader
theoretical scale, Women.jji
_American Society examines
specifically in the American context.
Paralleling Zaretsky's analysis of precapitalist family
units, Gordon, Buhle and Schrom discuss family structure in
American colonial and rural frontier life. Here, due to
physical necessity, food, clothing, household supplies and
articles for trade were, in the main, produced by the family
unit. Although work activity varied depending upon economic
class, although there was a sexual division of labor within
the family, and although sex discrimination certainly was
evident in the larger social context, the lines between male
and female "spheres" were not inflexibly drawn and "each
[family] member contributed work of equal importance to the
30group's survival." Women were, therefore, respected and
valued in their productive as well as reproductive roles
(the latter particularly in light of the necessity for large
families in farming communities). However, by the nineteenth
century, manufacture had begun to shift production out of
30
.Ibid
.
. p. 21.
36
the home, "widening the division of labor within the
and . . . widening class divisions between families.
family,
i.31
latively egalitarian division of labor in pre—industrial society had come a mode of organization
which far more than before thrust women into the
role of caring for the home, while men engagedm activities to reshape the world.
• • . The home became "woman’s sphere," fixed interms of an Ideal rather than a realistic
evaluation of women's potential roles. The older
traditions of feminine usefulness, strength andduty were cast aside for moral and decorative
functions, and subjugation to domesticity became
the most revered feminine virtue. 32
The strength of Gordon, Buhle and Schrom ’ s analysis is
that they tie the emerging Victoria 1 Ideal of womanhood
(essential elements of which have been incorporated into
the twentieth century Feminine Mystique) to its class moorings.
They accurately point out that even though the majority of
women toward the end of the nineteenth century lived and
labored in the "immediate environment of a farm family,"^
31
Ibid
.
.
p. 25.
32
Ibid.
, pp. 25-27.
33
Ibid
.
, p. 27.
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and increasingly joined the urban labor force, the new
dominant "cult of true womanhood" reflected the ethos and
lives of the entrepreneurial and merchant capitalist sector-
a numerical minority. The glorification of femininity as
idle, frail, delicate, decorative, pure, passive, and pious
violated by any kind of labor was certainly not reflective
of the realities of farm life, nor urban proletarian existence.
This definition of womanhood and "woman’s proper sphere"
therefore subsequently served to further degrade lower-class
women who, by the very nature of their participation as workers
m the market economy, were vilified and depreciated, "in-
evitably marked by their participation in activities considered
masculine.
Gordon, Buhle, and Schrom proceed to explore some of the
ways in which late nineteenth and early twentieth century
economic development separated the experience of middle-
class women from that of their lower-class sisters. They
outline some of the implications of these class differences
for the development of feminist consciousness and the com-
position and goals of women's organizations. According to
Gordon, Buhle, and Schrom j
1) In the early twentieth century, working class men
and women worked outside the home in what was socially
defined as "productive" occupations. Because many
working-class women earned money and participated in
34'ibid
.
,
p. 36.
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social production, "their first, expression of feminist
consciousness was determined by their status as a
worker. 1,35 Their organizational efforts therefore
largely focused on their experience in the labor
force and economic necessity created the incentive
for collective organization to change work conditions.
2) The work of middle-class women, on the other hand,
was centered around the home and was "judged devoid
30
of productive value." Ideological boundaries re-
stricting woman's "proper sphere," and technological
changes affecting housework, generated increased
leisure time for middle-class women. But this often
went hand in hand with isolation, "enforced idleness,"37
a sense of social uselessness and inadequacy, and an
education which increasingly clashed with acceptable
female roles. Seeking "adequate alternatives to the
boredom which otherwise drove them to psychoanalysis,
extramarital affairs, alcoholism, meaningless hobbies,
more and more 'adult education' which led nowhere, or
. .
38
equally insignificant 'do-goodism
'
,
" it was reasonable
that middle-class women increasingly sought personal
liberation , which was then identified with "productive
3
5
Ibid.
,
p. 38.
36 Ibid.
,
p. 41.
3
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Flexner, Century of Struggle
,
p. x.
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and meaningful work in the world of men.”39
3) The incentive to go to work and the work choices
available differed for working-class and middle-class
women. For the latter group, whether they entered
the professions or, increasingly after World War I,
the service sector, work was a "consciously-made
choice and an effort to find self-fulfillment and
independence, not an economic necessity. For
lower-class women, entering the industrial work force
because of economic necessity and limited opportunity,
work experiences were anything but liberating. In the
factories they were assigned the most degrading tasks,
compensated with wages one-third to one-half the wages
of men, and were subject to sex discrimination both
on the job and within the unions. Marriage, for many
lower-class women, became the escape valve.
4) Since Victorian ideals of womanhood were based on
middle-class life, they served to enhance class pre-
judices, and further denigrate lower-class women who,
by definition of the kind of work they did, were out-
side the pale of respectability.
It is apparent that these differences had important
ramifications for cross-class cooperation in organizing for
change. Gordon, Buhle and Schrom summarily deal with the
39
Gordon, et ajL.
,
p. 42.
40 .
Ibid
.
,
p. 43.
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failure of middle-class feminist organizations to reach
working-class women, largely attributing it to middle-class
emphasis on and acceptance of consumerism, reliance on suf-
frage as key to emancipation, and indifference or hostility
to labor struggles.
As an overview, Women_in American Society is among the
best of the historical literature. it outlines critical
issues, linking images of womanhood to the structure of work
and social life in American society. it explores the impact
of class on female experience, expectations, perceptions,
priorities and organizational activity. it is clear, readable,
provocative and very adaptable to classroom discussion. By
virtue of the fact that it is an overview, however, it is
quite sketchy at points and lacks the in-depth development
that many of the issues raised merit. This is particularly
true of its treatment of the period from 1920 om here we
lose the systematic investigation, characteristic of the
discussion of the earlier period, leaving the reader with a
new set of contradictions to ponder concerning feminine
sexuality, the feminine mystique, the increased participation
of women in the work force and female consumerism. Central
as these issues are to contemporary womanhood, they remain
largely unexplored in Gordon, Buhle and Schrom's study. It
is hoped, however, that the analytic approach evident in
Women in American Society will provide the basis for future
development in the field of Women's History.
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While alternative publishing groups like Loaded Press
and Radical America are responsible for the publication of
literature clearly focusing on economic development, the
social organization of production and its effect on different
classes of women, many of the more popularly used histories
of women published by major presses pay minimal attention to
the former and, as a result, ignore or provide little per-
spective on the latter. Middle-class assumptions are evident
in the organization, content and perspectives of some of the
finest Movement histories written by historians in obvious
sympathy with the progress of women. Where "progress"
becomes synonymous with the visions, priorities and organizational
efforts of the economically privileged, it is critical that
these limitations be made explicit. However, most American
historians of female as well as male history seem unaware of
the problem of class bias, ironically enough, unless they
are specifically dealing with working-class perspectives. In
the absence of clear definitions, students are left with the
distinct impression that Women's History and the feminist
struggle are what upper- and middle-class women made of them.
Eleanor Flexner's book. Century of Struggle
,
published in
1959 and now a widely used Women's History text in college
classrooms, is illustrative of the problem. While Flexner
subtitles her work The Women's Rights Movement in the United
States, her history is primarily an analysis of the middle-
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class feminist movement and its achievements in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As such, it is
a sensitive, valuable contribution to the Women's History
literature. However, because the class bias is never artic-
ulated, it xs reasonable to assume that only those readers
atuned to class issues, either because of their own economic
backgrounds or prior academic exposure, will pick it up.
The preface to the 1972 edition of Century of Struggle
provides clues to Flexner's definition of "'progress" in
women's rights. She expresses her concern that few women
reached the top, in business, the professions or politics and
in writing the history, her objective is to "look back and
see what women had achieved in the century roughly between
411820 and 1920." "Achievement" is equated with sex equality
in access to higher education, professional fields, and
leadership positions within established institutions, with
equal political representation, and with equal opportunity to
participate in the "mainstream" of national life (in which
Flexner includes trade unionism). One needs only to refer to
the table of contents and peruse the chapters to corroborate
these assumptions about what constitutes "progress." Of
twenty-four chapters, two are devoted to "equal education"
and "intellectual progress," two to Seneca Falls and the post-
script, four to largely middle-class reform organizations,
41Flexner, p. xi.
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tnree to women and trade union organizations, and nine to
suffrage-related events. The remaining chapters, with the
exception of the conclusion, provide historical background
material on the position of women prior to 1800, during the
Civil War, and at the turn of the century.
oust i fying the book’s emphasis on the suffrage battle,
Flexner describes the hardships of life for the predecessors
of today’s woman. She writes in the preface,
they had to prove not only to others, but to them-
selves as well, that a woman’s brain was capable
of the same activity as men’s, that they would
not sicken or die if they were exposed tologarithms—
-or to physical education. They had
to combat, in addition to public prejudice,
their own fears of being unladylike, of be-
coming unsexed creatures if they tried to per-
severe as physicians or politicians. The
earliest girls who went away to college worried
whether they would find husbands if they showed
themselves too bright or too interested in un-
feminine matters such as science or government.
The battle had to be fought and won, not just
once, but over and over again, until these things
were finally taken for granted.
The prejudices these women challenged, the
fears they overcame, had their origin in nature's
fiat
.
that woman is the child-bearer, and by ex-
tension, the child-rearer and homemaker. Habit
and custom combined to make her a creature be-
lieved to be capable of very little else. 42
Flexner 's reflections on the difficulties faced by women
are vividly portrayed, perceptively analyzed and certainly
worthy of attention. But it should also be clear that the
"they" Flexner refers to are not lower-class women for whom
logarithms, physical education, college, science and politics
42
'Ibid.
,
pp. xiii-xiv.
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were not, to say the least, primary concerns or attainable
goals for themselves or for their male peers. Yet Flexner,
like many historians of the Women's Rights Movement, proceeds
with her analysis based on this undifferentiated category
"women" without further consideration. "They" constitute
the primary subject of Women's History and "their" struggles
the primary story of women's rights. it is a prejudice that
is carried all the way through the book with apparently little
awareness that it is a problem. That lack of awareness,
however, has serious repercussions, for students learn to
accept these categories and definitions as applicable not only
to the history of all women, but to their futures as well.
This is not to say that Flexner makes no reference to
social and economic background or that she totally ignores
working-class women. Where she undertakes an analysis of
class differences, it is very perceptively accomplished.^
But for the most part, her own perspective seems to be
blinding. There is a remarkable lack of attention paid to
the differing circumstances that defined women's lives,
needs and activities. In many places, her narrative
demonstrates surprisingly little sensitivity to the fact
that what may have been true for the middle class woman
cannot necessarily be taken as true for "womanhood" in
general. Perhaps the keenest example is her treatment of
labor
.
JTlbid.. p. 41.
the-development of
Flexner discusses the factors which hampered
unionization among working-class women.
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Flexner devotes three chapters to labors "Women in
Trade-Unions," "The Mainstream of Organized Labor" and "Women
in the Knights of Labor and the Early A.F. of L. ” Labor
struggles are treated as one more aspect of women's advance
into the mainstream" an application of the "melting-pot"
theme to women's issues. Based on the organization of the
book, it is reasonable to hypothesize that in Flexner's view,
suffrage and intellectual progress" are the universal advances
for women (i.e.
, advance the cause of all women) whereas
unionization (or the conditions of labor in general) is the
problem only of specific women—i.e., the poor—and therefore
deserves relatively minor consideration. If percentage of
the population affected is the criterion by which we judge
what is worth chronicling in a history of Feminism, clearly
the reverse is closer to the truth. Family livelihood, work
conditions (not just for women), and labor struggles had the
more direct impact on the quality of life for the majority
of nineteenth century American women. I am not arguing for
a quota system in the organization of historical literature
on women. I am, however, arguing for recognition that there
are in fact unstated assumptions inherent in the organizational
priorities of that literature, and that these assumptions
should be subject to critical examination.
Aside from the question of the book’s organization,
Flexner rarely discusses the reaction of lower-class women to
the suffrage movement, or their concern (or lack of it) with
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expansion into "new professional spheres,” or "intellectual
progress" as upper-class women defined it. Nor does she
adequately discuss the relationship between the suffrage
movement and union movement. it clearly cannot be explained
as merely two aspects of the same struggle
—women's progress
in "this sphere and that." There were in fact conflicting
interests between the two towards the end of the suffrage
fight Ho Draditor demonstrates in The Ideas of the Woman
Suffrage
—
Movement . ' Although the dynamics of the two move-
ments vis-a-vis one another throw a great deal of light on
the relationship between class and sex issues and the varying
conditions that separated women in their fight, where Flexner
attacks the problem at all, she attacks it from the top down.
She discusses the efforts of the Stanton-Anthony forces
to appeal to working-class women and incorporate them into
"the Women’s Rights Movement," but she fails to discuss the
45perspective on "The Movement" from the bottom up. To do
so would have been enlightening. To neglect to do so is in-
dicative of what Flexner holds central to women's rights
—
suffrage—and what is adjunct—the labor movement and the
perspective of less affluent women.
This lack of appreciation for the circumstances sur-
rounding the lives of most women is also evident in Flexner'
s
44 •Aileen S. Kraditor, The Ideas of the Woman Suffrage Movement ,
1890-1920 (Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, 1971).
45David M. Kennedy in Birth Control in America repeats the same
"top down" pattern in evaluating the relationship between the
Sanger movement and the lower classes.
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discussion of the impact of war years on women's lives. in
dealing with the Civil War period, for example, Flexner
focuses on women who moved into "new spheres of usefulness"
as the result of the changes wrought by the war situation.
Rather than attending to the discrepancies between the nine-
teenth century view of "woman's role" and the role most women
were forced to play as a result of male absence from the house-
hold during tne war
,
she emphasizes the voluntary efforts of
"those more favorably situated" to aid in the war effort
(which, in itself, she sees as "progress” since it involves
female participation in national politics) and "to create new
spheres for their sex.
"
Flexner ignores the fact that lower-class women were
already operating in "unwomanly" spheres—as wage-earners
and physical laborers, as nurses, and educators—for their
own families and communities, by virtue of economic cir-
cumstance. We can only conclude that the way in which war
touched the lives of poor women or affected their consciousness
seemed unimportant because it was not related to feminist
"advance," nor conceptualized specifically in terms of women's
struggles. It is an interesting exercise to peruse the
Flexner chapter on the Civil War and question the ap-
plicability of issues raised to the lives of less affluent
women.
46Flexner, Chapter VII.
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Implicit in much of Flexner* s discussion of the Civil
har, and indeed throughout the book, is the assumption that
what is voluntary is somehow nobler (or at least of greater
relevance to the "century of struggle") than what is borne
of necessity. The time Flexner spends in vivid description
of the sacrifices of Stanton and Anthony relative to the
time spent in description of the suffering of lower-class
women in the sweat shops, on the picket line, or in the home
truly makes one wonder whose struggle it was. No doubt this
emphasis is consistent with a theory of history that at-
tributes progress largely to the fortitude, self-sacrifice,
and foreknowledge of exceptional historical personages47—
"dynamic and indomitable heroines," in this case. From the
war effort to the suffrage effort to the union effort, it
becomes clear that to Flexner the leaders make the movement.
Even her trade-union history becomes the tale of a few "strong-
minded" union leaders. This "Great Woman" version of the
"Great Man" theory of historical change is clearly in line
with the mainstream of liberal historiography. But the
question of leadership cannot be treated in a vacuum.
"Progress," Dorothy Mejia Chambless commented, is not simply
a function of "superior individuals, or an intellectual layer,
or chance. Leadership comes from definite sociological
strata, from precisely those human beings whose history,
47Flexner would couple this with technological advance and
the impact of major national crises
—
primarily war and the
advent of organized labor.
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needs, and consciousness equip them to fulfill the specific
demands of leadership at any given time.-48
-strong-minded,"
and -indomitable- individuals make their mark on history only
to the degree to which they respond to a transformation in
consciousness that is occurring hand in hand with changes in
economic and social life. If one approaches history from
the vantage point of those changes (which do not have a
uniform effect throughout society) the relationship between
leadership, program and ideology on the one hand, and class
perspectives on the other becomes clearer.
This perspective is, in my estimation, the value of
Zaretsky ' s , and Gordon, Buhle and Schrom's contributions.
In Flexner *s history, however, the economic and social base
have become peripheral to the investigation of the Movement.
At center stage are the personalities, organizations and
institutional changes that contribute to the female march of
progress into the mainstream of American life (as previously
defined by male historians). Flexner provides us with a
wealth of information and vivid biographical sketches. Her
work has been appreciated for its inclusion of "additional-
material
—working-class women and trade unionism—to balance
our historical portrait of American women. But, in the last
analysis, it is testimony to our expectations about our
48Dorothy Mejia Chambless, Race and Sex: 1972, Collision or
Comradeship
. A Radical Women Position Paper (3815~5th St., N.E.,
Seattle, Washingtons Radical Women, n.d.), p. 3.
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history and about the Women's Movement that most of us ac-
cept the middle-class perspective as the boundary of our
definitions and applaud any "supplemental- material that
might "round out" our view of women's progress by including
the majority experience.
Like Flexner's Century_of.Str^ William O'Neill's
Everyone WaELJgi^v^ ln Aapr<ra is on
a number of accounts among the finest, most comprehensive
studies of the Movement History variety. O'Neill focuses on
changing feminist ideology and the internal dynamics of the
Movement through time. He is concerned with feminist
strategies in dealing with critical and volatile social issues-
labor
, the family, marriage, birth control, racism, nativism—
while attempting to attract broad based support, establish
a power base and influence existing institutions. However,
like Century of Struggle, Everyone Was Brave is an analysis
of American feminism defined almost exclusively in terras of
the predominantly middle-class movements which have come to
characterize it in American historical literature—the suffrage
movement, the radical feminist movement, the settlements move-
ment and women’s labor sympathy movements.
Consequently, the main thrust of O’Neill's feminist
history still omits lower-class and minority women and con-
fines itself largely to a discussion of women of more affluent
backgrounds. He refers to the fr~mer two groups only
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tangentially while discussing labor sympathy organizations,
settlement houses, and consumer leagues established by middle-
class women to address the problems of their impoverished
sisters. Here again, as with Century of Struggle
, we are
witness to "top-down" history. Working-class women are
treated not as the subject but as the object of organizational
efforts. Eminent female labor leaders of working-class
origin are, for the most part, excluded from O'Neill’s history
or mentioned only in passing, I assume the rationale behind
this is that labor organizers like Mother Jones were not
specifically defining their struggles in sex terms, but in
class terms. Minority women are almost entirely omitted
from discussion. Even when dealing with the relationship
of feminist organizations to immigrants and blacks, O'Neill
seems to be speaking predominantly of the male populations
of the latter groups—or at least he is not making sex dif-
ferentiations. Where minorities are concerned, the sex
question disappears from the narrative and it becomes a matter
of feminist policy on "the racial issue," or "the nativist
issue" rather than a matter of incentive (or lack of it) for
minority women to identify their interests with feminist
efforts. The distinction is critical. For in the latter
case, minority women are actors formulating priorities con-
gruent with their experience as women. As such, they are
part of feminist history. In the former case, once again
they become adjunct to that history.
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While O'Neill never explicitly questions his definition
of feminism, he does clearly link the social position of the
feminists with their ideological positions. in evaluating
the response of feminists to labor and black struggles,
O'Neill understands the "limits of their sympathy"49 in the
context of their class backgrounds. Interestingly enough,
however
,
he appears to be afraid of the implications of his
own analysis. He builds himself into an intellectual box
and finds that his only way out leads through a sexist door.
Concerned with the deradicalization of the Movement over
time, he identifies critical questions! How, he asks (over
and over again), might feminists have better walked the line
between "political opportunism" and "wide-based reformism?"
Why was it not possible to maintain the radical social
critique of the early feminists and a vision of common op-
pression with minority and labor groups while winning the
suffrage battle and accomplishing piecemeal political, legal
and educational reform? The issue of cooptation is obviously
a very sensitive and important one to him—and rightfully so.
But he is reluctant to follow the logical progression of his
argument. In the last analysis, he fails to locate in the
social position of suffragists some of the differences in
experience fundamental to their defining their interests as
they did.
49O’Neill, Everyone Was Brave
, p. 17.
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That many suffragists saw change as either (1) contingent
upon legal or political reform rather than economic or social
transformation, or (2) outright antithetical to the "half—
. . . 50
civilized hordes" and the "negro on the cotton plantation""*^
has a good deal to do with social background. Ignoring his
initial insight, O’Neill is left no alternative but to at-
tribute the failings of the Movement to the irrationality of
particular personalities. In the end, he fails back on the
traditional sexist response to uncertainty—he attributes the
weakness and cooptation of the Movement to "female emotional
frailties" that barred the rational assessment of correct
strategy (which he himself is at a loss to delineate).
The fact remains, however, that if the ballot had
not meant so much to suffragists, if they had
truly cared more about the social ends which the
vote was supposed to facilitate, they would not
have let themselves become so carried away by
momentary passions . Beneath the apparent, and
sometimes real, plausibility of their case was an
obsessive desire of the suffrage itself, ir-
respective of what it could do for them. This is
not to pass judgment on women who, whatever their
faults, labored mightily in a good cause, but
rather to point out that if they had been less
emotional and more analytic , the feminist movement
would not have fallen into such disarray once it
seized the Holy Grail . 52 [Emphasis added]
50Ibid.
,
p. 75.
51Mary Putnam Jacobi, "Common Sense" Applied to Woman Suf-
frage quoted by O'Neill, p. 76.
52 O’Neill, p. 75
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The tone of the above quotation is so out of character
with the scholarly analytic presentation of the book that it
obviously clues the reader into O’Neill's own, rather than the
suffragists, emotional sore spots. Attacks on feminist
rationality ("irrationality" is rarely intimated in regard to
the cooptation of ’'male" reform movements) occur at pre-
cisely those points in O'Neill's analysis when he is either
fearful or unwilling to articulate his own radical con-
clusions, or unable to suggest strategies for collaboration
of feminist and lower-class groups. In this sense. Everyone
Was__Brave provides an interesting glance at the psychodynamics
of male chauvinism. For had O'Neill allowed himself to sug-
gest problem areas and formulate critical questions rather
than take it upon himself to "show the women" what was re-
quired to win the vote without "losing the battle," when he
himself was uncertain. Everyone Was Brave would have stood
as a brilliant analysis of the history of feminist organizations.
However, despite my criticisms of Everyone Was Brave
,
the merits of the book, and there are many, warrant its re-
commendation. Its focus on critical issues related to
feminist policies and his discussion of economic and social
background of feminists probe areas which have been severely
neglected by other historians of women.
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The foregoing critique of recent literature in Women's
History has focused on the need for an historical approach
that
1) links the roots of social consciousness (in this
case, feminism) to transformations in the economy that
affect the structure of work and family life, and
2) elucidates differences in perspective linked primarily
to economic class and sex variables.
The structure of the Simulation Model in Women's History is
designed to facilitate the development of such an approach
among student participants since simulated group divisions re-
flect sex, class, race and ethnic categories. Therefore, the
response of this curriculum to the problem of class bias in
the Women's History literature, is to allow the students them-
selves to develop ideological perspectives, and political goals
and strategies based on their experience as a member of a
simulated group
. Accordingly, curriculum reading material is
designed to provide a foundation—a context of economic and
social conditions and nineteenth century views—from which
thoughts and actions emerge and are tested out in the course
of the simulated interaction.
Although the structure of the Simulation itself requires
students to approach readings with an eye towards relevance
to group positions, and therefore with an eye watchful of bias,
because of the gaps in the major Women's History texts, I have
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attempted to piece together a mosaic of curriculum readings
from a wide variety of sources. in this way, it is possible to
utilize the various biases and emphases in the Women’s History
texts, drawing from them in those areas where they excel, and
to utilize valuable sources largely neglected in those texts.
At the conclusion of this dissertation, I have included
an extensive Student Bibliography listed by Simulation groupings.
Obviously to provide social and economic data and suggestive
theoretical material pertinent to the lives of all groups——
covering, therefore, the entire social spectrum—is monumental.
For the purposes of this dissertation, X have developed a
bibliography identifying a wide range of both primary and
secondary sources, from which curriculum readings may be selected .
The bibliography is specifically set up so that instructors
can choose from among the readings listed for each group, in-
troducing students during the course of the semester, to material
covering several aspects of social and economic life and theory.
Choices will be determined by instructor preference, the level
and composition of the students using the curriculum, and the
availability of the material.
The scope of the bibliography is broad. Institutional
and political histories have not been stressed. Bibliographical
In future work on the Simulation Model in Women's History,
it is my intention to edit an anthology of readings to ac-
company the curriculum.
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listings emphasize the effect of the transition to industrial
capitalism on conditions of living and •working , and the
theoretical and organizational responses of people to those
conditions. Sources include Government studies, personal
testimonies, biographies, autobiographies, fiction, labor and
social movement histories, contemporary accounts and critiques——
all relating to wages, working conditions, family and com-
munity life, and social movements.
For women in particular, readings include the following
subject areas
i
- the nature and categories of women's work
- wages and conditions of labor
- case studies of specific industries
- social life in the factories
- effect on women of industrialization and urbanization
of housework
- domestic science
- increased leisure and its effect on more affluent women
- prevalent ideas and attitudes about sexuality, morality,
women's work, family and motherhood
- structure of family and community life
- movements for social change, including the birth control
movement, the suffragist movement, labor struggles, and
social feminist movements.
It is evident that one cannot totally eliminate analytical
and theoretical perspectives, since even the most descriptive
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material is selective and therefore suggestive of theory. But
even where theoretical material has specifically been provided
in this curriculum (in the Student Theoretician Bibliography),
the use of that material in the structure of the Game requires
be ^aluated^_eaclL student group according to its
usefulness in^xnl aininc social circumstance and suggesting
direction s—for^chamge
. This, in essence, is the value of the
Simulation Model. As well be evident in our discussion of
student reactions to this curriculum (Chapter IV), intergroup
interaction in the Simulation assumes a dynamic of its own,
and emerging student perspectives transcend and serve to question
the boundaries of the readings on which they were initially
based.
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CHAPTER III
IHc, SIMULATION MODEL IN WOMEN'S HISTORY
SECTION I. HISTORICAL PRELUDE AND GROUP DIVISIONS
Historical Prelude
A. Objectives
1) To investigate the changing role of women affected
by the new economic forces of industrialization and
the development of a market economy
2) To explore the relationship between changing economic
forces and changing ideology about women
B - Readings for the Introductory Section
1) Ann D, Gordon, Mari Jo Buhle, Nancy E. Schrom,
Women in American Society
2) Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhoods 1820-1860"
3) Peggy Morton, "A Woman's Work Is Never Done"
4) Horatio Alger, Ragged Dick and Mark, the Match Boy 3'
c * Format of Class Discussion
1) The social division of labor in pre-industrial society
1
Ann D. Gordon, Mari Jo Buhle, and Nancy Schrom, Women in
Amgjr ican Society ( Radical America . V, July-Aug. 1971; rpt.
Cambridge, Mass.: Radical America, n.d.). Barbara Welter,
The Cu t of True Womanhood," American Quarterly , XVIII
(Summe/ 1966), pp. 151-174. Peggy Morton, "A Woman's Work
Is Nev Done," Leviathan
, II, no. 1 (May, 1970), pp. 32-37.
Rorati tiger. Ragged Dick and Mark, the Match Boy (New Yorks
Collier Books, 1972).
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a) What role does the family unit play in economic life7
b) What functions are allotted to women and why?
c) What kinds of work were considered important?
d) What implications if any do you think the above
might have for age of marriage, and reproduction
and child-rearing patterns?
2)
The shift to a market economy, the emerging sexual
division of labor in industrial America
a) How does the separation of home and work place
affect family life?
- loss of traditional work roles
“ changing roles, women, men, children
- economic dependence and independence
b) Women as wage-laborers, which women enter the labor
force and why?
c) What work roles are they prepared to fill?
d) Repeat Questions 1 through 4 under A
3) Victorian ideology: the new morality and woman's place
a) The physical and spiritual nature of woman
b) Domesticity and the family
c) Implications for a theory of masculinity
d) Moral and sexual attitudes
e) Motherhood and child-rearing attitudes
4) Based on the preceding discussion of the changing
economic situation and the changing social division
of labor, what is the rationale for the Victorian view
of woman?
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D. Future Reference Qupst-.inng
The object of the above introductory exercise is to provide
the class with an intellectual overview of dominant nine-
teenth century assumptions about womanhood. in the course
of the Simulation Game, the implications of this view will
be further investigated. it is probable that the following
questions will emerge from intragroup and intergroup inter-
action as the Simulation proceeds*
1) How does the Victorian view of woman correspond with
the reality of women's lives in each social group
within the class? Does it "fit?"
2) Where it fails to "fit," what are the implications
for woman's self-image and self-esteem? where it
fits," what are the implications?
3) How does the Victorian view of woman reinforce the
division of labor in industrial America?
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Simulation Group Divisions
Upper Class Women
Upper Class Men
Family income derived from!
ownership of large business or commercial
concerns
- merchant trades
- the professions
Lower Class Women
Lower Class Men
Black Women
Family income derived from:
factory work and other urban wage- labor
- independent subsistence farming
- rural wage-labor or tenant farming
Black Men
- rural southern
- urban northern
Immigrant Women Immigrant Men
- first-generation immigrants
2Native"
—
Lower Class Women •'Native 1 ' Lower Class Men
- skilled workers
- unskilled workers
Notes on Group Divisions
1) Black and Immigrant Groups may either be initially
segregated from the "Native" Lower Class Groups, or
2Designation "native" is used to distinguish between im-
migrants of recent arrival and those whose families have
lived on American soil for several generations.
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initially seated as part of those groups but main,
taining separate identities.
2) Where discrepancies in group interests and group
perspectives exist within one group, these will
surface within the context of the Simulation. In
the Upper Class Men's Group, for example,
discrepancies are expected to emerge in the per-
spectives of professionals and owners of large
businesses. Group dynamics, therefore, serve to
test out the validity of the groupings.
SECTION II. SOCIAL LOCATION EXERCISES
Classroom Format
A. Intragroup investigation of social and economic
conditions in post-civil War America
B. Group presentations and intergroup investigation of
differences in life situations
C. Intragroup exploration of attitudes and perceptions
concerning group members and other groups
D. Class-wide reality-testing workshops clarification
and emerging contradictions
E. Class portrait
F. Class discussions The Protestant Ethic and the American
Dream
* ^j^£^£Sil£--IlIvgstigation of Social and Economic Conditions
An Post-Civil War America
1) What defines your group?
2) In what types of work are you and your family members
engaged within the home and in the labor market?
3) What characterizes the conditions of work?
4) WThich members of the family enter the job market and why?
Group Presentations and Intergroup Investigation of
Differences in Life Situations
Each group defines its economic and social situation
for the class.
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IStraqroup Exploration of A-Ht udes and Parent-
i
gg-Olinq Group Members and Other firming
1) How is "work" being defined?
2) How is work within the home regarded?
3) With what groups do you have contact primarily?
4) What is your attitude towards other groups?
5) Do you trust other groups?
6) Do you trust members of your own groups?
7) How do you perceive the attitudes of other groups
towards you? Are you respected? Trusted? Do you
think you are important to other groups?
D
‘ Workshop Clarification and
Emerging Contradictions
Purpose
1) To provide an open forum in which students may
question one another concerning intergroup per-
ceptions and attitudes
2) To allow students to identify possible contra-
dictions between perceptions about their own group
role and perceptions of other groups about that role
Sample Questioning
Women’s groups might test perceptions of women as workers.
They might ask male groups how housework is regarded.
They might ask male groups how they view women as wage-
laborers and co-workers
.
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Sample » Identifying Contradict i nns
As a result of previous intragroup discussions. Lower
Class Women are aware that they enter the work force be-
cause they are needed as family wage-earners. Yet in
testing male attitudes they may discover that they are
not respected as workers, that female labor both in the
home and on the job is valued relatively less than male
labor, and that household labor may not in fact be de-
fined as "work,"
^
—
£S£traxt
;
Overall Economic Framework
As a result of previous exercises, students should be
aware of the economic conditions of each group. It is
useful at this point to draw the component parts together
to develop a class portrait of the overall economic and
social framework. Proceeding in discussion format, the
following questions are posed for class considerations
1) What functions are allotted to each group in society?
2) What options are allotted to each group?
3) Who are the decision-makers? Why?
Class Discussions The Protestant Ethic and the American
Dream
It is an essential part of role character development to
explore the intellectual and moral assumptions that under-
pin and reinforce the economic relationships previously
defined. These assumptions may be sketched as follows.
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1) Free and equal individuals competing in an open
market
, unrestrained by government interference,
vU1 produce virtually unlimited opportunity for
initiative, economic expansion and affluence.
2) Such a social system is based on natural law in
that competitions
a) utilizes the essentially self-interested in-
stincts of man in order to create social wealth
b) utilizes nature's own mechanism for progress
—
natural selection
c) produces a natural social order in which each
individual, through unaided effort, finds her/
his own social level based on moral worth,
ability and initiative
3) Those qualities which insure success are also moral
and religious obligations: honesty, diligence,
hard work, thrift, perseverence, faith.
4) Therefore material success or failure provides out-
ward evidence of inward moral character.
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SECTION HI. IDENTIFICATION OF GRIEVANCE PRIORITIES
A. Exploration of concerns and needs of each group in
relation to the followings
1) Family life
2) Living conditions s home and environment
3) Child—rearing and schooling
4) Wages and conditions of work
5) Economic dependence
6) Sexuality
B. Intergroup resolutions definition of primary needs
and goals distinguishing each group.
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SECTION IV. SOCIAL CRITIQUES
The object of this section is for each social group to
move from identification of primary needs and concerns, under-
taken in the previous section, to development of a social
critique relevant to the position and perspective of the group.
The classroom workshops and intergroup and intragroup exercises
included in this section are designed to enable the class to
distinguish between sgecific^rievances and an analysis of
soci a l
._
cau^blon underlying group difficulties.
Classroom Format
A. Class workshop; definition and categorization of social
critiques
B. Intragroup exercise; initial formulation of group
critiques. Based on its particular concerns, each
group works to define root causes of difficulties by
responding to a series of questions
C. Theoreticians presentations; based on research of late
nineteenth, early twentieth century social critics,
student theoreticians become class advocates of
particular social theories. An open questioning
session follows
D. Intragroup caucuses; drawing on aspects of theory
deemed relevant to group positions, groups meet to
further develop their analyses
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E. Class-wide group presentations of perspectives, groups
elaborate on ( 1 ) list of key concerns; (2) the
reasoning process by which th«1 n Jle group proceeded from
grievances to critiques
F. Intergroup interaction, open session for argumentation,
accusation and reaction. Interaction must be unre-
stricted. Subsequent Game stages will provide op-
portunity for systematic investigation of differences
and group attempts to respond to other group positions
by persuasion and action
G. General clarification and evaluation, (1) student
challenges to the logic of group positions; (2) iden-
tification of types of critiques presented by each
group and possible implications for action
A. Class^orksho^- Definition _and Categorization of social
Critiques
1 ) Objectives
a) To clarify the distinction and relationship between
Particular grievances and social analysis
b) To develop skills in differentiating among types of
analyses
c) To develop skills in critically evaluating the
premises and implications of social theory
2 ) Format for Class Discussion
The teacher introduces discussion of a contemporary
social issue and provokes student analysis of causation.
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Allowing clans discussion to proceed in an unrestricted
manner, the goal is to elicit as many student reactions
an possible without evaluation of responses. When use-
ful debate ceases, the teacher outlines the categorization
scheme described below. Subsequently the class is ashed
to categorize responses which emerged in the preceding
discussion. Following this categorization of responses,
discussion should focus on the implications of each type
of critique for problem-solving
.
Categorization Schema
The categorization scheme is designed as a critical tool.
The intent is to sharpen student analysis, add dimension
to intergroup debate, and facilitate post-debate class
processing. Categories are not unalterable or exclusive.
Boundaries between types of critiques may overlap,
analyses are subject to change with experience, and it
is probable that more than one type of critique will be
incorporated into group thinking as the Game proceeds.
even when the critiques involved might appear contra-
dictory. The categories of critiques are outlined below,
a) Structural Critique
Social problems are attributed to the system of private
property and a power structure based on an unequal dis-
tribution of wealth and property. Structural critiques
involve an implicit rejection of a value system resting
on individual responsibility for success or failure.
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Problem resolution requires a fundamental re-
structuring of economic relationships and nuclear
family arrangements via collective action.
b
' Reformist Critique
Unequal distribution of wealth, and prevailing social
values and goals are accepted. Injustices exist,
however, and are seen as resulting from one of several
aberrations of an essentially just systemi
(1) £h^gssential_j^
social rroh-j 1 i i-v—
an open fn.rk.t-^
for_Bary£uiar .individuals nr g r»,T «,
Until and unl0SS
these individuals or groups enter the competitive
race on more equitable terms, their access to the
system is blocked. One implication of this argu-
ment is that coUective_ pressure may be required
in order to restore the proper functioning of a
system based on individual competition.
(2) Particular corrupt personages in power nositions—
usually identified as bosses or politicians
—
have abused their positions and obstructed or
subverted the prope r functioning of the system .
This argument might ultimately rest on a Calvinist
view of human nature, in which certain people are
deemed innately predisposed to selfishness and
greed. The implication here is that a change in
personnel could resolve the problem.
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In the more extreme form of the argument,
human nature is defined as basically sinful-
selfish and avaricious. Political power is the
vehicle by which these human instincts are re-
leased, individual competition the vehicle by
which that power is restricted, with human
nature eternally rooted in sin, any collectivity
is dangerous, and restructuring of social re-
lationships towards collective, rather than com-
petitive ends, is not a viable solution. The
best that can be expected is a social system that
harnesses selfish, competitive impulses to socially
productive ends, and otherwise attempts to re-
strict the antisocial instincts in man.
Iterative characteristics of the system are at-
particular sex, racial, or re-
ligious category of people with political or
economic power . In this case, aggressive, ex-
ploitative, selfish, competitive personality traits
are viewed as biologically determined (e.g.
,
ag-
gressiveness and competitiveness in males) or
innate to the group, rather than a function of
social conditioning. Thus reformation is de-
pendent upon replacing the group of people with
political and economic leverage in the system.
In one example of this argument, substituting
females for males in leadership positions as
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presently constituted will fundamentally transform
the system (making even war obsolete) by elim-
inating the system's
"male"~competitive, aggres-
sive, warlike
—characteristics.
Reformist critiques (2) and (3) ultimately
rest on the notion that the ills of society are
primarily moraj^roblems
, (rooted in human nature
or the nature of particular groups or in-
dividuals), rather than a function of social
structures and social conditioning.
c ) Internalization Critique
Groups who are unable to succeed internalize dominant
social values and hold themselves responsible for
their own failure. Internalization critiques are
based on introjections of Protestant Ethic and sexist
assumptions. Here again inequalities are seen as
emanating from moral problems and/or biologically
determined characteristics,
d) Externalization Critique
Dominant social values are accepted and disturbances
in the proper functioning of the system are projected
onto other ethnic, racial, sex or class groups. The
externalization critique is a form of scapegoating.
In its extreme nativist form, the scapegoat may even
be seen as part of a conspiracy of outside agents or
foreigners to subvert a basically just system. Once
again, moral character is a keynote in this perspective.
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4 < Sample Exercise
a ) Discussion Question
What is responsible for today's high tax rate?
Sample Structural Response
Unequal distribution of wealth renders government a
tool of the rich. The tax structure is established
and maintained to encourage the accumulation of profit
at the top while the middle and lower classes are
forced to bear the burden for social services and
to subsidize Big Business.
Sample Reformist Response
1) Particular corrupt politicians in power receive
kickbacks from Big Business in return for enacting
legislation that provides loopholes for the rich.
2) Big Business gets tax breaks while the rest of us
pay.
Sample Externalization Response
Lazy blacks and welfare recipients are ripping off
the hard-working taxpayer by collecting welfare checks
so that they can ride around in Cadillacs while the
rest of us work.
Sample Internalization Response
Internalization responses are more appropriate to
questions relating to one's own success or failure
within the system. Examples of internalization re-
sponses will be provided in subsequent sample responses
for the "Native" Lower Class Women's Group.
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b) Class Discussion
What solutions are implied in each critique presented
above?
B ’ ^ercisej__jnit^al^_ForTOj
;ation of Groun
Based on its particular list of grievances, each group works
to arrive at an analysis of the root causes of social ills.
Group discussion revolves around the following series of
questions designed to stimulate thinking about group values,
aspirations, delegation of responsibility, sense of personal
worth, and possible range of critiques. The intragroup
exercise provides an opportunity for initial exploration .
It is not intended to produce unalterable, sophisticated
arguments.
The teacher should meet with each group periodically
to help students draw implications from question responses,
and to help integrate responses into a coherent group per-
spective.
1) Directions to the Groups
Students should understand that there are no right or
wrong answers or analyses. Emphasis is on the reasoning
process—the development of arguments and the ex-
ploration of feelings logical to the group's position.
At no time is a group formulation unalterable. Groups
will have the opportunity throughout the Game to re-
evaluate and reformulate ideology as they interact with
other groups.
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2 ) Group Assignment.
Groups should be required to Keep journals recording
the evolution of their thinking. Groups will submit
papers at the end of the Social Critique Section de-
scribing the group's reasoning process from statement
of grievance to social analysis, what are the grievances?
What is fundamentally responsible for the existence of
group grievances? why has your group arrived at this
particular analysis? Papers should subsequently be
Xeroxed and passed around the classroom for study.
fi!dLgsMo£Is_for_^ntraqroup Examina tion
Purpose Question
Assessment of
intro jection of
dominant social
values
(l) If you coula create an ideal society
for your group, what role would
the group have? Would it resemble
the role of any other group in the
room? What's blocking your achieve-
ment of that ideal?
Assessment of
possibilities for
structural, in-
ternalization, and
reformist critiques
(2)
Why are other groups in the room in
positions superior to yours? Do
you see their fortune as related or
unrelated to your difficulties?
Assessment of
possibilities for
structural critique
Assessment of lower-
class competition,
division, and ex-
ternalization pos-
sibilities
(3) Do you think other groups in the
room have similar problems? Are
the problems of other groups related
to the same cause or do they stem
from different issues?
(4) What other groups are threatening
to you or serve to make your
situation worse?
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Purpose
Same as 4
Same as 4
Assessment of
internalization for
women’s groups; as-
sessment of pos-
sibilities for
reformist and
structural critiques
Assessment of
internalization
possibilities
Assessment of
possibilities for
reformist and
structural critiques
Assessment of
internalization and
reformist critique
possibilities
Assessment of
externalization
and reformist
critique pos-
sibilities
Same as 11
Question
(t) would you wish to be identified
with other groups who share similardifficulties? why or why not?
(6) Do you trust other groups with
similar problems? Can you rely onthem or they on you? Are any oftnem responsible for your dif-ficulties?
(7) Who in your family is chiefly re-
sponsible for family economic sur-
vival, success or failure? why?
How are household labor and child-
rearing functions allocated and why?How could
_ it be otherwise? Would
you want it to be otherwise? whv
or why not?
(8) Considering your skills, education
and sex, do you see yourself as
a valuable laborer?
(9) Do you consider the distribution of
wealth and power in this society tobe just or unjust? What should be
the criteria on which success or
failure is based?
(10) Do you want to ge given something
or do you want the opportunity to
get it yourself? How do you think
this opportunity could be created?
What would it take to enable you to
solve the problem yourself?
(11) Do you see particular individuals
or groups as responsible for your
plight? At which other group (s)
would you direct your anger? How
are they responsible? What do you
think motivates them in their inter-
action with you?
(12) Would it ease your situation or solve
your problem to remove any other group
or change their position relative
to yours?
Purpose
Question
Assessment of
possibilities for
structural critiques
Same as 13
(13) is there any relationship amongyour grievances? Do they stemfrom the same cause or are theyindependent of one another? Couldthey be solved independently?
114 ) What gives other groups (or whatgives your group) power? Specifical-ly, what would have to be changedin order for you to acquire power(or. to maintain power) over thedecisions that affect your life?How would those changes affect
other groups?
(15) what are the implications of the
above answers for group problem
solving?
c * Theoreticians * Presentations
Well in advance of the Social Critique Section, the teacher
assigns student theoreticians to research particular late
nineteenth and early twentieth century social critiques.
These students in essence form an intellectual elite in
the classroom and it is their responsibility to present
their theories to the class after the groups have had the op-
portunity to initially explore their perspectives. Theoreticians
are directed to play the role of advocates, attempting to
persuade as many groups as possible that their approach re-
flects a logical, correct explanation of what produces social
ills, and points the direction for change. Eventually theo-
reticians may become organizers linking their perspectives
with the interests of one or several groups, attempting to
mobilize them to action in persuading other groups. In both
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roles necessity dictates that they undertake their research
^th a vie towards the Pconn 1jsLJ1nd_sex divisions tw
githin the cl assrooni, since success is dependent upon ap-
plicability of theory to group positions.
Theoretician presentations provide the basis for ex-
ploration of a range of social theories and their implications
for organizing and developing programs for change. Social
theory research possibilities includes
1) structural critiques of capitalism and capitalistic
family arrangements
2) Critiques of female subordination based on* economic
dependency} female reproductive role and theories of
female sexuality; female position in the family;
civil inequality
3) Progressive critiques
4) Critiques of industrial society
5) Nativist critiques
6) Trade unionist critiques
7) Separatist critiques (particularly black nationalist
theories
)
Research might include works of ?
Marcus Garvey
August Hebei
Eugene Debs
Frederick Engels
Emma Goldman
Lincoln Steffens
Jane Addams
Thorstein Veblen
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
Charlotte Perkins Gilman
Samuel Gompers
Mother Jones
Margaret Sanger
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Victoria Woodhull
William D. Haywood
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Specific readings particularly applicable to above critique
are included in the Student Theoretician Bibliography in
the appendix.
s
g^IBle--0£
-.
.Group
__Responses for Serf- ion tv
The discussion below is intended to provide the reader with
a sample of possibilities of one group's responses to questions
included in this section. The following samples are provided
for the "Native" Lower Class Women's Group
i
A. Sample group grievance responses
B. Sample responses for three questions ( 1 , 7 , and 8)
which are considered particularly important to the
sample group's position (Note* Several different re-
sponses to the questions are provided. Responses are
not mutually exclusive).
C. Categorized sample range of types of responses
emanating from the questioning process
A
* £an}£le_Grpup Grievance Responses; "Native" Lower Class Women
1) Inadequacy of wages—particularly for (male) head of
household
2) Necessity for woman and child entry into the labor force
3) Inhumane conditions of labor
—
particularly unhealthy,
unsafe working conditions for children and women
4) Unemployment
— lack of job security for head of household
5) Quality of work* wage-slavery; worker as appendage to
the industrial machine
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6) Unhealthy, unsafe living conditions ln urban slum
vironmenti housing, sanitation, crime
7) Sexual exploitation of vomer:
8) Family survival needs and lack of educational op-
portunities
9) Inadequate medical care,C ’ hazardous pregnancies, and
infant mortality
10)
Restricted social mobility-lack of control over
conditions which affect living
B * gagBle_ResBonses_j;ior Three nn^fi^c
Question 1
If you could create an ideal society for your group,
what role would the group have? what would your life be
like? would it resemble the role of any other group in
the room? What's blocking your achievement of that ideal?
Response 1
The ideal society described by the "native" Lower Class
Women's Group might resemble the dominant social image of
the life of the idle Victorian lady. in the fantasy, the
woman would have
«
a) the opportunity to be free of deadening, dehumanizing
factory and household labor upon which lower class survival
is dependent
b) the opportunity to delegate necessary laborious household
chores to servants or to eliminate chores by purchasing
on the market items which otherwise must be produced in
the home
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= > the opportunity to he the
"pious, pure lady „ of ^Victorian prototype, unsullied by physlcal labor>
sexual exploitation and the harsh reality of ghetto
and factory life
d) the opportunity to devote tn hoya o er oto family the time
and care she now devotes to the households of upper
class families as governess or domestic servant
e) the opportunity to play the rm*1 °" conspicuous consumer
) for a single woman, the opportunity to marry into
and social degradation that are the plight of her
female peers, and to guarantee a better life for her
progeny
in essence, the fantasy is the attainment of affluence,
leisure and deference to which upper class women are en-
titled.
The group's assessment of the reasons that upper
Class women have been afforded opportunities denied to
them might rest on marital status. The Victorian lady
«s born into wealth. Her child-rearing, religious up-
bringing and educational training were designed to
maximize her potential attractiveness as a marital mate
for upper class males. The Victorian lady is the totally
dependent woman, dependent on her husband from whose
wealth and status she derives her own.
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It follows from this line of reasoning that what
blocks the achievement of the ideal for the lower-class
woman is her inability to fit the standards of sexual
attractiveness likely to please the wealthy Victorian
male partner. This in turn is a function of her poverty.
in her world, ability to approach her dream role is de-
pendent on herjmsband
_»s upward
Response 2
The "native” Lover Class Women's Group may reject the
prototype of '/ictorian womanhood as one that is in-
appropriate to the competent, hard-working woman who is
indispensable to the survival of the lower class family.
Alternative images of an ideal world for the group might
instead be described in terms of material success for
family members-steady
, relatively well-paid work for the
male head of the household; protection and educational
opportunity for children; elimination of the necessity
for female or child labor outside the home; adequate medical
care; housing in a caring, safe community; respect at
home, in the community and in the work place; ability to
remove the family from the demoralizing influence of the
slum environment; guarantee of social mobility for progeny-
better job opportunities for sons and marital opportunities
for daughters.
Response 3
A third ideal might be independence of, or transformation
of industrial capitalism and the wage-labor system.
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Ideally, the now potentially limitless power of the e»-
ployer over the worker would he eliminated by (a) family
self-sufficiency based on family ownership of a plot of
land or small business, (b, collective worKer ownership
and control of the industrial machine. In either case,
the ideal is expressed in terms of reducing alienation
by returning to the worker control over the decisions
which affect family life and the work process.
Question 7
Who in your family is chiefly responsible for family
economic survival, success or failure! How are household
labor and child-rearing functions allocated, and why?
Question 8
considering your skills, education and sex, do you see
yourself as a valuable laborer?
Hggggnses_to Questions 7 and 8
In answering these questions, a student playing the role
of a Lower Class Woman might respond that she is a
basically unskilled and uneducated member of the work
force, that her role in reproduction necessitates her
periodic withdrawal from the labor market, and that she
is therefore a less valuable worker. if she does not com-
pletely accept the dominant view of female biological and
intellectual inferiority, she might in any case assume
that maternity and physical limitations render her less
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capable of acquiring labor skills hSK ii deemed valuable on the
market and that she is nrimat-si
* ' lly caPable of playing a
supplemental
, sporadic role in famiiy economic survival.
Therefore, since she recognizes the male as the chief
wage-earner, she might feel it- i « *.9 G lfc 13 reasonable that she be
the chief houseworker. it is the ffiale who must remain
responsible for family livelihood. Economic success or
failure is dependent on him. To better enable him to ful-
fill his function, it is the woman's responsibility to
be as morally and emotionally supportive as possible-
to render to the male at home the respect and service
not forthcoming at his work place. Thus, despite her
household labor and outside verb role, the woman might
essentially see herself as dependent within the f.-i,,.
aES-1Sa£-£a5^^ on the market.
It is therefore essential that she make the most of her
supportive role at home. On the job, it may be regrettable,
but from the employer’s perspective, justifiable, that
voman be delegated less skilled, lover-paid work in roles
auxiliary to male tasks.
Male and upper class answers to these questions are expected
to reinforce these feelings. If Lower Class Women's Group re-
sponses emphasize their strengths and value as workers, male
group responses are likely to be antagonistic and provoke conflict
and/or doubt and reevaluation.
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Given the vorcen-s view of their economic dependency,
responses to the remaining questions might focus not on
PPJtiAion,
_
but on the position of the lower cla„
°f the household in the work force. Alternatively, the position
of Lover Class Women as wage-laborers might result in their
viewing themselves as co-workers contributing to family support.
In this case, female wages are also fundamental to family sur-
vival and family arrangements must accommodate the need
for female participation in the work force. Given this view,
responses to the remaining questions would focus on the
position of females, as well as males, in the work force.
Categorized Responses
In the following discussion, sample responses to in-
dividual questions have not been provided. instead I have in-
cluded a sample range of t^es of responses which I have
categorized according to the Social Critique Categorization
Scheme. Within groups, students will not be systematically
categorizing their critiques. This might be undertaken on a
class-wide basis after all critiques are developed. Xeroxed and
passed around the classroom for study. Thus categorization may
become part of the general post-critique class debate . 3
For example. Upper Class Women might accuse Lower Class Womeninternalizing sex role stereotypes.
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!) Structural Critique
Lower Class Women might begin to see individual effort
or initiative as inadequate to produce mobility under
the prevailing system. Recognition that all avenues to
mobility are blocked, is coupled with recognition that,
as individuals, they are not simply competing against
the merits of other individuals (as myth would have it),
struggling against a system. Rejecting the notion
of individual responsibility (and therefore internalization
critiques), they attribute family hardship to a power
structure, based on an unequal distribution of wealth
and property. Those who are propertiless must sell their
labor on the market, losing in the process their
sovereignty and independence and relinquishing control
over their lives to the propertied. Individual choice
and competition are seen as : choice among humiliating,
exploitative work alternatives, and competition between
unskilled, hungry, expendable laborers.
It is implied in the above critique that individuals
cannot compete against a system and that collective
action by those bearing a similar relationship to the
system is prerequisite to problem-solving. The concept
of collective action rests on a rejection of socially
acceptable values and sexual stereotypes. Since private
property is protected by the law, and property relations
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are being questioned, political and legal channels are
instruments of the wealthy, and extralegal direct
action may be seen as necessary. The aim of such action
xs the destruction of the private property system on
which the power distribution is based—either de-
struction of the industrial machine (and a return to
agrarian social arrangements), or of the wage labor
system
, or both.
Women seeing themselves as essential workers, may
begin to question the basic sexual division of labor
within the family and woman's role as a cheap source of
readily available labor on the job market. Collective
action includes; female work-place organizing; male
acceptance of women as co-workers on the job market
and men as co-workers in the household; mutual support
in unionization
2 ) Reformist Critique
The group may accept the wage- labor system (i.e.,
property relations ) and the goals of material success
within the system. Competition, individual initiative
and hard work may be essentially valued. The problem
is that poor families enter the competitive race with
a handicap. They have no opportunity to receive an
education which would allow the intelligent, ambitious
worker to acquire the skills requisite to gaining a
fair chance in a competitive struggle. In addition.
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the greed of particular wealthy individuals is responsible
for unfair, unnecessary exploitation of workers. There-
fore individual workers do not receive rewards com-
mensurate with the value of their labor. So long as
employer power is unchecked, the principles of meritocracy
are not viable. To allow the primary head of household
the opportunity to be responsible for family mobility,
co l lect ive_pressure by workers might be necessary.
However, since not all workers are in the same position,
collective action may be restricted to particular groups.
3) Externalization Critiques
a) Having internalized Protestant Ethic values and the
notion of the natural suitability of women for
domesticity, the Lower Class Women’s Group might
attribute family poverty to the moral failings of
their men
. Access to the system might be difficult
for the poor or for the immigrant, handicapped
from the starting line. But competition makes suc-
cess possible for the virtuous man whose initiative,
ambition, hard work and thrift might carry him through.
Economic failure reflects moral failure— irresponsible
behavior, unwillingness to persist in the face of
hardship. Therefore the lower class woman might
reflect back to her husband society’s image of him
as basically lazy and shiftless. He is less "manly"
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for disgracing the family by forcing his wife into
an exploitative, degrading work situation, and crip-
pling his child by making necessary his/her entrance
into the work force.
b) The Lower Class Women's Group might focus hostility
and responsibility for hardship on other racial or
ethnic groups. Immigrants and blacks threaten family
livelihood by their competition in the labor force.
Their very availability on the labor market, and
their willingness to work for low wages and accept
degrading work conditions, threatens unemployment
and further depresses the wages of other workers.
The dignity of labor is destroyed by its association
with the labor of ex-slaves and immigrants. Blacks
and immigrants jeopardize the safety and cleanliness
of poor neighborhoods. Virtuous families are
forced to work and live beside people whose unclean
and unvirtuous habits are destructive of family
health, welfare, dignity, decency, and therefore
detrimental to the possibility of mobility.
4 ) Internalization Critique
Various internalization critiques can be inferred from
previous responses. Women view themselves as dependent,
and less competent, and accept auxiliary roles in the
work force and servile roles in the family. Images of
womanhood appropriate to the upper classes (if appropriate
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at all) are internalized and lower class women hold
themselves responsible for their inability to live up
to feminine ideals. The lower class woman's role in
the work force might force her into situations deemed
impious or impure," for which she might assume guilt.
In addition, in accordance with the Protestant Ethic,
moral character is linked to economic success. Once
success or failure is contingent on moral issues, in-
ternalization for women becomes likely, since to woman
is assigned the moral and spiritual domain in the
family. As guardian of virtue, a lower class woman
might on some level hold herself responsible for the
lack of those character traits in her man or child
deemed prerequisite to economic success.
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SECTION V. DEVELOPMENT OF ORGANIZATIONS,
TACTICS AND ALLIANCES APPROPRIATE TO THE
NEEDS OF EACH GROUP
In previous sections, groups have assessed their needs,
priorities and concerns, and have arrived at a working hypothesis
of social causation. Proceeding from needs assessment and
social critiques, in Section V students are asked to propel
history forward by creating logical responses to their life
situations. Groups are now required to develop a set of goals
for change, evaluate the possibilities for alliance with other
groups, and create strategies and organizations designed to
promote change in the classroom by pushing other groups to
action.
The objectives of Section V are: (1) to juxtapose each
group s perceptions and needs to those of other groups, thereby
allowing crucial issues of class, race and sex to emerge;
(2) to explore the process of compromise and cooptation; (3) to
test the limits of alliance; and (4) to identify barriers to
alliance among groups sharing similar problems.
The Classroom Format
A. Class-wide exercise: leadership and the masses
B. Class-wide strategies workshop
C. Intragroup exercise in development of organizations,
tactics, alliances appropriate to group needs
D. Intergroup resolution: class-wide attempt to organize
groups for social change
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A. _Class-wide Exerci s_e; Leadership and the Masses
Lioeral historiography has often prescribed the parameters
of "reasonable action" to exclude any mass action which does
not reflect bourgeois goals, or is not undertaken through
institutionally established channels. As a result, the
role of the masses in creating social movements and af-
fecting the direction of historical change has been obfuscated.
Many students learn to view mass action in history as the
basically irrational, often antisocial response of frustrated,
ignorant people whose actions are easily manipulated by
leadership.
Based on his research of crowd composition and activity
in the French Revolution, the historian Georges Rude chal-
lenged Liberal historiography by concluding that the form
of mass action changes historically, and that mass actions
have basically been rational responses to perceived needs
in crisis situations in which legally and socially sanctioned
4avenues of protest had been cut off.
1 ) Optional Exercise
The goal of the following optional exercise (and one of
the goals of Section V) is to raise questions about
manipulability and powerlessness of the masses and to
explore the nature of the relationship between organizers
4
Georges Rude, The Crowd in History, 1730-1848
. (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964).
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and masses. It is hypothesized that although students
may have internalized assumptions about mass maleability,
when they themselves are confronted with organizational
attempts, they will react in a reasoned, logical manner
and will not be easily swayed. On the contrary, they
are more likely disposed to treat organizers with dis-
trust and suspicion.
a ) Introduction of an Organizer
The teacher introduces an outside organizer into one,
or several, of the groups. Preferably, the organizer
should be someone who has observed class proceedings
for a brief period. On the basis of his or her own
assessment of what ought to be done to redress grievances,
the organizer attempts to mobilize the group and
direct group actions. After one, or several, class
sessions, the class processes the interaction between
the organizer and the group.
Note: A similar exercise may be used with student
theoreticians, rather than people who are not
class members, acting as organizers.
b) Processing
In discussion format students explore the following
questions
:
(1) How would students characterize the nature of
their reactions to the organizer? Suspicion?
Anger? Fear? Apathy? Trust?
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(2) What did they think of the strategies of the
organizer?
(3) What would have enabled them to trust the organizer?
(4) Were they moved to action?
(5) What would it have taken to move them to action?
(6) What was at stake?
(7) Do they think this organizer might have been
able to instigate action in another group?
(8) What ultimately determined their response?
c ) Wrap-up Session
The class identifies issues to take into consideration
when attempt is made to form organizations and tactics
within the Simulation Game.
2 ) The Role of the Organizer
Student theoreticians at this Game stage may assume the
role of organizers whose task it will be to create a
broad-based movement. In order to be politically ef-
fective in achieving desired ends, an organizer should
appeal to the concerns of the maximum possible groups
without sacrificing what he/she considers core issues.
During the course of the Simulation, two different
types of organizers will coexist in the classroom! the
teacher-assigned theoretician-organizers , and indigenous
group organizers emerging from the process of intragroup
and intergroup interaction. The theoretician-organizers
attempt to translate their previously developed
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theoretical framework into action. By maintaining a
clear perspective on underlying causation and goals ,
these organizers are valuable in interpreting for the
class the effect of actions or interactions on the
achievement of desired goals. However, theoretician-
organizers are essentially concerned intellectuals.
Although involved in initiating strategies around group
issues, they may always be perceived as outsiders to
the groups. For group-based organizers, on the other
hand, the concrete concerns and needs of his/her group
are likely to remain primary and group trust is more
readily maintained.
Group-based leadership and theoretician-organizers
may work in concert with one another or may come into
conflict. The latter might work to provide an ideological
base for group action (even though he/she may define
goals differently than the group) or help group-based
leaders organize according to expressed group priorities.
At the same time, the theoretician-organizers are con-
tinually attempting to enable the group to understand
action from the vantage point of his/her ideological
perspective.
a ) Organizer as Educator
Essentially the role of organizer is one of educator.
5For example, Socialist organizers might attempt to put the
fight for wages in the context of the unequal distribution of
wealth and property that is fundamental to the system.
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She/he must convince other groups or parts of groups
that their oppression and concerns are tied in to what
she/he sees as the heart of the problem. In this
way, the organizer is a propagandist, in the positive
sense. The organizer clarifies issues and responses,
interprets experiences, and analyzes causation ac-
cording to his/her ideological perspective. Organizers
must be conscious that to create confrontations
that are likely to produce negative results or to
initiate mass action where repression is a probable
outcome, is likely to be self-defeating,
b) Consciousness-Raising Experiences
Consciousness-raising exercises may be used as an
alternative tactic to persuasion. An organizer or
a group may attempt to create an experience, con-
frontation or interaction designed to reveal what
is believed to be the essential nature of the problem.
The organizer or group then processes the experience
for the class. Whenever an organizer or group chooses
to function in this way, she/he should inform the
teacher and either request time to direct the class,
or enlist the teacher’s help in surreptitiously
moving interactions in the desired direction.
Organizers may periodically wish to request time
to stop the Game and conduct a workshop analyzing
interactions that have transpired; or an organizer
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may wish to operate underground—remaining anonymous
but keeping the teacher informed of her/his activities.
Organizers should keep journals of their activities,
c) Organizers' Caucus
The teacher may schedule a conference with the
organizers to clarify:
(1) How the organizers see themselves
(2) How they define their goals
(3) What barriers to organization they see among
those they would like to reach
B. Class-wide Strategies Workshop
As a prelude to organizational activities, the class dis-
cusses what issues are important to consider in organizing,
developing tactics, and choosing allies. The objective of
this workshop is to facilitate later intragroup efforts to
design strategies. The following questions are suggested
for class consideration:
1) What is your long-term goal?
2 ) What must happen among the groups in the classroom to
make possible the achievement of this goal?
3) How would you assess your chances of achieving this
goal in the short run?
4) Can you develop a series of steps (short-run actions)
designed to move other groups toward your goals?
5) What issues are so essential to your group's position
or survival as to be non-negotiable ?
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6) On what issues can you afford to compromise?
7) Which other groups are most important to have on
your side?
8) Which groups are potentially already on your side?
9) Which groups are immovable adversaries?
10) Are there groups with whom you share short-term
interests who might become temporary allies?
11) Whose consciousness do you have the most chance of
raising? Can you design a series of actions to raise
the consciousness of another group?
12 ) How might your actions provoke other groups to
action?
13 ) What is the worst that can be jeopardized by your
actions? Is it worth the risk? Is there a way of
mitigating these negative results?
14) Can you demonstrate (or convince) one group that the
demands of your adversaries are also antithetical
to their interests? Can you effectively divide the
enemy?
15) Having heard the social critiques of the other groups
in Section IV, are there aspects of another group’s
arguments that you might use to further your own cause?
c * Intragroup Exercise in the Development of Organization,
Tactics. Alliances
Instructions for intragroup caucuses are:
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1) Students should be clear that the strategies they
are formulating are not immutable but are subject to
reevaluation at any time. Strategies will of necessity
be reassessed as actions of other groups change the
situation and catalyze new reactions and alliances.
2) Students might operate on the assumption that no one
either is simply unintelligent, or deliberately
malicious. Actions are based on what people perceive
to_be.. their self-interest .
3) In developing alliance-making strategies, it is suggested
that groups attempt to isolate the die-hard enemies,
identify comrades, win over in-betweeners without losing
perspective on potentially conflicting interests.
4) students may undertake intergroup contact at any time.
5) Students may utilize researcher-organizers or develop
their own leadership,
6) Students may request class time for group caucuses,
group actions, or group attempts to persuade or raise
consciousness of other groups.
7) Actions and intergroup contact may proceed covertly
or overtly after the initial period of group formulation
of tactics. Groups may enlist teacher help in planning
actions and groups should inform the teacher of planned
actions.
8) When any two groups have succeeded in forging an al-
liance, they should inform the teacher in order to
discuss how best to make the class aware of what has
taken place.
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9) Group journals should be kept of the reasoning process
involved in the development of tactics*
D. Class^wid e .Attempt to Organize Groups for Social Change t
Sample Responses for Upper Class Women's Group
The following discussion is designed to provide a sample
—
Qf—issues arid
_inte.rgroup conflicts developing during
organizing attempts. My goal is to highlight crucial problems
' no^ prescribe reactions. Actual reactions depend upon
group and classroom dynamics. It is suggested, however
,
that some of the issues described in the following pages are
core issues in class conflict. Teacher encouragement and
questioning might at times be useful in drawing these
issues to the fore.
For the reader's information, a brief historical back-
ground sketch for upper class women
6
has been included.
^The designation "upper class" is used here to accord with the
simplified Simulation Curriculum group divisions (see Chapter
III, Section I). Thus, subsumed in our "upper class" division
are middle class groups.
Historical Group Background Sketch
fori...Upper Class Women
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Due to the development of industrial capitalism, accelerated
by the Civil War, traditional functions of women as productive
co-worker within the home and as agent of child socialization
were undergoing a transformation. For more affluent women house-
hold work was no longer a full-time occupation—many primary
household items previously produced within the home were now
produced as commodities outside. Compulsory education usurped
mother’s role as agent of child socialization subsequent to
the initial years of child-rearing. As a result, "middle class
women whose children were in school, whose homes were cleaned
by servants and supplied commercially with all manner of goods
7
and services ..." often faced "enforced idleness," boredom and
isolation.
In addition to the transformation of woman’s role affected
by the larger transformation of economic life in the nineteenth
century, by the 1860s middle and upper class women were gaining
access to higher education and were "being educated to fill a
place which did not yet exist." Women were not accepted as
competent or "proper" professionals and tended to flood into
those professions deemed suitable to the traditional, feminine
roles. Consequently, "by the turn of the century, thousands
William L. O'Neill, Everyone Was Brave: A History of Feminism
jn_ America (Chicago! Quadrangle Books, 1971).
8Jbid .
.
p. 79.
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of women had graduated from fine institutions only to become
.
. 9poorly paid, unpromoted schoolteachers.’’" Furthermore, the
content of Liberal education, the heritage of northern Civil
War themes and the ideology of abolitionism, all reflected
a Liberal philosophy stressing the inalienability of human
rights, individual liberty and the pursuit of self-fulfillment.
Middle and upper class educated women in post-civil War
America were becoming increasingly aware that the reality of
the female experience stood in contradiction to the Liberal
values and assumptions they had been taught to accept.
Some Implications for Group Social Critiques and Actions
1) Frustrated with traditionally prescribed sex roles which
are increasingly viewed as obsolete and antithetical to
basic human rights, upper class women focus their critique
of society on sex oppression .
2) Because their class status has enabled them to derive sub-
stantial economic and educational benefits from the
structure of American economic institutions, upper class
women are apt to accept "the context of American life as
10
a given." Their goal is to extend to women, rights to
individual mobility and self-fulfillment they see as cur-
rently enjoyed by their male peers. Thus their attack
on American society may be "aimed at removing unconscionable
9
Ibid.
,
p. 82 .
10 T1 .Ibid.
, p. 10.
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handicaps imposed by law and custom on specific groups
. .
.
-
11
rather than at a restructuring of the economic framework.
3) Because they share in economic privileges and yet are not
co-equal citizens, they might tend to focus on political
—
— civil
—
inegualijt
y
as central to reformation of sex-role
discrimination.
4) Since the principles of equality and human rights on which
they may base their demands are basic tenets of the
American political system, they might tend to see suffrage
as the basis for change; they might maintain faith in the
power of reasonable appeal to the educated progressive com-
munity to effect change; they would be likely to seek change
through socially approved and legitimate institutional channels.
5) The more radical among them might view female inequality
as a product of marital and family arrangements and woman's
reproductive role. Female subordination would be viewed
as resulting from woman's economic dependence, which, in
turn, is a function of nuclear family structure fostering
female economic parasitism and imprisoning woman in her
reproductive role. In this case, a restructuring of sex
roles and the family system, and a revolution in morality
is prerequisite to woman's emancipation.
6) Emanating from their class position, upper class women
might tend to fear social disorder since they stand to lose
a great deal from it.
11
Ibid.
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7) Given their education and acculturation as Victorian
ladies, they are apt to Ieoh upon their illiterate, un-
refined lower class sisters with any combination of i
empathy, maternalistic concern, distrust, condescension or
contempt
.
Potential Alliances
1) The Upper Class Women’s Group, concerned with sex-based
discrimination and subordination, might attempt to create a
Woman’s Movement across class lines. Their primary object
within the structure of the Simulation would be to appeal
to their Lower Class sisters on the basis of their common
oppression as women with the aim of creating a power base
from which to promote change or initiate a restructuring
of sex role arrangements.
2) The Upper Class Women’s Group might attempt to forge an al-
liance with educated Upper Class Men, arguing for female
equality on a foundation of human rights arguments and
dominant Liberal values.
3) Upper Class Women might attempt to develop strategies and
organizations aimed at developing alliances with Lower
Class. Women and Upper Class Men simultaneously .
To provide the reader with an example of the possible
dynamics of intergroup interaction on sex and class issues.
Chart A (below) outlines:
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1) The issues and conflicts likely to emerge as Upper
Class women and "native" Lower Class Women attempt
to explore concerns as a prerequisite to alliance-making.
2) The tactics upper class Women might develop as a result
of the initial contact between the two groups.
3) The effect of Upper Class Women's actions in catalyzing
reactions of Upper Class Men.
4) The effect of Upper Class Men's actions in catalysing
a reevaluation of tactics and goals by Upper Class
Women.
ALLIANCE
POSSIBILITY
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SECTION VI. PROCESSING THE SIMUXATION
Processing techniques were developed as a result of the
testing of the Simulation Model in the classroom. They are
therefore discussed more specifically in Chapter V.
Class Format
A. Successes and failures of the social movements
1) Critical examination of each group's perspective
and actions
2 ) Intergroup dynamics
3) Examination of the actual historical development of
the Women's Movement in the United States
B. Personal dynamics and value clarification
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SECTION VII. EPILOGUE
: DEVELOPING A CRITIQUE
OF THE CONTEMPORARY WOMEN'S MOVEMENT USING HISTORICAL TOOLS
Class Format
A. Student resource team to research the current status
of some of the problems investigated historically—
the contemporary economic, social, and legal status
of women
B. Student resource team to examine the perspectives of
contemporary feminist organizations 12
C. Discussion of Resistance to Change
D. hew strategies for consciousness-raising and organizing
12Speakers from women's action groups might be invited to class.M oouS°;terSe"3ht ViSit fMinist organizations
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION
Introduction
In the fall of 1975, a section of the Simulation Model
in Women's History was tested for evaluative purposes in a
graduate seminar entitled
"Education as Feminist Consciousness-
ness Raising,
-
1
at the University of Massachusetts School of
Education. Since the Simulation in Women's History was de-
veloped as an experimental pedagogical model, the purpose of
aS-£Sa-3aS-fca-aSPlore lts pedagogical possibi 1 it i oe
. The
test curriculum was therefore intended to generate material
that would provide a basis fori
1) Examining the success of the curriculum in meeting
stated objectives
2/ Exploring the range and categories of student
reactions
3) Revising the curriculum where student response in-
dicates its usefulness
4) Developing techniques for processing the Simulation.
As is indicated by the evaluative method used and by the
absence of control groups in the test design, testing of the
curriculum was intended to be exploratory, rather than to
Produce conclusive results.
"Education as Feminist Consciousness-Raising" was co-taught
;P
r ' dudl
,
th Evans and myself. The purpose of the course,
a t ed in the syllabus, was "to understand the process of
eminist consciousness-raising through an analysis of womenixstory and an understanding of psychological developmental
as
in
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Due to the number of students enrolled in the course
and the limited time available for testing, the Simulation
Model was not evaluated in its entirety. Mather, lt our
intention to use a segment of the Simulation, incorporating
in a more concise time frame, the essential elements of the
curriculum. Thus, based on reading materials provided (and
discussed below), students were to progress through the stages
of the Simulation, via the tripartite discussion sequence,
from the development of an historical "social identity," to
identification of Grievance nn'm-Sficod Priorities, to organization and
alliance-making.
The number of students in the class dictated the use of
a maximum of four groups S Upper Class Men, Upper Class
Women, Lower Class Men, Lower Class Women . 2 Because only
women enrolled in the course, all student players were women.
Students chose the roles they played, with the exception of
the Lower Class Male Group. since noone selected that role,
volunteers from the other groups were requested to move into
the Lower Class Male Group.
The test was originally designed for a one-month period
during which time the following curriculum exercises were to
be implemented!
^The Lower Class
Grou P correspond
Lower Class Women
Men's Group and the Lower Class Women’sto ’'Native” Lower Class Men and "Native
listed in Chapter III, Section I.
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Section II
Part A
Part B
Part C
Section III
Section V
Social Location Exercises
Intragroup investigation of social andeconomic conditions in post-civil WarAmerica
Group presentations and intergroupinvestigation of differences in life
situations
Intragroup exploration of attitudes
and perceptions concerning group
members and other groups
Identification of Grievance Priorities
Development of Organizations, Tactics,
and Alliances Appropriate to the Needs
of Each GroupJ
In addition, during the third week, an outside organizer was
introduced into the Lower Class Male Group with the consent
of the group members. The purpose was to test the feasibility
of the optional exercise, "Leadership and the Masses" out-
lined in Chapter XIX, Section V.
Reading materials selected for the test were designed
tot
1) provide students with descriptive material specific
to the social and economic conditions of their group
during the required time frame (1870-1920)
2 ) Provide students with an overview of late nineteenth
century beliefs concerning femininity, sexuality,
the family, and social philosophy
Please refer to Chapter III for more complete description
or the exercises.
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Because the Simulation time was abbreviated
readings were assigned prior to the initial
following selections, listed by the student
they pertain, provided the reading material
riculum test.
in the test, all
exercises. The
groups to which
for the cur-
All Groups
Century Heritage,.' in hi. Birth
ChiFTliTiFTsO^t?. University Press, 1970).
Upper Class Men
f^e ' Laissez Faire and the American Businessman "
ism: Press ,
Upper Class Women
Upp5
r
?ifssS
r
»
i?h and
.
Deirdre English,.
-The Sick Women of the
nffi n .
Clas
?
e
?r ln tneir Complaints and Disorders: The sDTOa i77™—^-“^^ Glass Mountain Pamphlet No7~lT7oid ~Westbury, New Yorks Feminist Press, 1973). pp. 15-44
William L. O'Neill
Everyone Was Brave
Quadrangle Books,
» The Structure of Social Feminism
A History of Feminism in America
1971). Chap. Ill, pp. 77-106.
f ” in his
(Chicago:
Lower Class Men
I^nn^f
’'9 St
?
r>'* in Wooers Speaks Self-Portraits , ed,
Pp. 16 - 19
” and Phllip Taft (Arno and the New York Times,
by
1971).
^
hl
?ago strike," in Workers Speak; Self-Portraits . ed.
Times?
t
l97i)?
d
1^28-30^
(NeW Y°rk ‘ Ar"° and the New YorK
by
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Scott Nearing, "Financing a Workingman's Family," in his
mi 1 y : A Survey of tie Pant*gearing
_
QrT income and Expenditures irTthe Families"' of AmericanWage^Earners (New York: b . W. Huebsch7nifIJTr~^^Ilf7 ? '
s-jris -
aafSl^ —
Lower Class Women
SiZvkt!ih feardsley Butler, Women and the Trades (1909; rpt.New York! Arno and the New York Times, 1969). pp, 337 - 375 .
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English, "The 'Sickening'ten^of -he Working Class," in their Complaints and Disorders!
Glass^tof^ = -
No. 2 (Old Westbury, New York: Feminist Press, 1973). Pp. 45-82,
Amelia Des Moulins, "The Story of a Fall River Mill Girl,”
ed. by Leon Stein andPnilip Taft (New Yorks Arno and the New York Times, 1971).
Throughout the Simulation, students were required to
maintain a personal record of their experiences. In writing
their journals, students were encouraged to explore their
personal reactions to their role, to the interaction within
their own group, and to the interaction with other groups.
They were asked to describe any changes in their feelings
about the role over time, and any changes in their group's
attitudes or behavior as activities moved from intragroup to
intergroup discussion and from week to week. Journals were
submitted weekly, each entry reflecting the previous week's
experiences
.
The journals were designed as both an evaluative in-
strument and an instrument of the learning process. Diaries
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provided a forum, outside of the context of classroom roles,
for students to question and to express and interpret feelings
about their Simulation experience.
Of Student ,Tnnrna1e
Content analysis of student journals provides the basis
for evaluation of the curriculum test. The success of any
simulation depends first of all on role identification. Con-
sequently, effective evaluation of a simulation design is
dependent upon the use of an instrument that affords insight
into an M£ectiye_£rocess of identification with the role.
In evaluating the Simulation Model in Women's History
we are, therefore, primarily concerned with affective role
identification, and with correlating changes in attitudes
.
with the role development
Eiocess. it is argued here that student diaries provide the
most sensitive barometer of affective process. The student
players, speaking for themselves, generate the richest material
from which to examine the effect of the Simulation on the
learner, and from which to "probe" the potential of the cur-
riculum, since their language best reflects the richness, the
ambivalences, the variations in the experience.
In addition, the absence of a structured questionnaire
or stimulus-response instrument permits students to free
associate. This affords the evaluator a view of a multitude
°f issues provoked by the Simulation, which might be circumscribed
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by using a more rigidly structured evaluative instrument.
It also affords us insight into the ways in which students
cognitively process and integrate their Simulation experiences
with their own life experiences.
I argue, then, that through an evaluation of student
journals, we gain what might be lost in more "objective-
evaluation procedures an understanding of the subtlety and
complexity of the learning process.
In evaluating the effectiveness of the Simulation
Model, student journals are analyzed for the following
«
1) Evidence of affective identification with the role
2) Evidence that intergrgup_ interaction is the primary
cahalyst of affective role identification
3) Evidence that, despite individual personality dif-
ferences, there is a pattern of reactions specific
to each group, relating to the class and sex position
played
4) Evidence that role development generates student
questioning of real class and sex issues, laying a
foundation for more systematic historical and con-
temporary analysis
5) Evidence that the association students make within the
Simulation between a particular set of problems and
a perspective about the individuals affected, is
generalized and transferred to real life situations.
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It should be emphasized that for the purposes of this
exploratory curriculum evaluation, I have not attempted to
control for individual personality differences and differences
in the nature of the reading material. Both variables ob-
viously play a part in molding role development and shaping
group dynamics. However, evidence that affective identification
is primarily a function of intergroup interaction (point (2)
above) would suggest that variation in readings was not the
critical factor affecting role development. Likewise,
evidence of a characteristic pattern of response specific to
each group (point (4) above) lends support to the view that
individual personality was not the dominant factor affecting
role responses.
To determine whether affective role identification is
taking place, by what process and with what results, I have
analyzed the tone, the language and the content of the student
journal entires. As identification takes place, and as
students become emotionally involved in the experience, cog-
nitive distance from the role is obviously affected. Recognizing
that role identification is not primarily a conscious, in-
tellectual process the evaluator must look not only to the
content of what’s being said, but to how it is said. I have
therefore concentrated on the level of emotional involvement
and the kind of affective response generated, as expressed
both directly and i ndirectly in the tone and language of the
journal writings. I have also tried to identify the catalysts
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for the reactions, and the specific content issues articulated.
All of these variables are examined for change over ao
t
q
jrouj3_j^
, Thus the evaluation
method involves
affective r^pnno-,
the stages of fho
interaction. since the journals were submitted weekly, we
are able to correlate the appearance of certain reactions in
the journals with the timing of the intergroup interaction.
The test class met for two and a half hour sessions,
once weekly. since the test curriculum was allotted a month,
"Social Location Exercises" (Section II) were scheduled to
run for two weeks to provide a solid foundation for subsequent
role development.
"Identification of Key Concerns" (Section
II) and "Organizations, Tactics and Alliances" (Section V)
were scheduled for Week III and Week IV respectively. At
student request, however, Simulation exercises were inter-
rupted at the end of the third week in order to process the
experiences of the preceding weeks. As a result, the
organizational stages of the Game were never transacted
.
4
It is clear, however, that even in the absence of teacher-
mitiated organizational exercises (discussed in Chapter V,
ection V), students in the test class spontaneously began
developing organizational strategies and analyzing alliance
Possibilities during the third week.
*4
exerrJo
Ct Simulation never progressed to organizational
fnv-f
important repercussions in that there was there-
n-M Httle resolution to historical issues raised. The im-j
-cations are discussed further in Chapter V.
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in all. Simulation-related activities lasted five weeks,
the last two devoted to student processing. Hypotheses con-
cerning the student request for early processing, and de-
scription and analysis of the processing period are included
at the end of this chapter and in Chapter V.
Evaluation Chapter PnrmAt-
Each group's journals are analyzed in a separate section.
Each section includes}
1) A summary of the pattern of group reactions
2) An analysis of initial reactions to the role based on
Week 1 journals and supported with quoted journal ex-
cerpts 5
3) An analysis of the effect of intergroup interaction
based on Keek II and Week III journals and supported
with quoted journal excerpts
4) Conclusory remarks
Discussion of the four groups is then followed by an analysis
of the two weeks subsequent to the suspension of the Simulation.
Finally, where it appeared to be valuable, I analyzed the
effect on role reaction of the economic background and the
sex of the test student group. The purpose was to suggest the
iilj]ds_gf analyses that might be undertaken
. i have not
attempted to do this in the case of each group's reactions.
^.eek l journals were written immediately after the firstintragroup and intergroup interaction.
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Chapter V, however, incudes discussion of the overall e,f.c
of class and sex factors on the test curriculum results,
particularly in regard to the final tvo weeks of Simulation-
related activities.
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Upper Class Male Journals
Summary of Response Pattern
Of the four groups simulated in the test curriculum,
the Upper Class Male Group displayed the most initial re-
sistance to role identification. Group members tended to.
objectify the role, explain and interpret the behavior of
all groups, disown responsibility for their group's ideological
position, express disapproval of the abstract group "capitalists"
whose role they were playing. In the initial stage of the
Game
, this was accompanied by expressions of sympathy for the
Plight of the poor. As intergroup interaction proceeded, dis-
comfort with the role apparently increased, but so ironically
did personalization of the role. As students grew expectant
of attack, they became defensive and angry at Lower class
aqgression. Eventually, the Upper Class Male Group shifted
to personal attack on the Lower classes. As the reader will
observe throughout the journal excerpts quoted. Upper Class
Male concern is almost entirely focused on the Lower class
Male Group.
Initial Reactions
Distancing from the role, Immediately striking in the
journal entries of Upper Class Male group members during the
first week is a style of presentation that differs markedly
from other groups. Rather than personalizing the role, upper
Class Male journals indicate that from the outset students
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clearly attempted to distinguish themselves from the simulated
group whose views they were expressing. This process of
distancing from the role can be discerned in the diaries,
1) upper Class Male journals are characteristically
written in the third person. In contrast to the use
of the first person singular or plural by members of
groups. Upper Class Males, in describing their
experience, tagged abstract nouns like "capitalist,"
or "upper class male," or third person pronouns to
the ideological positions, expressed.
2 )
3)
upper Class Hale journals are written as an academic,
intellectual,
"objective" overview of the interaction
among all groups in the class, rather than as a direct
expression of their experience with their role.
Upper Class Male group members consciously attempted
to locate their role in history, defining their position
as an antiquated historical phenonomen, denying its
contemporary validity.
4) Occasionally, Upper Class Male group members directly
express separation from the role,
lhe journal excerpts reproduced below were written by
Upper Class Male students during the first week of the Simu-
lation and provide examples of the variety of distancing
techniques initially used by this group. Excerpt A illustrates
the generally detached, analytic, historically specific tone
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of Upper Class Male writing,
of separation from the role.
preceded by a direct statement
For comparative purposes.
excerpt A is juxtaposed against a highly personalized diary
entry (Excerpt B/ written by a Lower Class Male student
during the same time period. Note particularly the use of
nouns and pronouns.
Excerpt
A
L5h°U?ht ifc would be interesting to plav a
ESge^ce. The upper class male from the
Zk °
f hS c?ntury embodied and epitomized
.he true meaning of the capitalist system
Tnd 5i
g °f the industrial revolutiona flourished up until the Great Depression.
‘ he upper class male was a businessman,
nhi? ^ an lndustrialist , politician and
of
HlS beliefs included supportthe doctrines of laissez-faire. SocialDarwinism, natural law, private enterprise,
con.ract labor, the Protestant ethic and
hl
1
lht
e
nf
hil
t
nth
*,°P
Z‘
His Views were sanctionedby t e church and the law thus allowing
enormous moral and political power. (Italics
mine.
)
I am a lower class white male— struggling to
support a family of 11 on the meagre wagespaid me for 12 hours a day, 6 days a week,in the mines. I see daylight one day a week.My lungs are weakening from the dampness ofthe mines—
-and my exhaustion.
.... How is itxcerpt they have
_ so much—and we on the other handB have so little? The preacher—he says "it'sGod’s will." .what kinda God is that—who
watches our kids starve and die of consumption,
who watches
.12 year old boys climb down infothe mines with their fathers—with a lifetimebefore them of seein' daylight once a week ..
of workin
’ for barely enough to live, with
nothin'
-put aside for sickness or for ac-
cidents?
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It is evident from the written style that the Lower
Class Male student was able to forge an immediate identifica-
tion with her simulated historical counterpart, obviously
accepting as legitimate the vision portrayed in the simulated
ion. There is very apparently no separation between
the real "1" and the simulated «l.« On the contrary, in
the case of the Upper Class Male student, the separation is
spelled out, at first explicitly, and then by the use of
nouns and third person pronouns and the academic discussion
of upper class ideology. The upper class
-'belief system”
is treated not as her own, not even as that of a contemporary
"other,” but as an historically antiquated phenomenon. As
further examples will bear out, the need to wrap Social
Darwinist and Protestant Ethic ideology in an historical
time frame is closely correlated with feelings that the
position is immoral and unacceptable. Observe that, in
Excerpt C, historical framing occurs simultaneous with in-
tense personal outrage.
Excerpt
C
The class was amused by the views and argu-
ments of the upper class groups, which, today.
seem absurd. However, I sensed generalized
P-£Qft6n
s
ion of the horribly warped social,
moral, political and economic system responsible
tor these outrageous practices which resulted
ln mass oppression
. (Italics mine.
)
Distance is established by Student C on three levels.
First, she mitigates the effect of upper class arguments on
the lower classes by commenting upon the "amusement” of the
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Lower Class Groups. Secondly, she generalizes, thereby
removing from herself an experience she was apparently taking
quite personally, as her language in the last sentence in-
Thirdly, she dismisses the relevance of her
position by relegating it to "history." Given the inter-
mingling of detached, generalized statements with heavily
emotionally-laden words, it appears that it was not sufficient
for her to simply disown responsibility for her role; she
further found it necessary to deny any contemporary validity
to the position articulated. We may conclude that the ideology
embodied in the Upper Class Male role was either utterly
repugnant to her sense of order, justice and acceptability,
or that she found it intolerable to recognize in herself
values and judgments that were so apparently oppressive in
this situation. As we shall see in later Upper Class Male
journal entries, the latter hypothesis seems to be sub-
stantiated. According to this hypothesis, "bootstrap”
ideology is recognized as a weapon of injustice against the
Poor in the simulated_situatj£n, but has been internalized
by the student players in their own lives , and forms part
of their definitions and judgments of themselves and others.
Thus although the ideology is rationally denied at the outset
of the Simulation, the same ideology can be easily evoked
later when the threat to internalized values becomes intensely
Personal.
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Student D in the excerpt below verbalizes what was
occurring among Upper Glass Male students in the role
distancing process. Interestingly enough, however, she
attributes that process to Upper Class Males in the historical
context rather than to her classmates or herself in the
context of the classroom.
Excerot
D
£SeL^ring f£0ni 311 sides » 1 couldn't helpbut see how each group was blind to the
(5wLlr°!!f 3 P°^ nt view ... Self-interestblocked out any empathy or realization thatthere was even a problem. If they (the UpperClass Males) saw^h^prgblem, they d idn't Loit as their problem. "—
—
Upper Class Male students certainly did not see negative
judgments about the poor as their problem. They specifically
disowned such judgments. On the contrary, they emphasized
over and over again that they in fact condemned exploitative
attitudes and embraced the cause of the oppressed. As we
will observe later on, this initial stance shifted dramatically
as the Upper Class Male Group was locked into its role by
virtue of intergroup interaction and consequently forced to
justify its position. Group members at that point used the
oppressive ideology they disdained as tools of their defense.
Interpret ing and explaining
. Also evident in the
journals and integral to the Upper Class Male process of role
distancing was a tendency to not only intellectualize one's
own experience but also to explain and interpret the behavior
and feelings of other groups. The journals were intended as
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a daary of personal experiences bat since Upper class Kales
apparently initially felt badly about their role and were
involved in negati„g any identification with it. rather than
concentrating on their own group's feelings, much of the
early Upper Class Kale journals invoked an exploration of
every other group's position. Interestingly enough, this
m itself is consistent with the behavior of upper class or
professional groups. Upper Class Kale group members in es-
sence became the liberal intallectuals-the social science
thin* tank observing, studying, dissecting, predicting the
Sociol^i^djnia^ of the less literate or powerful groups.
They assigned themselves the role of sociologists of class-
room behavior and, in one case, the historian passing judg-
ment on the accuracy of what transpired. In no other group
did this occur.
Excerpts I through K are illustrative. Clearly stepping
back from the process. Upper Class Male students try to create
some intellectual order of the conflicting perspectives evident
in the classroom. They discuss the effect of each group on
the others, and comment on the inappropriateness of Upper
Class judgments about proposed solutions to the problems of
the poor.
Excerpt
I
In response to the upper class male position
against organized labor and government inter-
erence m business, and the common belief
among the wealthy (and the clergy) that poverty
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was the result of sin, the lower classes
feeUngS of helPles“I“
the ? exercise any control over
skr
SJiS* r
rJTSt s*
frLrre^r^r"hteMUratl°n -
Excerpt
J
^?r i Cl®SS women were sympathetic and insome instances concerned for the plight ofthe poor. Their solutions, howevL^were
unrealistic and failed to deal with thesource ^system of oppression), preferring
charities “"SY 1”6 and e«-gy to prlvTeC lies. ?ad any of the «PPer classwomen recognized the reality of the situation
the^aUS6\Snd atteraPted to deal with™
1
,
pr°ble!" rather than the symptoms, theywould nave quickly been reminded of their
”Place ”
_
and function as homemaker,
mo -her
, domestic manager of the estate.
Excerpt
K
The poor were advised to lead righteous livesin order that they might receive salvationm another (better) world. The lower class
women were singled out as the proper moralleaders for their families in the role ofdaughters, mothers or wives. They were
expected to lead exemplary lives of purity
and goodness, whatever the material cost.
Recognizing that no other group engaged in similar
overall analysis of intergroup interaction, it is reasonable
to assume that upper Class Males were inspired to undertake
the task for one of two reasons. Their personal involvement
may have been so minimal that they were at a loss to use
the journals as a diary of personal experience. Alternatively,
we may assume that Upper Class Male students were in fact
already emotionally involved in the interaction, were feeling
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guilty about their role, and were developing a style of
acknowledging their understanding of each group- s motivation
without taking any personal responsibility for their part in
it. This
-enlightened- position allows them to emerge (at
least in the eyes of the journal reader) as
-good,- morally
O.K. To the Lower Class participants, however. Upper Class
intellectual!zing was quite oppressive-since it was not
a response to Lower Class concerns, it absolved Upper Class
Males of responsibility and it made the Lower Classes feel
"inappropriate- about their own very intense emotional re-
actions. The Lower Classes repeatedly commented on this in
their journals. Ultimately, Lower Class suspicions proved
quite reasonable. One of the most fascinating transitions
in the entire Simulation was the way in which over time Upper
Class intellectualization shifted from
-objective- explanation
of intergroup behavior, to negative judgment about Lower
Class Groups. in response to perceived threat from the Lower
Classes, the intellectual analysis became a weapon of op-
pression— a rationalization of the Upper Class Male Group
Position, and a denial of the validity of the Lower Class
experience, (which was then attributed to individual failings).
We shall return to this point shortly.
££fect__of Intergroup Interaction
Self-condemnation and identification with the poor . During
the second and third week of the Simulation, as a result of
the interaction among the groups. Upper Class Males became
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defensive m the face of Lower Class (particularly Lower
Male) arguments. and their separation ^ their^
began to blur. Students described +.», •their experience increasinglym personal terms anda as time went on became increasingly
angry and defensive in their -.^-4-m posture toward the Lower Class
Groups.
Excerpts E through H re-fieo*- , _9 fl c,. the self-condemnation of
Upper Class Male Group ambers and simultaneous expressions
of sympathy for the poor. Both themes began to reverberate
through Upper Class Kale journals subsequent to the first
intermingled with the role distancing techniques pre-
vrously discussed. Note that "I- and statements are
used by the students to express moraLputrage about the.
Sosition vis-a-vis the poor and identification with the op-
pressed group. This suggests that while students at this
stage are still clearly expressing personal involvement with
the role-playing process, they are still disowning their
position, solid role-identification has not yet been forged.
This is most evident in Excerpts E and F . The student author
of E admits to strong personal feelings which she relates to
negative judgments about the values she is articulating in
her simulated role, she in turn attributes those values to
a group outside herself—the "upper class. »
Excerot ^f
ter ta
^
ing part in role-playing the "upper
E
class male " this evening, I came away withsome strong feelings. From our readings I
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the^ar^he^"*— —i22i£al_facts concerning
(Italics
The statement in Excerpt F is
identification with the Lower class
any responsibility for upper class
simulated role or in her real life.
an example of direct
and implicit denial of
ideology either in her
Excerpt
F
tte
f
«iOTm?-clas5
r
fGmi?
groups
» especially
I ran relate
1
•
18 °ne of sY®Pathy.
life?
hem easily» as l do in real
In Excerpts G and H, however, the students are more
clearly wrestling with their position on a personal level.
The statement in G about anger and the contemporary relevance
of the issues emerging, and the struggle in H to find "answers"
f°r thS P°°r «Mistent with "my philosophy," are indicative
of a further degree of personal merging with the role.
’ * * * * b
fgan ^o_JMI_angry when we stated to thegroups who we were and what we stood for es-
Excerpt still
G
P feK tTatouFgroup ras in^hF^Htrollinaposition and that when discussion revolved aroundhow we were treating other people or how ourpower was all encompassing, any decision wemade became law and there was no way of fighting
xt. (Italics mine.
)
Excerpt
H
But I was uncomfortable with my role because therewas too much that I couldn’t justify
. My
’
interactions with other groups left me feeling
cold. I was in the power position with all the
answers
—
yet my answers weren't solutions .jjy_answers fit with my philosophy but didn’t
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-si; Is „
and individual
'government intervention
supe^or judgL^f eSuf* /e d we had
we
the lower class and
6Xp
f
C
^
ed attack from
-
“ ly 1
in the above journal excerpts, »B are witness to the
seeds of a transition in Upper Class Male feelings about
their role. Some group members are still separating them-
selves f-om the upper class male." But generally, pronouns
are shifting to first person singular or plural, students
identified their own personal discomfort with their
position vis-a-vis other groups, and they are beginning to
drop the historical distancing, recognizing that the power
of their judgments lies precisely in its hold on contemporary
reality.
^2as£~3J^-£^£ense . it appears that as a result of
interaction with Lower Class Groups during the first week,
role identification began to occur in spite of tremendous
initial resistance to it. The development of that identification
is clearly related by the authors of the following excerpts
to the need to defend themselves in the interaction. Diary
entries are now more personal, less sympathetic, and some
distinctly angry. Role merger is very apparent in that students
are not only questioning the reactions of the T.ower Classes
to the HBP.gr classy
, but questioning their classmate
reaction to thPm Qjj._a Personal Ipvpi .
Excerpt
I
"uS Sa
defoL
my
g
feeli^
r
aSSt
,
th
Ut
-
1 ’" stil^a^y about
went on Elf
bou e interactions that
because Si S
J
h
f g5
°UpS * This is ^inlyMa£^S-be_surg_.how oeonle are
7—
r -H3—2—the different modes n-F Viahavinv
S5I¥™--“
ExTpt
» I am beginning to get a real feel forthe role of the •'upper-class ma5.''(Italics mine.
)
Excerpt
K
ln r °lG
» ^-lglt__the lower class was nr.
S^s^efliL-for^alTj hacT done~for_Them vet Tnmy head I knew it wasn't enough:
~hSpe Ican hoid out against the list of grievancesthat I expect next week. I know I will beun er attack and should be there with solidanswers. (Italics mine.
)
Excerpt
L
I was really afraid of this class. As an
upper class male, I was expecting the big
revolt and was uneasy about coming to class
at a 1 1
.
Isolation. some Upper Class Kale group members at thi
stage also expressed feelings of isolation in the classroom
In light Of perceived attack and the potential desertion
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of the Upper Class Female Group f a « , Q , .P» l s the Simulation moved
from stage to stage and Upper Class ,ti Females began to define
their oppression ), the Upper Class Maim tx le Group appeared to
try to pull closer together.
Excerpt
M
Se^iSer^iSrmaSJ emotionally*
females,
" and the Si ? lower class
felt an u„happiness IS fSst'raSon^n'Vh 1 'roles. Thev felt tt„,. rustrati m their
unjustly held foack^ t put down and
groups bene'mS taTt thMe thlreein role plavinn tly l their experience
SSi-lHElir JxS;
SSifeii?
e^
f°r
f-u
ClaSS
' 1 had dinner with a few womenfrom the class. There were four of us Ind
we Jlsfiust^ ,t0gethGr by chance~aSf3;®° JUS
^
happened to be from the fourgroups--a microcosm of the whole simulation
Evoprr,^
game. The upper class female told me that
N
P<
~
aofn
gr
t
UP
4-
had Changed their role and were
f
fc
? tak® on a suffragette model. So I]^_los
^
na the onlg_Bupport
_l had had—thT”pper c^gs_s_fema 1es
. My dinner ga^T^iindigestion and I was really afraid of the
at
l3
ali tSs
aS L
t
tUrned °Ut
’ 1 wasn,t attacked
therl
1
~)rt JSeK ’ BuP my anxiety was stilln e. (Italics mine.
)
Rati onalized attack on the poor ,
noted the Upper Class Male tendency to
We have previously
play sociologist.
Please see the evaluation of
included in this chapter.
Upper Class Female journals
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explaining and interpreting the behavior of all the groups
As Lower Class antagonist grew, „pp6r class Male sociological
comments on pi «Lower Class Group behavior were transformed into
statements about Lower pi ac <,Cl ss social deviance attributable to
individual shortcomings. jn Excernt n r .t p D (nelow), the sympathy
previously expressed for the nnor upo
’ who were resigned, docile,
"struggling to stay in character,., has now become anger at
Lower Class
"uncharacteristically., aggressive behavior. Hote
that the arguments elicited to justify the student. s feelings
are precisely the ones the same student had earlier con-
demned as despicable (Excerpt c above). She blames the
Lower Classes for their own oppression. Lack of mobility is
attributed to irrationality, loss of self-control, lack of
self-discipline. As she shifts the focus of blame from
herself to the Lower Class Groups, note that she also shifts
in and out or her role, as is evidenced by the varying use
Of nouns and pronouns. Yet the content of what she says
first in her role, and then out of her role (in the first
Person singular) is entirely consistent. Although she states
that she is expressing the “opinion of the upper class male"
about the lower classes, it is clear that she is
gee^jier_o,,n_opinion about the students nl awing bower
tties. In her role she attributes Lower Class failure to
Personal weakness. Out of her role, she attributes Lower
Class Group behavior in the simulation to the failure of the
ndividual students to play the role properly, she explains
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their anger as an
deviant response,
is then contrasted
process
.
inappropriate, irratio„al
, essentially
The irrationality of the Lover class Groups
»ith her ovn very calm, methodical reasoning
Our second session of mio
more extensively not onll
37 fevealed
the 2LS. ro2LS2tig ,:»“
anaer, 1• This
Excerpt class^rft7~5^^^
0
In the n^TT^T^-^~rr~ —mgzconsciousness .
ifflsiisaaiiirSusjaihjre, which thi^T^Tld-
merelv°a "!?ftera " ^mjn^atu^ be
iiikHUi:
On a personal level, I also grew sompwhaf
tJie-lower_c lass me^
could^be mostly attributable to what I
9
difficu??v ?n Je r^e ' a11 ®xPeriencTngsomeidentifying with our roles, Iattempted to refrain from shifting my role
t!?_5
eSponse
.
to statements whi ch i fe it were
-iia£g£0£0.ate to3hg
_lower~cTass' m^T^" mil"
so-iai InH
6
’ conditions were deplorable andl
J’ 1
a d governmental reform was necessary
™®mers
.
However, it was not truethen that no one ever rose above the povertylevel. This was the period of American
T^— ,7 in whichjany (whit e) man could ri RP
g.con otriic p^Tti^n
^_
t
.
he highest
—even if most never achieveddream,
.
the vast majority were conditioned
in thg_
v
irtues of this system which
—winded opportunity for the competitive and
This not to
™*?hl"SS2r r>-
Sa2iTa™“a r5°r!f- J_ th,ou?ht - ffite
=^ser
x
rsn
insisted on address! na ?hL
C
°^nterpart:s
'
theY
such as prostitution ghi rth
SelV
f
S t0 topics
inappropriate even for SiS*?
0
"?01 and sex »
cussion let alone -in . Private female dis-i x mxxed company.
Student 0 then proceeds to express anger at the Upper
Class Females. He may hypothesize that this may he related
to dissipating Upper class Peffiale ^ ^^^
Males, just when support seemed critical.
non-entities.
aPPr°Pri
o
te
oi tLm
h
a
e
nd°:Si?
1
?
a
LV°men
' S
althougHn^s^sSl StSLT^,
role\™%L0s“tfsL"fareex^^St1Sn9sVi?Letyould have been much more ontspnPes
TI
£-
r
||Aly
i
m.Xhe presence SLHEBer^lasr^.
Although some of her comments may have historical
validity, every Lower Class behavioral discrepancy she remarks
Pon has the effect of making life more difficult for the
PPer Class Males in the class. Furthermore, the shift in
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her feelings and Perceptions about the bo„er Cass GroUps
as they Poved frop dociUty to aggressio„ is marked
. ^ ^point during their oerinri T
' °Wer Class docility did students
comment upon possible hi st- r-.r •torical inconsistencies in light of
wor.-cing class militance duringg the late nineteenth century.
Furthermore, the tone o-f ,writing clearly indicates that
it followed from very personal feelings-her words are sharp
and angry, though the argument is solidiy intellectually con-
structed.
Conclusion
This then was the pattern of Upper Class Male reactions
through the end of the third class wash, at which time the
Lower Class Male group requested suspension of simulated roles
and processing began. it is important to note at what point
'n thS Se£
*uence ot emotional response for Upper class Male
students the role suspension occurred, since this affects the
quality and intensity of student participation in the en-
suing discussion. To summarize then, at the end of three
-e*s, upper Class Male students were feeling isolated, self-
justifying, expectant of attack, and moving from a de-
fensive to an offensive posture. Their initial guilt and
selr
-condemnation had undergone a transformation. They
were angry, accusatory and antagonistic to Lower Class behavior.
What conclusions can be drawn from the progression of
uPPer Class Male Group behavior? First, the Upper Class Male
group most vividly demonstrated the effectiveness of the
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simulation technique in fosterlng affeotive
With " ClaSS °r Sex differing from the student's own
and involving values differing from his/her consciously
articulated values. For complex reasons (and several hypotheses
are advanced below), the Dpper Class Hale Group very overtly
displayed the most initial antagonism to the role they were
assuming. Nevertheless, subsequent Game interaction showed
that even where resistance to role identification was greatest
that identification took place.
Secondly, in support of initial assumptions about the
Simulation, it was i£t^nrour^ that became the
vehicle for affecting the personal identification with the
assumed role.' This is crucial in that it links personal
reaction to ideological development, and links both to a
social context (here based on economic and sex position)
rather than simply to individual psychology. Intergroup
interaction was the vehicle for Upper Class Male transition
to a defensive and angry posture. Simultaneously, it was the
vehicle for emotional involvement with the role, and for the
assumption of an ideological stance students had initially
disdained. Ideologically, it catalyzed expression of Protestant
Ethic values and the use of Protestant Ethic arguments. It
alyzed a political shift from a liberal stance of sympathy
with the poor to intolerance of lower class behavior, from
a social scientist’s sense of "fairness" and "objectivity" to
a condemnation of "maladaptive" and deviant lower class
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behavior linKed to individual fault. U1 this took placo
as Upper Class Male students realised the threat inherent in
lower class militance to the system at whose pinnacle they
stood and for which they were the spohespeople. Clearly
there were individual differences among students in initial
assumptions, values, reactions and intensity of response. But
it is apparent that group position determined the „„„
pattern of response .
In processing the Simulation, a great deal can be learned
by examining the implications of an emerging pattern of rMrnCa
and tied to ideological development.
Since it becomes clear that intellectual and emotional processes
cannot be treated in isolation from social context, students
can critically examine
-moral monster theories "—theories which
simplistically attribute societal injustices to particular
evil, greedy individuals whose removal from power eliminates
the problem. Similarly, students can look critically at
"human nature" explanations of social problems—theories
which explain problems as social manifestations of an in-
herently evil "human nature ." 7
Many complex factors— reading materials, student class
backgrounds, role selection—might be responsible for the
initial indifference or antagonism to the Upper Class Male
role experienced by the student players (and these will be
further explored in Chapter V). Several hypotheses are
See "Reformist Critiques," Chapter III, Section IV.
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suggested here.'
Since role choice was determined by the students them-
selves, one possible explanation of the initial Upper Class
Male reaction is that those students who chose the role of
Upper Class Male might in fact javejglshgd t o remain some-
what_detached from the process and thought it would be easier
to do by virtue of, if we take one student at her word,
"choosing a role that was entirely - outside the realm of my
experience." Alternatively, one could argue that the nature
of the Upper Class Male readings set the academic tone and
biased the response. However, although the reading material
for the Upper Class Male Group was not of a personal nature
and consisted largely of description of nineteenth century
social philosophy, other groups constructed their role
personalities on equally impersonal foundations, including,
m the Lower Class cases, factual summaries of wage rates. One
might also argue that of all class readings. Upper Class Male
readings were most critical of the perspective which it
described, or that Laissez-Faire and "bootstrap" ideology
have so long been discredited in American life that they
are particularly difficult arguments with which to identify.
Each of the three explanations just outlined, however,
only further strengthens the case for the effectiveness of
8
~
I will not attempt to advance explanatory hypotheses in the
evaluation of each student group. The purpose of so doing withhe Upper Class Male Group is to demonstrate the kind of analysisthat can be undertaken and utilized in processing.
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the simulation in affecting identification with the roles,
impersonal or adversely critical reading material should
have served as a harrier to personal identification. None-
theless, that identification took place.
Other explanations of initial distancing are even more
intellectually provocative. Proceeding from the assumptions
stated in chapter I, the perceptions, values and conflicts
students bring to the simulated experience are related to
their real economic class background and their sex. As the
background sketches of the students indicate, 9 most are
children of upwardly mobile middle class families in which
Grandparents and parents struggled with immigrant poverty
through the depression years to lay the groundwork of economic
security for their progeny. Given that history, it is
reasonable to suppose that the people playing Upper Class Male
roles
1 as an idenfi f -i on
responsibility for
resentment toward those whose
wealth has insulated them from the experience of hardship,
but who cast stones upon those who fail to "make it," pride in
the sacrifice and effort of their own family members to over-
come those hardships. In such a position, they would be
likely to internalize contradictory attitudes. They recognize
the ethic of "individual merit as the determinant of success"
ee Student Economic Background Chart in the Appendix.
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as an instrument of their ownn oppression. At the same time,
framework in which their family members as individuals
have had to struggle to mold satisfactory lives; it is the
standard against which they have had to measure their own
self worth; it is the ethic in the name of which they sacrificed
Theirs is a heavy personal investment borne of familial ex-
perience.
Thus they might have internalized the intellectual and
moral underpinnings of the very economic inequality their
families battled. In humanistic verbiage, they then
-house
the oppressor within them- so effectively that the system
of inequality is maintained with a minimum of overt control.
In the simulated experience, these contradictions are
played out. when provoked. Upper Class Male students justified
their upper class position by calling upon the same Protestant
Ethic ideology they intellectually condemned. At the same
time, they felt guilt and disgust about their role. One
Upper Class Male student was very articulate in describing
the myriad of often contradictory feelings aroused in her by
the role playing.
Of the four positions portrayed, I can't help
but believe that the upper class male is the
most difficult ..... although in theory wetxcerpt should have had no reason to feel guilty for
P our Positions of power and control , our
Iona pauses and wavering responses to the
accusations of the lower classes were an
example of our discomfort with the role
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class
_
man, the dominant feelino
was aui2t
2
ann
P
H
aylna th
? part of the oppressorg l d disgust with my role. All th*»
inequality^nd
the — «—
—
Had that "ammunition" not already been a significant part
of the student's emotional and intellectual baggage, had
that ethic not been internalized on some level, it could not
have so easily been called upon. The discomfort perhaps
emanated from the recognition that, at the same time, she
both believed and found oppressive the values she articulated.
If the Simulation experience is well-processed, recognition
of these emerging contradictions and their relation to family
life and economic background serves to provoke value clari-
fication, one of the key objectives of the Simulation. 10
Recognizing the economic background of the students im-
pacts on their role attitudes and reactions, we must also
acknowledge that the sex of the student players affects out-
comes. The significance of having women players for the
entire Simulation is discussed at length in Chapter V.
Specifically in terms of the Upper Class Male role, however,
based on what the students themselves reported of their dif-
ficulties, it is likely that as an all-female group , students
See processing techniques on class background in Chapter V.
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had particular difficulty in identifying with the role of
"oppressor” although, eventually, that identification tooK
place nevertheless. Several reasons for this difficulty
are suggested
i
1)
Because female socialization conditions women to see
themselves in supportive roles primarily, the women
Playing Upper Class Males may have been particularly
uncomfortable assuming a position of social control.
Women might be more prone to assume guilt for any
direct overt power they accrue. They might therefore
try to mute that power by sympathizing with
the weaker" groups, or by denying responsibility for
that power via distancing techniques described earlier.
2) Women who in their own lives are beginning to identify
the source of their own powerlessness might have
found it highly unacceptable to be wielding power
over others or to be identified as the cause of the
oppression or subordination of another group.
3) Similarly, in a class on "feminism^' it might have been
expected that peer group pressure would be strongly
intolerant of the "oppressor" position. This fear of
peer condemnation for articulating beliefs associated
with the powerful might have been exacerbated by
traditional female inhibitions on expressing anger and
being assertive, and by the ease with which women
internalize the judgments of others about themselves.
We shall return to these points in Chapter V.
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Let us consider one further uspect of the Upper Class
oup reactions. it is clear throughout Upper Class
Male journal entries that v-i t-M r. +. t,hm the Simulation the major
antagonisms vere played out on a class, rather than a sex
basis. upper Class Males vere predominantly concerned with
the lover class as a category, rather than vith women. The
hostility toward Upper Class Males was most direct and certainly
most threatening from the Lover Class Male Group. Lover
Class Males in the simulated situation related to Upper
Class Males as worker to boss, and vere by far the most adamant
and articulate in expressing their anger about economic ex-
ploitation . Lover Class Women vere neither perceived as
particularly threatening, nor did they direct their attack
primarily against Upper Class Males. The students themselves
called attention to this at the conclusion of the third week.
Here again, many complex factors could be responsible
for Upper Class Male and Lower Class Female behavior. Per-
ceptions about "women's role" obviously account in part for
Lover Class Female difficulty in delineating their priorities,
and Upper Class Male ease in dismissing Lower Class Women.
Then too. Lower Class behavior reflects the fact that middle
class women were playing Lower Class roles.
Nevertheless, the direction of the interaction suggests
that the ideology about women, and, in fact, their dual work
roles as homemakers and wage laborers—dispersed the con-
centration of the Lower Class Female Group, made it harder for
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them to focus their attack, and, in the' last analysis, made
it easier for the Upper Class w3 io n' P Li
*Male ^oup to dismiss their
concerns. To fcli© cSooree Hnat* tuegr that the Lower Class Women sup-
ported Lover Class Male attach* on eoono-ie inequality, they
appeared threatening to Upper Class Males. To the degree that
they focused on sexual exploitation * »,
, they appeared irrelevant.
To summarize then, despite difficulties with role
identification, due to sex and economic background, intergroup
interaction forced Upper Class group members into a defensive
posture, thereby catalyzing that identification. in time,
the students turned their self-blame outward, focusing their
attack primarily on the Lower Class Male Group and utilizing
previously internalized ideology to support their condemnation
of the Lower Classes. The Simulation thus served to draw out
class and sex issues relating to the students as well as to
the_histori cal situation. The barriers to dealing with these
issues are clear from the student reactions. Once, however,
they are illuminated during the course of a simulated ex-
perience, they can be systematically processed at the con-
clusion of the curriculum.
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Lower Class Women
Summary of
_Response Pattorn
While an academic style and a critical attitude toward
them role characterized the Upper Claes Hale Croup initially.
iI!i£Q3ai
-ai5:iai2S^ characterized the Lower Class Women's
P During
.he beginning Social Location Exercises, the
group Xs.UHCll@cI into S Dfnl 4 .g intense debate eoncernina Mhow
Poor women should feel and act.-. Like Upper Class Men,
LOW6r ClaSS W°men initiall7 approached their role as an in-
tellectual problem. Their primary task, as they saw it, was
etermxne whether a Lower Class Woman ought to behave in
a resigned or rebellious manner. Opinions were strong on
both sides and the discussion became quite divisive.
As the Simulation proceeded past the first week, however,
interaction with the Upper Classes catalyzed an internalization
of Upper Class perceptions about the poor. Thus, in spite of
initial lines of intragroup division. Lower Class Women were
ocked into a role in which all group members experienced a
sense of frustration, impotence and intimidation. Frustration
Was exacerbated by the fact that group members could not
decide what issues were "appropriate" for them to address.
The dual nature of their role—as women, and as members of
the
-ewer class meant that their attention was fragmented.
While most of their arguments and appeals were directed at
he Upper Class Groups, Lower Class Women also harbored
ambivalent feelings toward the Lower Class Male Group. They
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s imu ItanGous ly fnistrn^f pH 4-mist usted their male peers and felt the need
to support, and be supported hv t-hom •a by hem, m face of Upper Class
attack. Thus, Lower Class Female role confusion in regard
to group posture, issue priorities, and relationship to other
groups, increased intragroup conflict. Eventually, the
group's outwardly docile stance vis-4-vis the Upper Classes
turned to anger; their attempts to gain recognition from the
Upper Classes via persuasion were replaced by a realization
of the necessity for action. This then resulted in increased
attention to orga^^siveness and class solidarity with the
Lower Class Male Group.
Initial Reactions
As the initial intragroup exercise
began, the Lower Class Women's Group was immediately drawn
into conflict about "what kind of women to be." Attitudes
about the poor ("negative and snobbish feelings," one Lower
Class Woman labeled them) appeared to constitute a role bar-
rier and swept the group into argument immediately. What did
it feel like to be poor and denied power? How would a poor
woman see herself? Battle lines were drawn on the issue of
militance vs. resignation. Perceptions of how the role should
be played varied from "politically active independent poor
women
. .
. who saw the evils of the system and were becoming
interested in organization and protest within the labor move-
ment" to "politically passive, submissive women ." 11
11 Quotes are taken from Week I Lower Class Female journals.
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Concern about divisiveness is a subject of early Louer
Class Female diary entries almost without exception. Some
women immediately pressed for an aggressive stance vis-i-vis
the Upper Classes and reported by the end of the first intra-
group exercise that the group had
..agreed that militance was
the appropriate role. •• Antithetically, other women in the
group emerged from the same exercise believing "we opted for
the role of passive, helpless, poor women" after going "around
and around on this decision for a long time." Thus both sides
reported group acceptance of their own portrait of lower class
women
.
Some Lower Class Female Group members integrated the
process and content of group discussion, linking the divisiveness
explicitly to the group's simulated social position. This
is illustrated in Excerpt A.
There was not much of the togetherness and
unity in our group that there was in theExcerpt Upper Class men's and women's group. Some
A of us felt that our disunity and confusion
H3s._a__YgiX_real aspect of our' class positionjmd that if we appear confused and "untoaether"
it
—
an accurate portrayal of the way lower
class groups really function
. (Italics mine.)
Whether or not group members connected intragroup factionalism
to accurate role portrayal, it is clear that the power of the
internal debate was critical to group dynamics. That group
members characterized one another as •very strong and opin-
ionated" is a point well worth noting since it is in marked
contrast with the passive behavior of the entire group once
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the interaction with the Upper Classes was under way. Both
-militants- and "compiacents" alike remarked on the change
in the group affected by class-wide interchange.
What then, appeared to be at stake in the intragroup
argument? The theme was passivity vs. rebellion against sub-
ordination. Journals indicate, however, that this theme re-
lated not only to the consciousness of the poor in the Simulation,
but to the student players* own struggle with feminist con-
sciousness. Although the interpersonal dynamics of the Lower
Class Women’s Group apparently made it "unsafe- to explore the
connection^between their role issue and their feelings about
feminism
,
13
it is already evident by the end of the first
week that conflict over role definition had stimulated a
questioning of changing female consciousness in real life.
This is illustrated in Excerpt B. in attempting the imaginative
leap to lower class female status, the author paralleled her
thoughts about lower class consciousness with her own personal
identification with feminine stereotypes. The Simulation ex-
perience was provoking consideration of how consciousness
changes both personally and historically.
The reason I had difficulty role playing was
that I couldn't feel or imagine feeling thattxcerpt i had no options. I couldn't imagine actually
B feeling that it was God's will that I be poor.
I mean actually buying into that escapes me.
Several students commented on this in their journals. Feelings
way have been related to fear of peer group ostracism in
a class of
-feminists.” We shall return to this point inChapter V. ‘
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Excerpt B supports the contention that a transference of
the simulated experience to the student’s o»n life experiences
occurs as the student attempts to make sense of her role. In
this case, the concept of transference is also useful in
nderstanding the intensity of the early conflict within the
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Lower Class Women's Group. Although identification with an
oppressed group might be facilitated by the players' position
as women, it is likely that there would be a great deal of
resistance to that identification for women who perceive
themselves as having achieved some measure of personal
liberation. It is also possible that they might then "blame
the victim" for failure to individually rise above oppres-
sive circumstances. In the Lower Class Women's Group, role
definition within the Simulation brought these issues to the
surface.
I have suggested that the intensity of the conflict
within the Lower Class Women's Group may in part have related
to questions of the players' female status and relationship
to feminism. It should be emphasized, however, that role
confusion was also a very real function of the difficulty of
the Lower
,
.
Class_Female position within a simulation str
u
cture
j2§^gd_^th_on_cl a.ss and sex hierarchy . This becomes in-
creasingly clear in Week II and Week III student journal entries.
Effect of Intergroup Interaction
Docility and internalization of oppression
. While most
of the intragroup preparatory time was spent in arguing over
militant or passive role definition, interaction with Upper
Class Groups catalyzed a reaction that effectively eliminated
the issue of choosing a role model. Both "militant" and
complacent" stereotypes of the poor appeared simplistic in
light of Lower Class Female experiences when locked into the
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role by Upper Class behavior t^ o n . Lower Class students found
themselves defined by all thp>7 1 e other groups and their feelings
followed suit. No one-neithar mutant- nor "complacent"
in the original argument-found herself "accepting." Journals
testify to mounting frustration and anger, although the out-
ward
.
group P°stu re_jgas_entitgly_dgc^e. No one seemed able
to argue assertively, and the earlier divisiveness served to
heighten the sense of isolation and impotence. The inter-
action silenced the group.
The journals speak for themselves. They are very moving
images of oppression, clearly emanating from identification
with the role despite initial debating points. Excerpts C
through E illustrate the complexity of Lower Class Female
reactions by the second week of the Simulation. Note that as
intergroup interaction proceeded, it appears that the original
"militants- found themselves buried, isolated and passive in
face of intergroup dynamics, and the original "complacents-
found themselves surprisingly angry and reported moving to
an increasingly assertive posture. Thus, beneath militance
rode self-blame, beneath docility rode anger. Excerpts C and
the forir,er written by a -militant,- the latter by a -com-
placent" are examples. It should be emphasized that the
author of Excerpt C was initially one of the most
°f the Lower Class Women. For that reason, her statement is
a remarkable testimony to the power of the intergroup process
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Also noteworthy in the following Lower Class Female
accounts is that one of the strongest catalysts of Lower
oppression was the lightness and humorous style of the
Upper Classes which seemed to discount the seriousness of
Lower Class experiences.
Excerpt
C
An
-Original "Militant”
—
^
ed everythinq .
T diHn ,
feellngs of self-consciousness
,
but
^4^^-^£ect_myself to be tnt.ai i v silent,which is how it turnedout. ^ '
—
talk, but there never
aTouD~Tonk
up_th^ialoaue. The othiFT^iF^T^^^
accepted, much seemed off the point, issuesbecame personal complaint and resignation
feeling unsupported, helpless.Much of the dialogue was funny—especiallythe upper class women. Uncomfortably funny.
—iJlliL-overwhe 1 med and buried
. Into the
role, the upper class men were ridiculous, butformidable. The upper class women were fools,but impenetrable. I hated them most. Ag-gressiveness was most possible toward them.The lower class men seemed disjointed, impotent,
I felt no alliance with them. .... i sat anorv.
silent, overpowered, exhausted, at timeiT
out of it. Tried to figure nut
IH -Storical dates and mused over springing out
—
—
—blown Marxist rallying others to the
cause. I waited for this time toFspeak and
rally which never came. I feared everyone's
reaction including the women around me.
Projected r idicule and repercussion of threat
2f
—
].ob los s and moral pronouncements^ and no
support and remained silent. (Italics mine.)
An Original "Passive"
^oerpt An interesting situation came about with ourD group
—
when we were just talking among our-
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Excerpt
E
—
» J- m not sure whv ,ra +. _7~rr
realized the powerless perhaPs , we
STCiety^t th
Y
r
had in thS ^ncSoninq
a
ofsoc ety a e turn of the century.
H« whole^structure?^leSS 35 3 9r°" P
^Ig^lY^ll^JdL-rrqht back more , thouah,
loa^cti
fru ®tratlon level rose and the il-
iron' Si
nature of the logical questions
^^ughk.m-anaer
_ within me
. i began aettinointo my role, in that there were certain
of ttat neeXf^beaealt with, yet we could do other thinasbeyond them. (Italics mine.
)
My reaction to the first part of the simulation
5Sle
W?LVaried "f SOmevhat surprising to me
were telling ush^eir rqlg^_i_]^u^hed and noticed the genera 1
group. In short the game seemed fun and not
Yfry serious. However, as the dialogue turned
lower class males and
—the atmosphere became much more£omber^and depressing than it previously hadbeen, both for myself and the group. it
wasn't as easy to laugh. ..... j felt frus-trated in my role as lower class female.
Pj2ers_vgre_blaming me_for whom I wa s and who
-
va ?-—and that didn't make sense. It dirinn
se£m_like I couJj_aet_put~of rn~f „
~~~~~ a : n 1 v didn't put myself~I7rth^t~^T^7^
Ine frustration may have started to turn to
anger as others jumped on me for "going toBoston for work. " Then as the focus turned
the upper c l ass females
.
I seemed to becomeless agitated and depressed, as did the
group; laughter prevailed again.
I was amazed at. the change in the arouo and
myself-
, what really got me was that Ifound out the other side—the upper class story
• • • the males who had control and could
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make things better for us if they saw fit.seemed so reall (italics mine.
)
above diary entries provide supportive evidence
that the progression of Lower Class Female affective
identification with the role paralleled the previously dis-
cussed Upper Class Male progression. l„ both cases, an
initial intellectualization of the roles (in the Lower Class
Female case, a projection of contemporary middle class images
of the poor) gave way under the pressure of intergroup inter-
action to a less cognitive, more affective, immediate
identification with the simulated counterpart.
Furthermore, paralleling our analysis of Upper Class
Male reactions, Lower Class Female diaries indicate that the
effectiveness of Upper Class arguments lay in their power
to tap into attitudes about individual responsibility and
failure, already internalized in the real contemporary American
social context. in Excerpt F, another clear instance of
transference of role experiences to real life experiences,
the Lower Class Female author comments on the ease with which
she internalized the pronouncements of the Upper Classes,
relating this to her own background.
I found it easy to listen to the arguments
of the Upper Class Men’s and Women's groups,
xcerpt I could feel myself getting really sucked
F into that kind paternalistic mentality.
God knows I was brought up to believe that onnr
people are poor because they squander their
money, they are never satisfied, they always
want more, etc. etc. As a lower class woman
••••• £eall3L_h,ard for me to refute
--—^US£jTt_^
woman's
and
-w J Play, (Italics mineT) *
The effect of the internalization and self-blame en-
suing from Lower Class Female exchanges with Upper Class
Groups was to_underp^^ Class Women » s abilihv tn
fight back. Student authors of Excerpts G and H describe
thS Class Women to this
undermining process. Subject to Upper Class moralizing
both about poverty and sexuality, they point out that Lower
Class Women were virtually in a position of double jeopardy
As women mothers, wives and "guardians of virtue"~-they
were blamed for their husband’s behavior, for their own
sexual "promiscuity," for family size, and ultimately for
their lack of economic mobility. Consequently, they were
turned against themselves, as well as against their male
class peers.
When we interacted with the other groups,
we were always defending our position
—
Excerpt we were never able to be on the "offensive,"
G we were always on the "defensive." And the
types of questions that were thrown at us
were of a d ifferent nature than those towards
otd^er_grgups. Our major question from the
upper class groups was always "why do you
have so many children" and "how can you let
your husbands do this and that"—they were
never direct questions about us as individuals,
always related to something else. (Italics mine.)
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Excerpt recognitiorTof^el^fo^th 1^^1933 ’ ° 1
'
H riahts
.... A !Lt 6/^ht to have
the ,pYll ,i •—§£gg^gl_area_o_f discomfort was
the
~ 1 ' —
-----
— I -L(1Lea c : ed throuaho u
t
JJ^imulatioji. is this the only validation
mine!"
)
WS ^ h°PS f°r ourselves?" (Italics
As Excerpt I further illustrates, the dual nature of
the Lower Class Female position (as housewives and mothers,
and as lowest paid wage-earners), and the ideology about
-woman's proper role- fragmented the attention of the Lower
Class Women's Group and exacerbated the internal divisiveness.
This m turn further undermined their ability to respond to
Upper Class arguments.
Excerpt
I
I think
. still of my silence, passivity,
immobilization. As lower class women, we
weren t much of a team. Most of ourdialogue went into making us as ineffective
as possible. Whenever there was a suggest -) nn.
( usually made by me) that had anything to do
^^il-££2t^ st..,. solidarity, unionism-~^there
~
Has__3iugsth^ni ng if this was appropriate for
our_role. I wasn't figuring out why this was
such a struggle, (Italics mine.
)
As seen in the above quotation, for Lower Class Women
to take up the fight as exploited wage-earners was questioned
within the group as a role "inappropriate" to women. In
fact, in the course of the interaction, it became clear that
for Lower Class Women to fight on any one front seemed in-
adequate. As soon as they took up the battle as wage-earners,
they were attacked as women; when they fought back on the
sexual issue, they were subject in addition to classist attitudes.
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The "blaming the victim" mentality of the Upper Claeses,
and the cross-currents of class and sex issues, were, at
least initially, remarkably successful in dividing the poor
against one another. The sexual denigration, however, also
had other repercussions. Upper Class Female condescension,
"maternalism,
" and sunerr i i i oncnoceP c l us ess were coupled with moral
epithets about Lower Class Female promiscuity. This turned
the brunt of Lnw£EjaaSs_B^^ toward the Upper
Class Female Group. On the defensive. Lower Class Women
fought (quite aggressively) to shake Upper Class Women out
of their complacency with their own sex role-to expose the
hypocrisy of the Victorian image of Womanhood so obviously at
variance with the reality of women's lives, particularly for
the lower clases. Significantly, toward the end of the
Simulation, the Lower Classes did in fact manage to catalyze
a questioning of Upper Class Female sex roles, with quite
threatening results for the Upper Class Male Group. We
shall examine this in the next section.
Gtwp cohesiveness and class solidari ty . it should be
evident by this point that the Lower Class Female concern
with divisiveness was a very accurate reflection of their
f_t he relationships among the ornuns .
Lower Class Women were divided from their male class peers;
they felt no real appreciation of their situation from their
Upper Class sisters; they were conflicted about their own
0le
* So lon3 as Lower Class Women continued to feel disunited
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as a group and isolated from other groups, they had no
support against the powerful effect of Upper class moralise
and their internalization of Upper Class remarks. Lacking
such support, individual group members continued to "beg
for recognition’* from the Upper Classes by simulating
particular situations in order to persuade the Upper Classes
of the justice of their cause. By the second week, the group
was growing increasingly frustrated with "deference- and
"persuasion” tactics.
Excerpt
J
"The game seemed to go in circles
. .
. the
same issues as last week and we made noheadway.
"
Excerpt
K
... the dialogue (was) reduced to the
expected putting down .
. , each question
and response the stimulus for further
insult.
"
Thus the interaction by the second week began to move
the Lower Class Women to a clear recognition of the need for
a power base from which to confront the Upper Classes. Unity
was a prerequisite to power-building. it therefore became a
major focus of intragroup activity from the second week on.
Upper Class behavior had thus triggered off two critical
reactions in the Lower Class Female Groups
*-
^ A conscious effort to build intragroup cohesion
2) A conscious struggle to clarify the relationship
with the Lower Class Male Group, as class solidarity
also became a priority.
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Week II journals testify to hntb} ° bo "h these Points and indicate
that these efforts — .... , .t , particularly on the intragroup front,
W02T0 cjuxt0 succsssffux ® Exrpmfcs T »e cerpt L and M describe the
change m group morale as unity increased.
Excerpt
L
This week though our group defined itself alot more—we became more unified and spoke
fia^irn IT
6
,*
WS Sti11 had a h^d timeghting the logic thrown at us by the upperclass-yet somehow it didn't seem quite as
different
ourselves « began exploring
awnues of approach— such as allbeing of the same ethnic background and
struSuS
e
t°
f °ther Se needS moreructure o our definition and by knowinahow others viewed us, it allowed us to "be"
"ffSht»
n
S
W
v
alSO learned more about how to
^ ig back.
...Our particular group did
annH
of a unity this week, and that wasgood, we needed that in order to form a moreV16W °f °urselves
- We began to trustother more within our roles and supportedach other to a greater degree ... i thinkmy frustration level grew this week with ourpower. Perhaps that is what is needed for
consciousness-raising—
"the more you know,the more angry you become." I can see us
ready for some sort of revolt after this week
we are in a position of extreme frustration
and something's gonna happen 1"
We continued to explore who we were, our
relationships with other groups—class
Excerpt and sex role systems, and also how we were
M relating with each other
• We spoke of the
violence of lower class men, wife beating,
child abuse, drinking, how they excluded
us, the pub culture bonding. There was
slow movement towards identifyino
with and supporting each other. We agreed
that we were the sex and class catching it
from everyone. The bottom of the two systems.
Amazing that some of the women sought
further handicaps. Competition, too busy
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f^ssi M*rfn°£& {ss„
tirSborHLlaSst^cvLStS P?“
afagresment that we dig help each otter
te^aStr TJ^WoTnLS..
each other
"during^he^'dialogue.
W°UId SUPP°rt
It is evident from the above that within the group,
unity, bred strength, strength militance. As internalization
was mitigated, an unwillingness to accept group subordination
grew and the group directed their anger outward. Struggling
to form the power base necessary for leverage against the
Upper Classes, Lower Class Women were forced to confront
feelings about the Lower Class Male Group. The continuing
evaluation of the Lower Class Female-Lower Class Male re-
lationship seemed to be characterized by a mixture of anger
at Lower Class Male belligerence and distress at Lower Class
Male impotence. Above all, toward the end of the Simulation,
Lower Class Women desired class unity and support in face of
upper class attacks. Excerpts N, 0 and p illustrate the
complexity of these issues for the Lower Class Women's Group.
One woman in the lower class male group
Eveor-rv*-
—
-f
lly qot to me tonight—very belligerent
fr pt Mjd stepping
^
on everyone—could n 't see whereit got her--is it right to put down others
to make yourself better? Isn't that what
happened to women and other minorities in
the past? And how did we feel? I can'thelp think of that. Our group tried to
make the upper class women feel bad to
strengthen ourselves, but not so damn
aggressively 1 Which makes me feel a little
better. (Italics mine.)
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Excerpt
as well- ?hus wr 7 ^ class « but females
class ;;J ?TL-
-
A^--^_arcup with not only
Excerpt
P
im-
Trr— 2^-SI12e£^ndr.power less pprs A^TTvT^
i^TnT
~fj^T
I vould not share the SSJio^fdSeltef
*
minef
,
excloslon «d disrespect of us
In the end, the Lower Class Women decided to "become
more united and also to stand behind the Lower Class Men."
As the post-simulation processing session bore out, the
Ln light of the Upper
Class stance, class solidarity became critical-so much so
that the Lower Class Women's Group buried their differences
with their male class peers in order to protect their dignity
10 the fi^ht against their class oppression.
Conclusion
In summary, the sex of the student players, and stereo-
types of the poor determined initial reactions for the Lower
Class Women's Group. Intergroup interaction, however,
catalyzed affective identification with the role. This
identification was characterized at first by docility.
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internalization of blame, and heightened role confusion
and group conflict, and later by anger and movement toward
group unity and class solidarity. Lower Class Female journals
project a continuing struggle throughout the progression
of the Simulation to clarify the reasons for divisiveness
and to delineate a strategy that would enable the group to
fight back. By the point at which the Simulation was
suspended, the women were effectively working toward intra-
group cohesion and the possibility of a Lower Class Female-
Lower Class Male intergroup alliance.
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Upper Class Women
Summary of Response Pathprn
Upper Class Females, like Upper Class Kales, began
their role-playing by rejecting their simulated counter-
parts. Students emphasized the dissimilarities between
themselves and their nineteenth century sisters and reported
difficulty with role identification. The Upper Class Female
Players, however, handled their alienation from, and condemnation
of their simulated counterparts in a markedly different manner
than had the Upper Class Males. Rather than objectifying
and intellectual! zing the role, the students* negative
feelings were translated into ridicule. Initially within
their group, and continually throughout their presentation
to the other groups. Upper Class Female students portrayed
nineteenth century women as fools, thereby dismissing them-
selves as serious players, and abdicating any responsibility
in the interaction.
However, this farcical role characterization in the
classroom was in striking contrast with the serious intro-
spection that Upper Class Female diaries indicate was provoked
by the Simulation. Thus the discrepancy between classroom
Posture and journal content, and the predominantly self-
aoaUytiC-tone of the journals distinguished the Upper Class
•'omen’s Group from the others.
Sparked by intergroup interaction. Upper Class Female
Journals exploded with personal exploration. Students
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explored sex roles and sources of personal conflict in married
life; they analyzed the social and personal origins of con-
sciousness change; they criticized and self-criticized ; they
discussed individual responsibility and social pressure; they
analyzed the effect of their economic backgrounds on their
attitudes. Consequently, in the course of the Simulation,
the Upper Class Women’s Group became the most supportive,
. 12 , ,
cohesive group, working collectively m cognitively pro-
cessing their reactions. During the third week, they
spontaneously organized, allocating research tasks among
themselves to help them change their classroom posture.
Despite the quality of their intragroup work. Upper
Class Women ironically continued to play fools in the class-
wide interaction. As a result, the seriousness with which
they were approaching their role was nowhere in evidence
outside of their immediate group . This had significant re-
percussions for the group. Given the intense reactions of
the Lower Class Groups to the Simulation, the Upper Class
Females’ frivolous behavior, coupled with their collusion
with their Upper Class Male "husbands," made the group the
object of a good deal of hostility.
In addition. Upper Class Female attitudes toward the
poor were fraught with ambivalence. As intergroup exchange
1
^The cohesiveness of the group may be attributable to the
fact that their role issues closely paralleled the themes of
contemporary women's support groups.
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continued, two critical reactions were catalyzed in the Upper
Class Women’s Groups
1) Solidification of class identification . Lite their
Upper Class Male peers, Upper Class Women initially
expressed sympathy for the downtrodden, but sub-
sequenj^ly- found themselves colluding with the Upper
Class Men's moral indictment of the poor , as they
reported, "in spite of ourselves."
2 ) Clarification of their own oppression as women . The
intensity of Lower Class anger was so discordant with
Upper Class Female "playfulness" that it had a shock
effect. Among Upper Class Women it catalyzed:
a) an examination of the issue of their "collusion"
with Upper Class Men
b) an increasingly serious examination of their own
subordinate position as women, and eventually
c) a shift from total identification with Upper Class
Men, to research for a female suffrage struggle.
Although by the end of the third week Upper Class Women
had moved to a "feminist" position, in some measure "deserting"
their male peers, there appeared to be little progress towards
a cross-class feminist movement. Upper Class Women never
developed an identification with Lower Class Women. Their
issues remained very separate and a good deal of friction
characterized the relationship between the two groups.
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Initial Reactions
All Week I Upper Class Female journal entries reflect
difficulty with role identification. Difficulty was at-
tributed toi
1) the students* indifference toward, or disrespect for,
the nineteenth century women
2) the students' inability to relate their own experiences
as women to the experiences of these "alien creatures"
of the nineteenth century.
Significantly, group discussion did not focus on the social
circumstances affecting the outlook of nineteenth century
women, nor did group members attempt to locate sources of
conflict, discontent, or potential consciousness change in
the lives of the women they portrayed. On the contrary,
the characters were treated one-dimensionally
,
and as if self-
determined. Upper Class Female students displayed little
empathy toward women stereotyped and restricted by Victorian
notions of femininity and saw little relationship between
their own struggles with feminine roles and those of their
historical counterparts.
Excerpts A, B and C taken from Week I Upper Class Female
journals, are illustrative of the issues and the tone of
early role development. Thematic is the stress on dis-
similarity between "self" and "role character." Although in
Excerpt A the author professes total alienation from the
character, and in Excerpt C indifference to it, it is also
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evident that such statements are intermingled with a myriad
of other feelings—a strong emotional reaction to the readings
(particularly in Excerpt A), a condescending attitude about
their simulated women, and a measuring of those women against
their own life styles and "liberated attitudes."
I found the readings to be fascinating.
Fascinating is
. an appropriate word as itimplies something different and possiblyExcerpt even_alien. I found the womeTl^rTi^dina
A about
_ to be completely different from the
ways xn which I envision myself. x would
read passages
. aloud to friends and exclaim,
listen to this 2 " or "isn't this incredible?"j^-jfas_gujt^ a . self-satisfying experience
,Of course if I compared myself to one of
the consumptive fainting China dolls
portrayed in the first reading X would come
—feeling much stronger, independent, etc .
When I joined the rest of the upper class
women we all agreed that what we had read
science fiction and had little
base in reality. We had not only never
gxpgy~jj|nced the feelings and actions portrayed
jji_thg readings—we had experienced the ooDosite 1(Italics mine.)
Had difficulty getting into the role of upper
class women
—
their lives seemed so boring
—
^
inane . What did they do all day? Supervise
Excerpt servants? Were they involved with their kids
B or did they have governesses? Thought of
suburban "princess" mothers I know who spend
their days playing tennis (for my mother's
contemporaries it was cards, mah jong) and
shopping. (Italics mine. )
During the pre-game discussion with individuals
within my 'class' I felt a bit stiff about
Excerpt relating to the role I had chosen. I knew
C much more about the turn-of-the-century upper
class female than I had the previous week and
I found that I could easily intellectualize
her situation, her fears, faults and actions.
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Sut I had great trouble in accepting thesequalities (for the most part) on an emotionallevel
* j-could .not really fPP i for her or
—her_at__alj.
. I realizedThat thed
^5
f
f
C
^
lty
,
arises when 1 bring mv value- laden
attitudes into
_ the situation. Even more, I
realized how difficult it was to release those
attitudes even^ for a brief class session. Idid not know whether or not I would be ableto carry
. through in a genuine manner the role
I was being asked to play. (Italics mine.
)
This Upper-Class Female role distancing was actively
translated into a classr oom posture quite disdainful of nine'
—
—
noi—gSEgn . With a rather extreme flair, Upper
Class Women set themselves up as objects of ridicule
—
pampered, frail, silly, child-like, irrational, prissy,
happily protected
' China dolls. " In fact, overtly, they
took on in its entirety the Victorian view of female use-
lessness, inanity and gratitude. They accepted the view as
valid and apparently held the women responsible for its
perpetration.
Effect of Interqroup Interaction
Affective role identification
. As the interaction pro-
ceeded, an increasingly striking discrepancy developed between
the unsympathetic, mocking portrayal of Upper Class Women in
class, and the intensely personal reactions to the role
disclosed in the journals. Students were evidently recognizing
that their simulated characters were wrestling with personal
problems—depression, uselessness, helplessness—that they
themselves had had to face at some time in their lives. The
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recognition was particularly strong among the older women
in the group. In their journals. Upper Class Female students
examined these problems in the context of their own ex-
periences with marriage, motherhood and outside work, and
with their own assumptions about female biology and social
role. Had they been "content" performing traditionally
defined female roles in their own lives? To what had they
attributed their dissatisfactions? in asking these questions
about themselves, they developed sympathy for the plight of
their Victorian sisters.
Excerpts D and E illustrate the self-analytic style of
Week II Upper Class Female journals. They reflect the process
of role identification and the increasingly supportive and
cohesive nature of the intragroup experience.
I thought of the four year period in my life
when I neither wanted nor went to school
—
made a full-time career of being pregnant.
Excerpt caring for an infant——with a cleaning woman,
D then moving to a house, having another baby
—and sleep-in help. I was "relatively"
content during that time—didn’t want to be
doing more. Though I was frequently unhappy
and quite depressed, I attributed those
feelings to my lack of attention from my
husband. Had he been home for dinner every
night and not traveled extensively, I
wonder if I would have felt fulfilled through
him? In any case, that’s not what happened-—
•
I started fulfilling myself through work.
During those early years of my marriage, I
was aware of a connection between my menstrual
cycle and my depressions. Although the pattern
was not terribly strong, I did have some
tendency to attribute my depressions to my
period rather than to the issues. Now, I see
the connections as real, but I recognize that
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1 m more vulnerable, have less tolerance for
stress at certain times of the month, without
seeing my period as the cause. With the
medical profession and whole culture sup-porting female frailty, I can understand how
upper class women bought into it. 13
One Upper Class Woman described the role development
process in her group in the following manners
We began to look at ourselves in relation to
the role and shared some' of our experiences.
It became apparent that we as women were
Excerpt struggling daily with the feelings and values
E brought out in our readings. There have been
so many occasions when I have felt like leaving
a decision up to someone else because the
pressure to make it was getting too much.
I have found that on occasion I will blame my
moodiness, depression or tears on ray period
instead of admitting that I may be more
vulnerable at that time but there were out-
side influences affecting me. It’s easier
to chalk it up to menstruation in lieu
of dealing with the outside factors.
The sharing of these experiences with each
other created a warming feeling. The level
of trust in our small group surprised me
and we all shared some intimate carts of
ourselves. I wonder if that exciting
feeling of trust existed for our sisters
of the igth^centurv? 1^
The larger group in retrospect was a little
more disconcerting
.
(Italics mine.
)
13The recurring theme of menstruation and emotionality in
these excerpts is primarily attributable to the discussion of
nineteenth century views of female biology and psychology in
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English, Complaints and Disorders ;
phe Sexual Politics of Sickness
,
Glass Mountain Pamphlet No.
2 (Old West bury
,
New York: Feminist Press, 1973).
14
It should be noted that in the context of the entire semester's
Simulation curriculum
,
such exploration of shared feelings and
experiences would be followed in the Social Critique Section
(Section IV) by a questioning of social causation . Students
would then attempt to link their experiences with the sexual
division of labor within the nuclear family and in the market place.
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As implied in Excerpt E, while sharing and cohesion
within the small group enabled Upper Class Female students to
identify with their simulated counterparts, their demeanor
in the larger class reflected, not that identification, but
continuing lack of respect for nineteenth century women.
During the class-wide interaction Upper Class Women literally
became theatrical prima donnas— feigning fainting spells,
creating a farcical atmosphere in the classroom, drawing a
great deal of attention to themselves and relieving the other-
wise serious tone of classroom exchange. It is interesting
that they in fact played the "woman's role" in the classroom.
They entertained and alleviated anxiety in an otherwise
tense social interaction by providing comic relief. This
was accomplished primarily by belittling their own strength,
intelligence and feelings. They also "nurtured" all the
other groups—verbally validating and supporting all Upper
Class Male statements, maternalistically offering sympathy,
moral guidance, and "charity" to the impoverished.
It is evident that the trust that permitted serious
examination of issues in the small group during the role
identification process was not transferred to larger group
situations. Upper Class Women did not regard themselves
seriously in the social context of the classroom until Lower
Class anger forced them to recognize that they were simply
amusing harmless creatures— but agents of oppression—their
own oppression and that of the lower classes. The Lower
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Class Groups held them accountable anH hosoi d began to view their
humor as an attempt to evade responsibility.
in this light, the discrepancy between the
-private-
experience of the small Upper Class Female Group and their
"social" classroom role has interesting parallels to con-
temporary predominantly middie class women's support group
experiences, particularly since the content of Upper Class
Female intragroup discussion mirrors many support group
themes personal identity, fulfillment, marital relationships,
motherhood. As is often the case in contemporary support
gr°UPS
* Class Female^
g^E-3£grg^^f^tive in_MjldjjigL su_pp0rt for themselves:
^ it was far more
to the larger social and
Their preoccupations seemed to be dis-
sociated from the
-tangible", economic issues which formed
the basis of class discussion, and
-unrelated" to the economic
hierarchy in which they functioned. Their oppression wasn't
tangible-— i.e.
, economic. it was "personal." On the other
hand, neither did they have economic power. They, in fact,
h§l_no, clear economic_role. This is perhaps one explanation
° f tile;*- r theatrical style. Drama was perhaps the only way
they had of drawing attention to themselves in a social
situation in which they felt superfluous, unrelated, alienated,
without a social "part." Lacking a "part," they became
actresses.
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laasa-identlficati^
. Mirroring the pattern of Upper
Clast Male reactions to intergroup exchange, Upper Class
Female attitudes towards the Lower Classes, initially char-
acterised by sympathy, shifted in the course of argument to
moral indignation, blame and anger. Blame was based on their
linking economic success or failure to "strength of character"~
initiative, hard work and perseverance. The authors of Excerpts
F and G comment on the distressing realisation that Protestant
Ethic arguments, attitudes and values provided an easily
available supply of ammunition from their stored psychic
arsenals, as they participated in the interaction.
Excerpt
F
Excerpt
G
I found that as a wife of a member of theupper class male group, I quickly supportedtheir words and actions as if it was Sallya ,1 true and a present reality! When thelower classes began to set forth GrievancesI found myself actually looking down at
11 that thev
^^dl-thei^resent social nnsTtTT^T L
In
_
act u a 1 ijby^_the ease with which mv roleassignment came to me was ina .I suppose that the ease I felt was due inpart to the level of acting abilities of
(ItfScfSne?t ^ 311 " thS dlfferent groups'
I was feeling sympathetic to the lower classman who was trapped—his wife was sick andhe was going more into debt— until the upper
cjass man
_
^, , . started to deal with hT^flm-L^ound_myse lf stronalfl^^tTf^i n.f
—
—their position re: survival of the
fit test
. _It jwas hard to "own" such an un--——>— —— — u
sympathetic feeling in myself .'
thin)ojig_about my father who caiml rrom
tJ2g^_cxrcunist
_ances and "pulled himself
I was
f
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work
glass mala ~Urrr-titl-iggB°nse_tp the liror
you
»X I3SratZSnIi"atSe^rnsifyln? With thethat my grandfather dlto-t l.?5', f?mily"trap of poverty ho h-; ,g • ^e ” oyh °f the
hospital of T%: Jrom ?h “ 3 Charit^
my father was 3. t ®weatshoP* when
my father's family thll
T
u
feel anger toward
father and his sist^ they all°wed my
for a year before my ° ?°
to an orPhanage
to get out of SI ^f5£dmrther fOUnd a
that there was ^ Sa^
were barely ?urvivi« 4-*' ’ ^ 'a ' r' : s uncles
accept iJ. 2 yyi?L h;msalVes - but I can’t
tremendous admiration
about ifc now, I have a
that she founST^l^
"J
9«ndmother-
SS.Sci*« -^yn„d“aiLP£r1Sldran ,
A. Class-Wide exercises proceeded and Lower Class anger
intensified
, although intragroup dynamics continued to be
supportive, Upper Class Women were increasingly uncomfortable
With their Classroom role. They related their unease to
the
"depression’' of the^ ciass Groups__the . r sobr . sty
bheir seriousness, their somber tone, finally their anger-
all glaringly in opposition to Upper Class Female frivolity.
™e dissonance between the two postures is also the subject
0fSr ClaSS jOUrnals during bhe same period. Upper Class
female concern is substantiated by Lower Class statements
that the humor oppressed and angered them. Upper Class Female
Ercerpts H, I, and J are illustrative of the interaction.
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Excerpt
H
Excerpt
I
extreL
f
Sey
t
5peIred
0
fCnnJ?
r
were frustStS ?i
aX ?r°UpS
upSr cLsi'qrSup^ ^ «W«£rSS“h.
SrJation ^
1 ®x
f®
riences Paralleled my ob-servati s of the group experience, I f&it
by the
~
_
-
--—
—
1 beaan to feel mv
mght of the
_j^ir_class^i^i: (itJiics
The game this week was much more difficult
;Zh
mG
,
ln
^
at ifc aPPeared that members ofeach group began to take their roles more
pISaS
1
? wa
h
rh
dUrin
? the firSt ^essi^'anderh ps I s beginning to feel uncom-
to
r
be flug
lth the
,
an^ feelings beginningng around the room. y
t
ML r?1S wa® made harder this week by the fact
their
353 rnSr‘ and women Players took on
.roles so seriously that their frustrationievei was lowered allowing for high tension
m^deTS
°nal outbursts
‘ I feel that this
1 he game more real very quickly and thn^more meaningful to us all although I X?textremeiy exhausted by it. I found that I wasPggjjjni nq to
.
detest the upper class female
lot
-rr^'h^ry-—
—
~=ause of her willingness to comply
|^hmma!e_ ajjthorit^ and social stSHdards set bv^the inority group of white males. I discoveredthat my husband’s group was embarrassing me bytne way in which they spoke to the lower clasJgroups and I wanted to squirm, wiggle out of^^-^t ically ggd sncL?fr]iere__be
_
inq shielded bv this fraudulent role T
was asked to play and I could barely restr'nmyself! (Italics mine.) 7 * ' n
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i\fe tl*10 0OCi 0"F f" "Ho
f
ses S3£nJ_our_3rgu p obvious! v
l#SSgSigif^^
2 „lr^aert ionsCiTW support in
t^_HIiI5^0._yi2Jl_a
:
rid ta"ke pc^ilTi/vp iar'fT"n.
„
liaive^and-^ag^sive and unchallenq i nq .
~
t~o
±n
better the process by which change wasby certain upper class women,(italics mine.
)
When we got the feedback from the lower class
Excerpt did nnf
women that the
.7 saw us as inane andot aspire to be like us, I began to get
hSri
tOUCh/lth ' a11 the frustrations, etc. thatad moved me m my own life from a few yearsof suburban motherhood to where I am now. By
^S-_gj2d__of_tgie__session
, we agreed to rev^mp^
our image next week. (Italics mine.)
During Week III, heightening Lower Class anger sent
shock waves through the Upper Class Women's Group. it
illuminated their connection to the social structure. It
apparently forced them to recognize themselves as powerful
agents in an oppressive economic hierarchy for which they
had essentially abdicated responsibility. Consequent ly , they
were
-caught off guard" by it, confused by it, eventually
angered by it. Most of all, they were moved by it. The
"scbok of recognition” produced a reevaluation of role, and
a reformulation of classroom posture. Although the impetus
-Q^cjiange appears to have been the distressing vision of
themselves as collaborators with the Upper Class Men against.
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th^LowerjClasses
. Upper ClassPP c Female journals and actions
indicate that the ma inr1 ^^-S^-^-ge^lou^examinat i nn nf
^^-£j^g^-J^g!ale_.subordi nation .
Several hypotheses concerning the Upper class Percale
role shift rcay he advanced here. It is possi ble that Lover
Class rcilitance rcade it incumbent upon Upper Class women
to take the issue of oppression seriously or, sircply, that
it rcade it appear legitimate to express dissatisfaction. In
either case, it in some way broke through Upper Class Female
resistance to introduce the issue of their own subordination
into the Simulation. Alternatively, their need to do so may
have been a function of their wanting to distinguish them-
selves from the ••oppressor group" (upper Class Men) in the
eyes of the Lower Classes.
Whatever the cause, the result was an articulation of
dissatisfaction and a commitment to social action. Upper
Class women began to research suffragist arguments and
organizational tactics. By the suspension of the Simulation,
however, there is little evidence that the Upper Class Women's
croup had in any substantive way identified with the Lower
Class Female Group, and certainly not vice-versa. Although
Upper Class Women articulated concern about their role vis-a-
vis the poor, their substantive issues remained markedly
different from that of the Lower Class Women. In fact, there
indications that the two groups were moving further apart.
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since, as we have seen, they were fn .
’ or the m°st part, shocked
ana alienated by one another's stance.
only the r„potion of organisational sections of the
ation would provide us with further insight into the
possibilities of collaborat- i i-m v,liaborat on between the tvo female groups.
Would the Upper Clast? Pomdass Female suffrage strategy have permitted
them to forge an alliance with Lover Class Women, or to
separate themselves from the
..oppressor.' iabel in the minds
of erther Lover Class Group? Were they willing to see the
ballot i„ the hands of the poor as a veapon directed at
economic^privilege? Historical evidence suggests a negative
answer
Conclus i nn
Because, as ve have seen, the very distinctive manner
in vhrch upper Class Women played their role vas the focus
Of a great deal of attention, it is a subject vorthy of
analysis. According to the group members themselves, the
ridiculing style of presentation vas based, at least initially,
on role identification difficulties.
This is particularly interesting in light of my initial
expectation that Upper Class Women would be the easiest role
to personalize for female students of predominantly middle
class backgrounds. That expectation was based on the as-
sumptions that the issues emerging for this group in the
15
MoveLn^lTao*-, oon
d
)^0r ’ — Ideas of the Woman Suffrane
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simulated situation would most accurately reflect student
conceptions of the contemporary
initial definitions of feminism
women
' s movement
,
given
as outlined by the class
prior to the onset of the Simulation. 16 Thus, for the
Upper Class Women's Group, as for contemporary middle-class
women, it was assumed that discontent would focus on,
1) issues of personal or psychological Uberation-the
transformation of female self-image and definitions
of womanhood tied to frailty, passivity, irrationality
dependence, incompetence and "natural fitness" for
the wife-mother role
2 ) Issues of professional discrimination, restricted
access to job categories, civil equality and political
representation.
The reading material upon which the Upper Class Women's
role was based varied. C^iaints^^ deals wifch
the nineteenth century
-cult of true womenhood- and the
theoretical, biological, and sociological underpinnings that
served to rationalize sexist stereotypes and the sexual
division of labor. Based on real nineteenth century medical
Practices and theories. Complaints and Disord presents a
glaring, disturbing image of sexist attitudes. other sources
for upper Class Female role ascription included Chapter II of
David Kennedy's Biri^ontrg^ and chapter „ Qf
Allllam 0 'Neill
'
S Everyone Was Brave
. The former
See Chapter V.
analyzes
iff
nineteenth century views of love the ,
,
* amily, the home and
motherhood; the lat-t-o*-x t er (the most extoncj Wl,
, ,
e sive component of thereading assignment) concentrates on bf
,
late nineteenth century
educational advances for women and accompanying female dis-
satisfaction with professional strictures and „
.
xt c
, describes thedeveloping response from
Significantly, deS pite th^iy^ty Jth»
iS^erial. the Upper Class resale students based their char-
acterisation entirely on the frail, sitpUstic, virginal,
cloi-tered
, frivolous females described as the dopant
As we have
characterization that they at first entertained thedass, and later, by virtue of their frivolous response to aguite serious situation, incurred the wrath of both Lower
Class croups. Content ana iysis of the journals ^
for several hypotheses concerning this posture of the
Upper Class Women student players,
1) Playing a prissy, unintelligent, amusing part was a
very effective mechanise of distancing from the role.
It has been suggested previously that the need to dis-
tance is related to value conflict. Distancing occurs
to the degree that the role requires players to simulate
behavior or attitudes about which they feel ambivalent-
attitudes they have internalized but which they find
unacceptable or perceive to be unacceptable to their
peers. For the Upper Class Men's Group, distancing
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related to their own nascent struggles with a
feminist identity. They chose to play the "frail
sic* women" because they were fascinated with the
g °f fraglllt lr add powerlessness
—considered it,
on some level, to be central to women's lives. At
same time, tney adamantly disowned and condemned
the women they created.
The vulnerable femininity of Complaints ,nH
orders is a blown-up monster image of attitudes from
which women are neither socially nor psychically freed.
It is, therefore, an image that is threatening to own up to
iR °neSelf
’ and certainly to own up to before a group of
"feminists.
" Had Complaints and Disord... not re_
verberated a powerful cord in the Upper Class Female
student, readers, had the players themselves been
free of the Victorian sexual stereotypes, the reading
material could have facilitated a serious examination
of Upper Class Female sources of discontent (use-
lessness, restriction to the home, marred self-images,
discrimination, sexist ideology, family roles), if
not an outright assumption of the role of feminist
activist. Instead, students portrayed the Victorian
ideal of womanhood as a valid_^rretipn of nineteenth
century women. Their simulated women were ethereal-
not of the flesh and blood variety—and their input
was not to be taken seriously. The students lacked
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Excerpt
K
sympathy for their historical sister, mocked her
values, gave her no credit for intelligence or per-
ception, and no leeway to question her predicament.
Evidence from Upper Class Female journals sug-
gests that students responded to the reading material
end the class interaction in this burlesque fashion
precisely because it enabled them to distance from
a role that may have been uncomfortably close to real
life roles.
) The role characterisation facilitated an abdication
transni red
iiS-ether^rouEs in the classroom. The implications
of Upper Class Female behavior were lost amidst the
laughter, at least through the second week of the
Simulation. Upper Class Women therefore had to neither
fully experience their own oppression, nor their op-
pressive effect on others. on the contrary, their
behavior vas initially reinforced by other groups.
Fear of peer ostracism in a "feminist" class may have
been an important factor contributing to the choice
of role style. Upper Class Female Excerpt K lends
support to the hypothesis that students were fearful
of admitting to one another, and certainly to other
groups, that they still harbored "unliberated" feelings.
I started out our group of upper class womenby raising the question of trust—decided we
would not have trusted each other, would have
maintained our image/mask toward each other
t\
n
o„r*V2: Tsti?ns ' frust—
~;
^-^-^--~2-J?iZ_oro ut? of
—
'•*- Q tigo women t li ^ +*
»
i"=iEsSiiSgi^
-^-^g-XiMlnq so in7n^
suffiSw^ 11? mothe£hood as a valid andE ficient raison d'pt-ro
husband
L
iZ
ing V
i
cario«sly through myband—home and family for me—withthe world outside filtered through
c) Repression of my sexuality
I*
a ' ecognitxon and acceptance thathis energy was channeled i„tS his wo^
e) Little awareness of the realities
i£F^r°" re1 -°^-utlons(housekeepe s) such as money and time off-
Thus, expectations of a feminist class created
added peer group pressure. Total rejection of the
un liberated image—i.e., nineteenth century women—
therefore became acceptable proof of liberation.
4) The pressure to appear liberated might in turn have
been related to individualistic models of liberation.
If liberation is a personal matter—an individual
decision to "get yourself together,-' it follows that
failure is also individually based. Thus those who,
like the Victorian women, had not yet achieved
SdenffifSe^faea °f fT?!sm indicate that in fact moat
terms,
'see ctap?e? v.
V Oration in individualistic
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emancipation, might be pittai-but ultimately, they
had themselves to blame. Si„ilar to the selt_mada
man, the self-made woman is apt to emphasise, at the
expense of social and historical analysis, that in-
18dividual choice is the determinant of liberation.
Excerpt I, is suggestive of this line of reasoning.
certainlv^o
befofe ' consciousness has
Excerot rpfQrr,J— mostly a spif-
iassasafisap"
my current friends is getting divorced.
each oTnTI7 ?° Change the Patterns, but
^§-Jjnale_and female) rino S have.
I'!' f®ally enjoyed reading aboat"777rW-fragettes. I ve identified most with the
the leaders who broke outof the mold and took off in new directions
fol?ov
ln9
Tt
he ^ f°r °therS
> over time ?o
5?5^?W ' I seems to me that they channel
_
irst as individuals
, then organized, thenover much time-several ge„er?tionI, 'tWgot the laws changed and eventually the 7cultural norms began to change.
In summary, the experiences and expectations which the
student players brought to their roles affected their approach
to the position of Upper Class Women in the simulated social
^tructure. But it should be emphasized that the Upper Class
18
•
.
little sumor^i
Psntxcuiariy true for older women who had
stereotype??
hSlr Struggle to overcome traditional feminine
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Female role style and perspective wer^ reasonable rWr .M
in which they felt unimportant>
tangential, ineffectual and threatened. i„ a simulation
focused on economic interaction. Upper Class Women could not
identify their economic role. Their concerns had an air
of unreality—personal and intangible amidst the economic
confrontation of "workers" and "bosses" out there in the
"real" world.
Lower Class Male Group
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Summary of RParHnn e
The most striking characteristic of the Lover Class Hale
Group was an ajga_and_^aaressive" posture which dominated
their over^performance in the classroom throughout the
Simulation. Their feelings of vulnerability, powerlessness,
and doubt were well concealed during the class-wide interaction
and were articulated only within their journals. Anger was
cultivated as a weapon of intimidation against the Upper
Classes and, in fact, appeared to constitute the major Lower
Class Male strategy for coping with the interaction until
quite late in the Simulation. Towards the end, even the most
militant of the group discovered that expression of anger
limited value, and recognized the need to formulate action
strategies
.
Journals indicate that the Lower Class Male Group
experienced the earliest role identification of any of the
croups. The lanauage of their first written entries is
directly expressive of an intense emotional response and a
'/er Y low tolerance for the situation in which they found them-
selves m the Simulation. Fundamentally different from the
Women
-^Grou^for
SUCCeeded in alienating the Lower Class
Ci!!"
s p .for that very reason as is documented by Lowerass
... emale journal references to the "belliaerencp"" nf
Clls! ?
laS
f
Men
’
-
Jt should be noted, however, that the Lower
was rl
SWa
,
e attltude towards Lower Class Male aggressiveness
Pected !h T StatementS SU(?Qest that the female group ex-
classes and 5°
transform the situation of the lowerthat they disrespected their powerlessness to do so.
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pattern of initial responses in the other groQps
, ^
reactions were neither characterised by deniai
or involvement with the rote, nor by condemnation of the nine-
teenth century peopie they simuiated. From the begi„„i„g .they vociferously rejected, not^heir^jmulated
d.e., not the Lower Class Male himself,, but the u^aiyjess
2£_£il£_lPw^^lass_Jjal^_jyasi
ition_in
_the_ttlilssropni
. where
they indicated they were havino role difficulty, it was due
£L22inely^o__thej
ir__personali^atirin of an oppressed role.
y roxe ioentification spawned two initial basic
categories of response to the situation. Journal reports
reveal that some Lower Class Kale students immediately pro-
posed militant actions to ••overthrow the system., even prior
to intergroup interaction, others felt that "in beeping
with their role" the Lower Class Male should be portrayed as
"resigned and accepting." 20 An were initially angered and,
to varying degrees, and at various stages of the game, all
expressed feeling defeated. Nevertheless, because the Lower
Class Male posture in the class-wide interaction was bel-
ligerent, and grew unrelentingly more so as the interaction
went on. internal group divisions and the uncertainties of
individual group members remained unidentifiable to the rest
°f the class. 21
20
Female G^oup?
1^ t0 th® Sarly division within the Lover Class
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The major effect of intergroup interaction, then, was
the development of a glaring, discrepancy between
1) the overtly cocksure classroom posture of the Lower
Class Men and the uncertainties and complexities of
feelings evident in their journals, and
2) the form and content of Lower Class Male arguments
in the classroom.
Thus the Lower Class Male Group, on one level, developed a
classically "macho" style of response to powerlessness,
store o t.yp i callv associated with lower class males in real
life. As the insecurities grew, so did the anger and the
aggression. The less powerful they felt, the more powerfully
they styled their behavior. Verbal assault became the major
classroom strategy until experience demonstrated its in-
effectiveness in altering the situation in any substantive
way.
Initial Reactions
Mfecy.ve role identification
. Lower Class Male journal
entries provide the earliest, most direct and personal ex-
pressions of role identification. Quite aside from the ex-
plicit statements of involvement, the emotional tone of the
language, the immediate and continuous use of the first person
sinqular, and the particularization of the role—the develop-
ment of individual character parts—all reflect the process
°f role merger.
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Lower Class Male Excerpts a r „ 22p A * B and c
» written after
the very first class interact! nn ,
> are striking examples,
pa«icUlarly when contrasted „Uh the first ^
° 6 °thSr 9r°"PS - - ““
-----
-her groups clearly
maintained a distinction between the real and the
"I." This is tost noticeable in the initial reactions of
the 1!2Ett-£iaS^GroJi2s. in the Opper Class Male Group, for
example, there was in fact no simulated "I" until guite late
m the Game. In the case of the Lower Class Male Group, on
the other hand, the distinction between the player and the
simulated character disappears guite early. In addition.
some Lower Class Male students developed an individual Lower
class Male
..identity, and retained it all the way through
the Simulation. These individual identities, prominent in
Lower Class Male journals, cannot be discovered in the journal
writings of any other group. As is illustrated in Excerpt
A (and somewhat in Excerpt c). Lower Class Kale students often
used their diaries as the voice of a Lower Class Male relating
a personal tale of hardship. It was as if the student authors
had donned a pair of overalls and were struggling through a
hay in the laboring life of a nineteenth century worker.
22 PExcerpt C was reproduced previously in the Unn^r r i=oo v
ISSiafiSa
1
:
inC
f
Uded yof its iS?rtancrx
S
n
Male
23
Q 3 P1CtUre ° f the Lower c^ss Male style of presentation
bac°
r
pa?ticularlv t^the
63
' ?
he reader is encouraged to refer
Class innrn 1
fc th early excerpts quoted from the Upperi Journals xn previous sections. u
Excerpt
A
to'supp^ra ?MiIy
V
5J
t
u
m
;;
e
;2trU9glingpaid me for 12 hour« a dav 6 1 eaqre wagesin the mines
. i 3Pe dav??A>,? YV Week ’My lungs are weaker. ; n ^ ilqht , cne day a week,
the raiLs--:nnyeeiSU sftx°onthe °fSM?™
and we on the
wh^ P£ea?er~he sa^s "it 's God 's will?--W at kxnda God is t-haf 7; f 1L ’
kids starve and dip ^ watches our
watches 7 ? WQa ^ ° consumption—-who
the mines wi?h rS^ b°ys climb d:^ intocn t their fathers—with a n fotime before them of seein* daylight oticea week of work in- for barely enough to
put - ide
y
for25knLsor for accidents
... They tell n<=
tell
Ur
"f
int " on Sat«fday nights. Theyn us to stop havin' kids. They tell us
tSY It Pai
0
n-t
e
f
a
’
librarY ' We
r_ai. i m t air—no ways.
Excerpt I Mt|g this role. I wanted to get up andD waiK out the classroom.
I was extremely frustrated—at times itseemed so hopeless! My sense of dignity
Excerpt I feltT W°rth WaS n°arly extinguished.P i
f
elt a lot of anger toward the upper classC males
,
bat I felt the necessity to SL inmy piace— under their thumbs. ~ I don't mind
pd.pLJigri<..md^gr^Jinu^^)nr being a human
o£iJig_n--X-need_some POsiHvj^einforce^nf-i-r
^?i£- f-grm of money
. ifelt strangled and m chains. I found it
_
fficult to be so very submissive and totake some of the criticisms as I didn't feelthey were valid. I noticed when the upper
class was speaking the mood was funny andlight, but when the lower class spoke, there
was a deathly stillness. (Italics mine.)
It is clear from the above testimonies, that
1) even the earliest intergroup interactions provoked
very powerful personal reactions, and
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2) those reactions were quite complex, including a„ger
,frustration, humiliation, powerlessness, outrage,
ttis also evident that students differed on how to handle
their predicament, both on a personal level, and in terms of
Simulation strategies. Author A, a "militant
, expressed
outrage in the journal and in the classroom and challenged
the distribution of power she found totally unacceptable.
In subsequent intergroup interaction, however, her initially
very powerful challenge was undermined by Upper Class arguments
and she later expressed her sense of powerlessness in her
journal but
._
not in the classroom
. Author B initially per-
ceived that the only resolution to the problem was to "walk
out." Later, with intragroup support, she opted for direct
confrontation with the Upper Classes. Author c, initially
an advocate of a "complacent" portrayal of lower class males,
felt "strangled" and struggled with her anger to maintain a
“properly submissive" stance during the first interaction.
Like Student B, she too later recognized her need to challenge
the enemy and found, first anger, then group unity, the key
to power.
Despite the complexity of feelings aroused, and the
diversity of strategies developed to cope with these feelings,
the Lower Class Males appeared united and quite threatening
to the outside world. "Belligerent," "aggressive," "ir-
rational," "angry," "oppressive," "hostile," were all labels
given the Lower Class Males by the other groups. For a
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while, then, it appears that anger, reinforced on the
intragroup level, helped students maintain a sense of the
justice of their cause and served as a shield against
humiliation in the classroom. As interaction proceeded,
however, Upper Class arguments began to pierce the armor and
shake their convictions.
E£fect_jgf-_intergroup
oppression
. Further
int^r^P interaction catalyzed some reactions mirroring
those of the Lower Class Women *s Group. Regardless of initial
individual assessments of how to play the role (whether to
be "militant " or "complacent"). Upper Class behavior locked
the entir^grgug into a defensive posture and fostered in-
ternalization of negative stereotypes of the poor. Indications
are that all Lower Class Males found themselves entangled
in a web of Upper Class moral accusations from which it was
increasingly difficult to extricate themselves. Thus, even
the initially most ardent militants experienced self-blame,
confusion, powerlessness. Lower Class Male journals written
after the second interaction describe how feelings were af-
fected by intergroup interaction.
Withi n the group, we were pretty strong and
£ .6
I
t
—
pretty good, but as soon a s we int er
—
acted with_the upper class
f
we were put on
t-xcerpt the_defensive, defending our position on~D everything. I got very tired of the talk oftoo many kids and too much gin, but realizedit was an excellent measure to put the lower
class on the defensive. (Italics mine.)
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Excerpt
E
When
_ we were introduced to the whole arn.mmy situation became worse. The hi a hier classpeople '•dumped" on us as did the lower class
. (
1
1alI^SdniTir
Interchange with the Upper Class Males, and internalization
of the Upper Class arguments, had the same two-pronged ef-
fect on the Lower Class Men as it had had on the Lower Class
Women. It heightened the anger and frustration level, and
group members felt it undermined their ability to fight back.
Significantly, however, the_overt response of Lower class
jjen.in tte^Xassroom,^ opposite of that- nf
had been extremelv docile in
the class-wide interactions
. As the Lower Class Male Group
qrew increasingly threatened, they sharpened the only weapon
they felt they had at their disposal—anger
. Using
hostility as their classroom dagger, they effectively managed
to intimidate other groups with the directness and intensity
of their arguments. In Excerpt F, one group member, who
earlier felt defeated and like "walking out" proudly describes
how she transformed her posture in the classroom and how her
group succeeded at one point in moving to the offensive,
shifting the dynamics of the interaction. It no longer mattered
3£hat she sa id— only how she said it.
Excerpt
F
Once the questioning began I realized that we
had "power " to challenge the system. I can't
explain what happened but after I voiced my
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I
1
realized
t
th^
t
? ^ YPper Class Male groupp at I wasn t goinq to let anvgroup get the best of us tonight. i chal-enged every statement made about us. J
to be
C
5S °Ut 3 n°te t0 my colleagues not
^°^L defeflve at 311 * i- didn’t care what
an jmaqe of
~
.... At one po.rHrT^iK”feltthat we had bothered the Upper Class Males
rZzZ, Y
were at a
,
loss for words from one
a 1
1
enge .... when we finished I felt good
—
much better than last week. i felt we Sereready
.
to do something drastic— re-
y?f
UH0narT ev?n destructive to the system.(Italics mine.
)
The strong, aggressive front of the Lower Class Men
created illusory victories, however, The contradiction between
Class Male posit ion
i n
,
the classr^gm_ and_tjieir angry
_
powerful front became more
^^^-S-SS-.tlie^week^^ However temporarily verbally
bullied, the Upper Classes were always able to counter-
attack with arguments that turned the blame on the poor and
made them feel responsible for their own situation. In spite
of their assertiveness. Lower Class Male students, like
Lover Class Female students, found it hard to refute argu-
ments that correspond to their own real internalized attitudes
24
about the poor. ' Their anger, which for a while had served
as an effective shield, began to fail them. In fact, it
may have aggravated their situation. They were heavily invested
24
That students had indeed internalized negative stereotypes
of the poor is illustrated by the following remark made in aLower Class Male journal: " ... I could identify with it [the
roiej.^ My grandfathers were both lower class males at the
urn of the century—one worked on the railroad while the other
was a subsistence farmer. I have never heard anything good
about either one of these men . . . when we were playing the
role I found it even more detestable.
"
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m their powerful image before the class ir , yet increasingly
aware of their impotence. The contradiction between the two
cade "saving face" an added issue. This situation had a
detrimental effect on intragroup communication as im-
patience and frustration were turned at group comrades who
were finding it difficult to discern a clear path of action.
In the short run, group polarization deepened.
As related in Excerpt G, one Lower Class Male found her-
self in the middle of the intragroup divisiveness. Unable
to shed the arguments of the Upper Classes against the poor,
uncomfortable with her comrades- militance, she grew dis-
gusted with defending against repetitive oppressive cliches,
but was unclear how to proceed. ;1 UL ca ’ several things are evident
from what she describes foelows
1) ‘here was, in fact, an increase in group divisiveness
during Week II
2) "Passion, ' "irrationality," and "militance" seemed to
dominate the intragroup, as well as intergroup, dis-
cussion
3) The strategy for class-wide interaction, even with
this more moderate stu dent, was to be as verbally
assaultive as possible
4) It was becoming increasingly evident that a bel-
ligerent style was failing to resolve the problem.
This week was strange— a lot of disunity
xcerpt within our group— one member was extremelypassionate and irrational, the other was
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msionatrl^r22 ?fd;. lf eith«' 2«
Elazlm~Tte-5SS?S^-4H-h mes mVBelf tri °1
aaffiSb but liru.stV:,.-—
-,..
!
—
—° QPPressnrzoppressed
come out. v i r-TTTfT. —a^_jje_jrould never
“°wever
' 1 did feel
their pove?22
C
a2og222d ^ 3 Uttle °f
JeJaehi^g^ld^obXSS10" If?8 c°"«r"ad with
t2 Thfe^Sre
1
.
answers? Thev
ISISIS11^
Meanwhile, responding to Lower Class Male attempts at
verbal intimidation. Upper Class Male students developed a
strategy of demoralization that capitalized on the growing
contradictions in the situation of the Lower class Men.
Their tactic involved constant appropriately placed reminders
to Lower Class Male students that they were in reality paper
tigers in power terms, all form and no substance-all bark
and no bite. Upper Class Male students very calmly and
"rationally pointed out that, given the actual distribution
Of power, the translation of angry word into militant deed
had to be backed up with more power than the Lower Class Male
students currently had at their disposal. Action, they said,
would be self-destructive for the Lower Class Group.
Excerpt H, writ ten by the initially most militant Lower
Class Male student, illustrates the demoralizing effect of the
Upper Class strategy. Outwardly assertive and on the offensive
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1,1 lnterqr0Up i«eractic„, she expresses in her journal ho„
powerless she was beginning to feel. Upper class arguments
undermined her confidence and she began to examine the risks
involved in militant action given the distribution of wealth
and power and the availability of cheap labor, she ex-
presses her concern that action would jeopardize group sur-
vival, and, finally, fighting her sense of defeat, she asks
her group for help in reassessing strategies and options.
The power of her words is strikingly contrasted with the
powerlessness she feels.
Excerpt
H
first
eC
??
d
c«
eet
i
n
?.
WaS no different from theit seemed like we got stuck in the
P
^
C®"T llke a Phonograph record. One
—loLed g0t mad
~his face flashed
hiahfSuti'n^K
6 might PUnch OUt one of themg falut n bosses—them "higher than thealmighty
-who look down on us like we wasanimals. They keep tailin’ us that if wewould change— our lives would change—that *sThe dollar a week I spend on mypint am t gonna make one bit of differencehow my family lives. .... They've got'
'
nothin to lose—we got everything to lose.What if my buddies and I should go out onstrike? They's bring in new workers—
out we'd be. Their strike breakers carryguns. We don’t have any. Some of us wouldbe killed the rest of us would starve todeath. Who cares? There's plenty more
where we came from I feel powerless
I wonder how my buddies feel. X think I'll
ask them at the meeting tonight.
Leadership and reas sessment of strategies
. By the end
of Week IX, every member of the Lower Class Male Group was
articulating a need to move beyond the expression of anger
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to some sort «
-tion. Each recogni2ed the Um . ts of L_r
Male Power in verbal interchange regardless of how
forcefully their arguments „ere ^ ^ ^ ^
define tactics and finding it difficult to resolve intra-
group tensions, several members decided that tfoe»l- a a n h group needed
leadership in order to proceed.
In order to test out the effect nf ... •rr o the Optional Organizer
Exercise in the curriculum, 25 an^tside oroa^ set .....
and attempted to dictate a course of
action. In Excerpts I, J, and K, the Lower Class Male
students describe their search for action strategies and their
reactions to the organizer.
Excerpt
I
I found this week much more difficultthan the previous one, because I was at a
Elg££--t^lake_j3ositive action, but I didn't
not one who would be all-powerful, but onewho would bring us to a point where we couldcarry on by ourselves, we needed a leaderwho would help us draw up an offer thatthe upper class men could not refuse—anoffer that would benefit both classes.
Yet, when a potential leader, x, came in,
I resented her. Here we were and she camein and told us that what we were doing
was wrong and that we should do somethingdifferent. I remember in one of our earlier
classes, we talked of Freire27 and some of
25
See Chapter III, Section V,
26 ,ihe outside organizer was a graduate student at the School
to organize?
Wh° had observed the class prior to her attempt
27
The student is referring to Paulo Freire, the Brazilian
and
C
He?d4r
aU
196 9)°
f ~^qQqy of the Oppressed (New Yorks Herder
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oppressed
e
people^without t'h
^ tQ help
furthered the destJue?f
Slble
’ for X
personal »orth that f ?" °5 di 9nlty and
role. She fo?aot
eady felt in “at
and laughed at oL Jac/o/®1* hd,”an beinss
apologized a lot hut L f f?"er - she
what she said T
fautdhat dld not erase
pot pA^^tLLT'i^! to thr°“ her
Excerpt
J
raSI pa°ssSSI °“? PreSe"tatlM - S1*>
been ...? I w'tt 1 ad"ltted that I had
do with +• v..
lab
f males or neootiate like we
the skJ and Jo
1 ?ommittees~shoQt forrn y c mpromise on half of thathe laughed at my tactics. she told us that
at th^h
haVi' to choose a means of gettinae humanitarianism of the oporellnr
9
What was she talking about?
°Pp G&So *
Then we had this "organizer" come in after
ExTpt =*“£&£,.
r'
ce.
.... 'X got my honor even if thembosses do think I'm an animal. This
organizer said we can make them that's on
K
h
J>,
t
n
P
'
SSe that hy giving in to us we canboth win." why should they give us any-thing? They got all the power on their side.
Clearly, the point at which the organizer was introduced
was a critical period for the Lower Class Male Group. Having
determined that old classroom strategies they had relied on
from the beginning were failing, and that new ones were neces-
ary but as yet unidentifiable, the group nevertheless re-
sented, and ultimately rejected, outside leadership and pre-
packaged solutions. Moreover, it is clear from at least
one journal that group members were, on their own , developing
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a new level of analysis about how to proceed. Following the
ouster of the outside organizer, one Lower Class Male student
concluded
:
Excerpt
L
to be united
. we ' vedecided that ve need our female class
members to upgrade our position. They
understand our situation as it is
similar in some respects to theirs, so
ve are seeking not
2fil3L-tjieijc^gupp^ort
, but their heln.
The revolution, whether it be peaceful
or violent
. is coming, and we must be
j3repared_wjth solid logic and unity
within our class
. (Italics mine.)
The style, tone and content of Excerpt L seems to fore-
cast a transformation in the Lower Class Male strategy. The
author is no longer angrily or pleadingly relating a multi-
plicity of individual instances of exploitation, as group
members had done originally; instead she speaks of the Lower
Class Male problem as a class problem that recommends a col-
lective solution. She is no longer relying on the form of
the argument—verbal intimidation—to affect change; instead
she is looking for potential allies, goals and tactics.
Finally, she is no longer allowing a personal sense of defeat
on the one hand, and anger on the other, to dominate her
discussion.
Directly preceding the suspension of the Simulation,
then, it appeared that the Lower Class Men were on the verge
of mobilizing for organization! activities. Ironically, they
chose instead to stop the Simulation.
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Conclusion
Given our analysis of Lower Class Male journals—the
evidence of a relatively long, intensely personal identification
with the role, and the increasingly aggressive, hostile
classroom strategy-ve may draw some conclusions concerning
Lower Class Male behavior at the end of the third week. it
would appear that Lower Class Male students were so personally
invested in their role and in their posture, that the re-
cognition of the limits of their personal "macho" to affect
change in the social context of the classroom, and their need
therefore to establish connections with other groups, created
an intolerable situation for them. One might say that the
most difficult and significant task for the Lower Class Male
Group was facing their personal powerlessness in the social
context of the Simulation—i.e.
, identifying their problem as
a social, rather than personal, one. This would have enabled
them to constructively devote their energy to the formulation
o. strategies for social change in conjunction with the Lower
Class Women's Group. As we have seen, during the third week.
Lower Class Male students had in fact taken important steps
in that direction. As Excerpt L indicates, they reasoned
that the transformation of their social position depended
U P°n Lhe collective efforts of their group and their "female
class members." Ironically, just as soon as that collective
need was articulated in Excerpt L, the student author28
28
of
the
,
same student who initially requested the suspensiont the Simulation.
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defined such a solution as
-contrary to history,- and, as it
turned out, as contrary to the Simulation.
-Solid logic-
dictated collaboration with Lower Class Female students
("seeking not only their support but their help-), but
-history-
dictated its impossibility. Rather than approach the Lower
Class Female students, test it out and risk defeat, the Lower
Class Male students decided to take the whole problem "out-
side historical context" by suspending the Simulation "in
order to deal with their feelings." it became more important
that they resolve the personal problem than the social problem—
01, alternatively, they felt that they could proceed no further
with the social issues until they resolved the personal
issues. The latter, however, became a substitute for the
former. Self-disclosure became the way out—an end in it-
self. And by itself, as we shall see, it failed to provide
a successful resolution to the issues raised by the Simulation.
No doubt it could be argued that individual personalities
dictated group performance—the level of anger and personal
involvement, the aggressive style, and the difficulty of
suspending the "macho" front and reaching out to other groups.
However, this interpretation ignores the fact that all Lower
Class Male students, even the most moderate, went through a
similar sequence of reactions, and that that sequence was
fundamentally different from the sequence of Lower Class
Female students. Unable to overcome their docility in the
classroom, Lower Class Female students were easily cowed.
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-ed the expression of11 f°r the
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Jo»r« is. Lower Class HaleStudents did PXAr'f" 1 ir jl inexact ly the rsvprCQ
, 0nlv• u y in the privacy of
their journals did they express their doubts and vulneraWl
In ClaSSr°°m
-
they "«—- and angry. Thus
, the
responses were diametrical opposites-this in epite of ^
fact that women played both roles
i
Finally, lt can be demonstrated from the journals,
that Lower Class Male „ was not siraply a "personal"
matter. It must be recognised that, in some mensure, it was
the Lower c,„„
Lower Class Female
journals
, lor exapple, reflect ambivalent attitudes toward
Lower Class Kale
"aggressiveness.” They were uncomfortable
«th it, terrified of it, repelled by it. It was the cause
of thuir hesitating to ally themselves with their ma ie class
peers. On the other hand, ijUs_c lear that as the
the interacts
,
“ they weren't sure it „as their "role" to be assertive on
'male issues" (labor organising, for example), they depended
^nJjQwe^C lass Male , _
.
,-SLLiyeness m tho social context nf
Sliaa-dlaesroom. Where Lower Class Kale vulnerability seeped
through in their classroom performance, Lower Class Women
bleated disrespect. 2 Likewise, Upper Class Kale students
29i
See Lower Class Women, Excerpt P,
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clearly concentrated their energies on dispelling the Lover
Male "threat. » This cannot simply be dismissed as a
reaction to Lover Class Male belligerence. it was also a
cause. Upper Class Male arguments provide evidence that
Lover Class Male students vere ultimately held responsible
by the Upper Classes for the entire
-depraved culture of
poverty-— for the predicament of their "dependents" (the,
Lover Class Women) as veil as for their ovn predicament.
It must be concluded, therefore, that the Lover Class
Male "macho" posture and the strikingly contradictory and
anxiety-provoking situation in which they found themselves,
was largely sociall^J^duc^. Thus, the extremely difficult
task of reconciling the real economically-based powerlessness
of their position with social expectations that they be
powerful, was a function of their class and sex position.
Post-Simulation Class Discussion
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The preceding evaluation of group journals corresponds
to simulation experiences through the end of the Social
Location Exercises. As a prelude to the organizational
section, scheduled to begin the following week, students were
asked to think about group grievances and priorities for
change. They were asked to consider to what groups or cir-
cumstances they attributed responsibility for their group
situation. As the beginning of the fourth session, however,
prior to intragroup caucuses on grievances, a member of the
Lower Class Male Group requested class time to suspend roles
and explore personal reactions to the Simulation. other
students responded positively to the suggestion and there en-
sued a three-hour "processing" session.
Discussion began with a statement of what had precipitated
the initial request for role suspension. The initiator re-
ported that her reaction to her role had been quite personal
and she wondered whether her classmates were experiencing
similar reactions. other Lower Class Male students added
that their group felt angry, divided and unsure of what to do
With their ^elings. who or what was really oppressing them?
Uhat were possible directions for change? Would it help to
eliminate the Upper Class Male Group? Should they resign
themselves to their fate? Did they have any power to alter
the situation? Rather than work these issues out in the
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context of the simulation, «SSL^eJ^isc l03e thelr
feeling and attest to gain personal support from class-
mates. These initial statements from the Lover C1ass Male
Group set off an intensive three-hour inter-group examination
process
.
People seemed very anxious to Learn more about vhat had
triggered their o„„ reactions and to test the reality of
their perceptions about other groups. Issues
-iS!imals_were_explored in *->,«
— ii—i^iie_^xass_a s a whole
. The clas<?
talhed about group divisiveness on both a personal and a
political level. They discussed insecurities about re-
lating to others in a group, about speaking out in a class,
about peer support, about the accuracy of their perceptions
and comments as group members. Members of the same group asked
questions and expressed feelings previously unexplored vithin
the group context. In the Lover Class Male Group, for example,
“ tOOI< the r°le s"sPensi°n to make tvo students avare that
they shared similar feelings even though one member had
appeared quite resigned to her plight, and the other had
declared herself for revolutionary change. Groups vere asked
»hy they had chosen to model their roles in a particular manner
end vere given feedback on their effect on others. The Lover
Classes pinpointed issues and rhetoric in intergroup com-
munication vhich had exacerbated their frustration and anger.
They described hov inappropriate vere Dpper Class responses
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to their problems, hoy bemoaning was „pper class moralizing
aboot individual responsibility, fewer children and personal
habits.
When the two women's grouos hpmn ,. ap bega exploring reactions
to one another, central questions were raised about the
nature of class alignments and divisions among women. Lower
Class Women spoke of their unwillingness to explore sex op-
pression in their relationship with Lower Class Men for fear
of weakening their position vis-Wis the Upper classes and
reinforcing Upper Class invectives against the poor. Their
primary identification had been with their male class peers.
Their anger had been most easily directed toward Upper Class
Women because of the frivolous manner in which that group
nad dealt with their own problems and had dismissed the
problems of the poor. Lower Class Women had felt no bond
with their upper Class sisters. The two groups had dis-
trusted one another and had identified their interests as
antithetical. How, they asked, was any alliance possible
between the women's groups?
Upper Class Women were interrogated about their "China
doll style" which made it difficult for any other group to
take them seriously. Their responses indicated that they
feared the assumption of any other stance would have left
them totally isolated in the classroom. Because their op-
pression had no "tangible" material basis, and because their
lfS Styles and concerns were far removed from those of their
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Lower Class sisters, they felt their problems would never
be considered seriously by the Lower Classes. lf „ot for
collaboration with Upper Cla^c- t-u •ass Men, their alienation in the
classroom would have been complete.
The confrontation between the two women's groups was,
woman later put it, a real "moment of awareness" for
many women in the class. In the course of the discussion,
differences in women's perspectives and concerns, rooted in
economic circumstances, were forced into relief and new
questions were raised about simplistic notions of sisterhood.
As we neared the end of the three-hour session, a voice
formu iafeoci th© Qu©sfeion 0 . -» -h loti , who is to blame for all this
divisiveness and oppression?" Someone attributed it to
"patriarchy"—male dominance. Classmates objected—weren't
Lower Class Males also oppressed, also victimised? Upper
Class Men were to blame. But, "no," members of tho Upper
Class Kale Group protested. This entire situation could not
simply be attributed to malice on the part of particular
greedy" characters. There was more involved—a whole system.
Then what determined the nature of that system? Male power?
But there was obviously a hierarchy among men. too. Also,
Tory apparently from the class, among women. Was the female
hierarchy any different? Would replacing the male hierarchy
with the female resolve the problem? Would women in power
become
"like men?"
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Some objected to the word
-system- altogether-it
was too abstract, too intangible. Human beings were self-
determining-in control of their own fate. if blame was
to be allocated, the individuals involved must accept it.
In some sense even the victims must be held responsible for
the
-oppressor harbored within them." Men, women, the poor
can and must overcome hardship through individual effort .
As the discussion proceeded around the issue of "who
is to blame," it became apparent that a powerful cord had
been reverberated. The room filled with smoke as one cigarette
after another was lit. Some students left their seats and
moved around the room. Tension mounted. Two key expres-
sions revolved around the room like a broken record-one
was "divisiveness, " the other, "male-identified female."
The atmosphere became increasingly personal, increasingly un-
acceptxng. Then the issue was articulated. There were women
who were still identified with their male oppressors— under-
mining the Women's Movement, dividing women against one
another and against themselves. The existence of "male-
identified women" was evident in work places where they sup-
ported their male bosses, and it was evident within this
class since apparently some women questioned whether male
dominance was at the root of the problems we had been in-
vestigating.
What had happened? The class had begun by exploring
divisions and exploitation among groups within a simulated
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scrat.
_
if i pc;
—
system based nn fi aec --j _
' ~~ and sex
. Students had then
asiced who or what was responsible for the oppression within
ystem. Then a transformation occurred. The structure
feeE-rM. "Who is to blame within this syst^^T
"Who is to blame within this classroom?" The frustration
had been turned on one another, mirroring in many ways what
occurs in the larger society as frustrations, divisiveness,
and competition spawned in work and institutional roles are
transferred to colleagues, friends, sexual partners.
In later weeks, students explained this session and
the one that followed by saying that "role-playing made us
aware of our political differences as women." While there is
an element of truth in this, the magnitude of student
reactions seems more fundamentally related to the fact that
role-playing made students aware of contradictions in their
own politics. it required them to question issues of re-
sponsibility, causation, male-blame, self-blame, sisterhood.
Instead of continuing to support one another in that process
of reevaluating ideological precepts, as they had
to-do at the beginning of t he_session
. they began to ex-
ternalize the problem. Threatening ideas were attributed to
the political positions of particular "others" in the class.
As a result, it became critical to expose those "others" and
iron out the differences among them in order to resolve
anxieties. Students grappled with this approach for one
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further session before realizing its futility and determining
to move on.
In Chapter V, following a summary evaluation of the cur-
riculum test and its implications, discussion focuses on
variables specific to the test group that might have con-
tributed to the student reactions described above. Pedagogical
techniques for dealing with similar reactions, and processing
techniques for the entire Simulation, are suggested.
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CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS
Evaluation Summary
Content analysis of student journals in the test Simulation
exercises indicates that the curriculum was effective in
meeting many of the objectives of the Model as stated in Chap-
ter I. Central to the Model is the classroom construction of
an alternative social context in which issues of class and sex
are illuminated as a result of affective identification with
particular role groups whose socio-economic, ethnic or cultural
context might be alien to the student players. By establishing
the relationship among groups via intergroup interaction, af-
fective role identification enables students tot
1) See history as an intelligible process of human struggle
25 See themselves as part of that struggle
3) Develop cognitive tools critical to examining values
and ideology in relationship to class and sex dynamics
Role identification, spawned by intergroup interaction,
is therefore prerequisite to the entire process. As pre-
sented in Chapter IV, student statements describing their
own experience with the Simulation provide abundant evidence
that role identification was occurring (in some cases despite
initial role rejection) and that intergroup interaction was
catalytic.
The testing of the curriculum also supports my initial
hypothesis that the association students make through role-
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playina between social problems and the individuals affected
can be generalized and transferred to real life situations.
The journals clearly demonstrate that as students came to
terms with reactions they found
-all too easily- invoked in
them by the assumption of roles, they began to examine their
own values. Students not only related the Simulation ex-
perience to personal life experiences, they also began to link
those life experiences to their own economic backgrounds and
to question the effect of class on their thinking. The Sim-
ulation had generated examination of sex and class roles in
contemporary as well as historical perspective.
In addition, the curriculum test lends support to initial
historical assumptions (as stated in Chapter I) based on a
dialectical interpretation of history. For in spite of the
fact that the organizational stages of the Simulations were
never transacted, the attitudinal changes in each group as
the Game moved through time mirrored important elements in
the actual historical progression of events. In the absence
of information detailing the relationship among classes in
the late nineteenth century labor and feminist movements,
students, given information specific to the economic and
social conditions of their group only , recreated the logic
of historical development.
Perhaps one of the most interesting illustrations of
this is the development of the Upper Class Women's role.
During the beginning stages of the Simulation, the Upper
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Class Women's group maintained a conservative stance,
particularly in regard to the role of women. Yet in the
course of intergroup interaction, their exposure to Lower
Class struggles provoked a reevaluation of their own sub-
ordinate position as women. They subsequently began to take
seriously the inequalities attached to their sex role. It
can be verified historically that social movements of economical-
ly oppressed groups in the French Revolution, the Chinese
and Vietnamese Revolutions, the American Abolitionist Move-
ment, recent Civil Rights and Black Power Movements—have
been catalytic in the development of feminist consciousness
1
among women.
Furthermore, during the Simulation, students did form
intergroup allegiances even though these allegiances had not
yet been translated into organizational activity by the end
of the test. As expressed in the journals and in class, it
is evident that for all groups confrontation was primarily
directed across class lines and allegiance was determined
first by class, not sex, position. Upper Class Men were most
threatened by, and therefore attended almost entirely to the
arguments of their male labor force--Lower Class Men. Lower
Class Men were chiefly engaged in combating Upper Class Male
positions, by and large ignoring their female peers. Upper
Class Women maintained a supportive role vis-a-vis Upper Class
See Sheila Rowbotham, Women, Resistance and Revolution (New
Yorks Vintage Books, 1974). Also, William O’Neill, Everyone
Has Brave (Chicago! Quadrangle Books, 1971).
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Men, succeeding in alienating their Lover Class sisters.
Lower Class Women were unwilling to explore differences with
Lower Class Men because of their need to protect themselves
and their class peers in face of interaction with Upper Class
Groups, and because Upper Class perspectives seemed increasingly
to bear no relationship to the realities of their situation.
Although the reasons for their positions are complex, the
accuracy of the positions can be documented through historical
analysis of the social composition of the American Feminist
Movement. According to Gordon, Buhle and Schromi
The differences in economic roles andpersonal expectations between working-
class and middle-class women were also
reflected in the feminist movement inthe early part of the century. Working-
class women were generally apathetic to thegoals of the organized feminist movement.
They did not see the movement as furthering
L-hexr collective aims of better working
conditions and unionism. The National
American Association of Women Workers
and some important suffragists were openlyhostile toward organized labor. Then
too, working women generally did not re-
gard obtaining the vote as a tangible
improvement in their condition, while
middle—class suffragists often saw the
vote as the only important goal of the
movement. For them suffrage was an end
in itself. z
Aiieen Kraditor *s analysis of suffragist tactics also indicates
that the interests of middle-class feminists were at times
,Ann D.
_ Gordon, Mari Jo Buhle, and Nancy E. Schrom, Womenin_American Society ( Radical America
. V, July-Aug. 1971 ;r Pt. Cambridge, Mass.! Radical America, n.d. ) , pp. 44-45,
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not only different from, but antithetical to those of lower-
class women. After the turn of the century, many suffragists
attempted to attract support for the vote by playing on upper
and middle-class fears of blacks, immigrants and lower class
"riff-raff.
"
3
Certainly it is not my contention that the Simulation
exercise demonstrates the validity of revisionist historical
scholarship. The curriculum test was not designed as a
scientific research study. There are obviously many un-
isolated variables affecting the outcome and historical
variables can never be fully reproduced in a Simulation.
Nevertheless, that class dynamics in the development of an
historical social movement can be simulated in the absence
of analytic information has provocative implications for
historical scholarship as well as educational method.
Given group allegiances already developed in the test
class, it is reasonable to assume that student attempts to
develop programs for change in subsequent Simulation stages
would have paralleled the historical dynamics of the American
Feminist Movement. However, regardless of its reproduction
of the actual historical sequence, the Simulation succeeded
as an inquiry into the social and economic basis of ideology .
It provided a take-off point for historical analysis since
Simulation interaction, as we have seen, revealed a
See Aileen Kraditor, The Ideas of the Woman Suffrage Movement
1890-1920 (Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, 1971), Chapters
6 and 7.
myriad of issues concerning the relationship of class
and ideology.
» sex
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The curriculum test, however, also raised questions
that merit serious examination concerning the use of an
economically-based Simulation Model in Women’s Studies. At
the conclusion of chapter IV, we described the suspension
of the roles requested by students during the third week,
and the subsequent student discussions generated. Rather
than continuing to explore the role divisions in the simulated
social structure, students channelled anxieties into a debate
over personal differences. In essence, the classroom structure
disappeared for them. The issue was "divisiveness.
- Yet
students denied the basis of those divisions both by dis-
missing the Simulation as irrelevant to what they were then
feeling, and by attributing political differences to per-
sonalities.
For reasons discussed in Chapter I, the primary goal
of the Simulation Model was to_lessen the distance between t-.h*
personal and the academic
. By so doing, the intention was.
to break through student alienation from their own history;
to break through passive student-as-receptacle-for-data models
of classroom teaching; to require students for a brief moment
to peer through class barriers that insulate them from the
experience of others and help maintain oppressive attitudes.
However, it is clear from reactions following the third week
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of the curriculum test that techniques designed to reestablish
cognitive di stance. .must also be incorporated into the cur-
riculum and available for use at teacher discretion and/or
student request. Distancing and processing techniques insure
that feelings evoked by the Simulation are understood in the
context of the social structure created in the classroom
and existing outside and are not channelled into personal
divisiveness. Such techniques are essential in the utilization
of any Simulation* but, for reasons I will discuss shortly*
may be particularly important in Women's Studies curricula.
Therefore, in order to evaluate the implications of
the curriculum test for future implementation of a Simulation
Model in Women’s History, the remainder of this chapter will
be devoted to an examination ofi
1) Key variables specific to the test group that might
have affected student reactions
2) Pedagogical techniques designed to facilitate ef-
fective resolution of the Simulation in similar
situations, and
3) Suggestions for processing the Simulation at its
conclusion.
Variables in the Test Group
A combination of three factors may have rendered it
Particularly difficult for the test group to deal with
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divisions and contradictions generated by the Simulation ex-
periment and made students particularly disposed to per-
sonalize their reactions. Those factors ares
1) The course description and accompanying expectations
2) The sex composition of the group
3) The occupational and economic composition of the group.
That the class was advertised as a course on feminism
(entitled "Education as Feminist Consciousness-Raising") had
significant consequences in terms of student expectations.
As was reiterated verbally throughout the course of the
semester, and as was reflected in the initial exercises prior
to the onset of the Simulation, people entered the class with
unusual expectations regarding course content, class-
mates, and class process. These expectations were linked to
preconceptions about "feminism," the kind of people likely
to be attracted to a course on feminism, and some degree of
personal identification with both. The course, it was hoped,
would involve a sharing, non-competitive, supportive group
of women willing to risk personal disclosure and united in a
common concern with women in change. Furthermore, it is
likely that the women enrolled were strongly invested in de-
veloping, if not a support group, a supportive group experience
in this class, especially since discussion of other academic
experiences, work experiences and personal life revealed many
of the women were struggling elsewhere in their lives with
antagonistic reactions to their questioning of traditional
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female roles. It is likely that many of the women in this
group were looking for affirmation of, rather than analysis
4
of, "feminist" goals.
That student identification with "feminism" (however
tangential) did initially exist is corroborated by a survey
anonymously conducted m class toward the end of the semester.
In response to the question, "Did you consider yourself to
be a feminist when you entered the class?", out of 15 students,
10 answered "yes," 3 "maybe," or "in process of becoming a
feminist," and only 2 responded "no."
One women scanned her initial feelings about the class
as follows
i
And I'm taking a course in Feminism
—
struggling militant feminist that I am.
Obviously the women in the course are
much like myself-~struactlina to make
behavior and feelings congruent with
philosophy. Old conflicts churn inside
me. I want to be ... non-threatening
,
non-competitive, trusting, want to feel
welcome and wanted in this group. All
the old inclusion issues and all my old
fears are still around. I try to feel
warm, friendly, and open as I look around,
evaluating and assessing, anxious to make
my mark and place in the group. (Italics
mine.
)
Similar course expectations and initial feelings were
undoubtedly reinforced byi
‘It is also very likely that some women among them, while
identifying with feminism were unsure of their acceptance as
"feminists." They wished to explore feminism, but were fearful
of rejection for holding "unliberated" values. This created
an approach-avoidance conflict— a desire to share, need for
support, and a strong fear of rejection. Thus it is possible
that the very definition of this class as "feminist" created
its own pressures and intolerances.
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1) The fact that the enrollment turned out to be all-
female, and the course was co-taught by two women
2) Initial class exercises emphasized the relating of
personal experiences to theoretical material.
If we assume, then, that the students entered with some
identification with "feminism," and that this affected ex-
pectations, it is important to examine the nature of the
"feminism" with which they were identified. The contours of
that definition emerged during the first class exercise of
the semester when students, in groups of four, were asked
to develop and discuss operational definitions of feminism.
Feminism was primarily associated with personal awareness,
individual choice, psychological change.
"A feminist
. is someone who is growing and who
is discovering a self-awareness as a person
regardless of traditional boundaries."
"Individuals in the process of redefinition."
A woman consciously in process of becoming
aware of her past— its consequences in
shaping and restricting her, of her present
and her risks to change, of her and woman-
kind's future reclaiming her birthright as
a full human being.
"
"An active, not acted upon person; a person
taking responsibility for one's position in
society and for one’s actions."
"Is independent—working towards positive self-
concept. "
In other words, student participants based feminism in a
Personal struggle to move out of restrictive roles and life
styles, to explore issues of "anger, independence, dignity.
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choice, assertiveness, respect, support, strength."5 concern
vas primarily with indjadual growth, and barriers to i„-
dividua! growth ,ere viewed primarily as a function of sex-
role stereotyping attitud^_about_ women~not as a function
of institutional arrangements. The feminist movement was
therefore seen as a revolution in self-perception and sexist
attitudes rooted in sale dominance, where feminism was con-
nected With social rather than individual change, change
seemed to be defined in terms of equalising opportunity with
males within the framework of existing economic institutions.
A feminist is a strong, assertive personstruggling towards positive change—pro-
equal opportunity
—working towardsan androgynous society.
"
For most of the women in the class, then, the sources of
female subordination lay not in the structure of social and
economic institutions but in sexist attitudes and male
hierarchies that block equitable female access to leadership
positions presently dominated by men. It was, therefore,
against males that the struggle was directed.
It is critical to understand, not only the students'
emphasis on personal change as a key to feminism, but the
importance of the personal, transformation in which many of the
women in the class were engaged. In this group, as in other
groups of women, reevaluation of sex roles was a very painful.
5These words were identified
with the term "feminism,
"
by students as key associations
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wrenching experience involving (particularly for older women)
rejection of self-images around which their entire adult
lives had been structured. It., is precisely the investment-
in
_
this ..personal struggle
f and t he need to find support in
thi s..
..
class for it, that undoubted ly later affected reactions
to
._
B§rceiyed "divisiveness" in the classroom .
We can gain further insight into the roots of the
feminist visions described above by looking at the economic
background and occupational status of the students in the
test class. Toward the end of the semester, students were
asked to respond (anonymously) to questions concerning their
own economic background. Students were requested to describe
the social status of maternal and paternal grandparents, to
state their own, their parents ' and their spouses
' occupations
and then to describe how they perceivedthemselves in the
class structure. The results are reflected in Chart 3 in
the Appendix. They indicate that the overwhelming majority
of the women in the course considered themselves to be middle
class and that in fact their family income (according to
father's occupation) derived from occupations commonly ac-
cepted as middle class—business and the professions. Family
histories also reveal that in many cases there was mobility
from what students considered to be lower-class peasant or
worker, or lower middle-class (petty bourgeois) grandparental
status, to middle-class (professional or business) parental
status. As can also be ascertained from the chart, the
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students themselves were overwhelmingly engaged
or teaching occupations.
in counseling
As discussed m Chapter I, if we assume a relationship
between ideology and economic background, we might expect
student perspectives on feminism to be affected by their
position in the social structure, since most of the women
m the class were daughters of middle-class families, them-
selves professionals or training to be, it is reasonable that
they would tend to see the need for change in terms of in-
dividual movement and access to the existing social hierarchy.
More powerful positions in that hierarchy are occupied by
males of similar economic background to their own. Obviously
lower-class women would be less likely to see their male
peers as powerful within economic life. They might, therefore,
define the roots of power and determine priorities for change
differently.
In addition, "Education as Feminist Consciousness-Raising"
was offered in the School of Education Humanistic Applications
Cluster. Many of the students were therefore associated,
either through their graduate program, professional training,
or current course work, with humanistic educational models
reinforcing the individualistic perspectives
.
For most of the women in the course, economic de-
privation and race discrimination were not fundamental issues,
irlale power and sexist attitudes therefore defined Woman's
Struggle. It is precisely this feminist perspective
—
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emphasizing the primacy of individual change and choice and
equating "male" with "power "—that was called into question
during the Simulation. The economic and educational back-
ground of most of the students prepared them to see social
change in individual terms and to see female exploitation in
male-female terms. The Simulation, however, locked individual.
iO-t-Q... ,group roles_ and those role s were not simply based on
s ex
_
but on
_
c lass. The Simulation structure required that
distinctions be made among members of the same sex depending
on class status and that some women take male roles.
Therefore, as a function of their own reactions to the
roles, it became impossible to sustain initial feminist de-
finitions with which many students had begun the class and in
which they were strongly invested. Student behavior durina
the Simulation revealed that Lower and Upper Class Women
seemed to be separated by more than they shared, and that they
were motivated to protect their class position before they
explored any alliance based on sex. Despite the fact that
students were predisposed toward a notion of sisterhood among
women, the basic concerns of the two simulated women's groups
were so far apart that it literally took a suspension of
roles for the groups to glimpse any possibility of common
struggle
.
6
Had alliance between the two women's groups actually been
tested out within the context of the Simulation, the groups
might have further clarified their differences, or identified
common interests.
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It was equally difficult fur students to maintain a
simplistic notion of patriarchy, since the group with the
strongest, angriest reaction to oppression had in fact been
the group of women playing Lower Class Kales. It was clear
that oppression cut across sex lines and that power was not
simply synonymous with male, since Lower Class Males very
apparently felt powerless. There had to be another-as
yet undefined source of oppression.
Because many of the women were very personally involved
in struggling with their own changing identities as women,
it was particularly difficult for them to deal with the
divisions in perspectives based on economic class roles emerging
from the Simulation, and more so because it reflected dis-
turbances in their own feminist visions, with feelings at
fever pitch and prior feminist definitions under question,
people felt defensive. The result was a rugged effort to
stifle the emerging contradictions by squashing the divisive-
ness among the women in the classroom.
One woman described her discovery of how deep was the
economic chasm dividing women as "the spark that set off an
explosion." Another articulated her disturbance by writing:
"I have this incredible naivete about
people thinking
_ like me, and this is how
I go about my life until the sharp discovery
comes. Especially women. Why do I think
a Feminist lurks in every woman? . . . the
issue of ... responsibility ... really
triggered me off. At some point I named
the phrase male-identified women.
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f5jSJlng to fight with women over this,
sumnt
i
been goinc
-
along merrily with as-
! anrf n
nS °Ur shared
» basic philosophyd crash. To state it as difference in
?KSX„Cat?heS \he,tip of P«sona!reaction. I reacted
_as if it were
rejection. " (Italics mine.) “ ‘ ^—*•
If men weren't to blame, who or what was? To ask the
question became too threatening within the context of a class
of feminists
. In fact, to raise the issue was to detract
from, "deplete" feminism, to be subject to group ostracism,
in essence, to be ’’male-identified.*'
Likewise, people resisted returning to discussion of the
Simulation divisions because to do so would have plunged us
back into the discussion of class and social structure—
which required redefinition of the feminist struggle in some
way. Instead they denied the catalytic effect of the Sim-
ulation m evoking the very core issues around which tension
coalesced
:
1) "Divisiveness among women"—the very essence of the
Simulation had been divisions within sex groups de-
termined by class, and
2 ) "Male-identification"—the Simulation precipitated
u?
n
x._
act
’
that th(
r
Simulation had anything to do with Women’sHistory was questioned by one student. Women’s History was
y definition the study of women in isolation from their inter-action with men within a given social structure. "Why is itcalled 'Women ' s History?'" she wrote. "We are as much ...
nt° ’Men's History'—or the history of man. The way it hasalways been dealt with—the way it has been."
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recognition of com™ interests „ir„ ,*'' 1113X0 peergroups.
Students, however
, attributed differences and th •
feelings surrounding those difference, to
lntenSa
perspectives about feminism _
' Pri°r °PP°Sin3
-they were ,na l a
’'°"en
y m e-identified. ••
*.i_
as
"man-haters...
3r°"P TOS deSCrlted
aUy
’ 33 tHe JOUrnals indicated, the women in theclass shared many reaction® j
,
.
s and concerns as a result of theirSimulation experience. They had y
, •
.
begu„ the post-simulation
cuss ion in a common effort to anal h-
•
analytically attack the
oppressive situation they had simuiated. But at some point
f0SLln;
th0 atlaCl< a9air'St °na an°ther anCl
' “ the process,ostered the persona! divisiveness they wished to reserve
and had begun to resolve, through discussion of social causation.
It is important to examine student reactions and the issue
0 PerS°nal diSC1°SUre » «» ii^t of traditional roles and
expectations of women in our society. Concomitant with the
development of industrial oapitalism and the separation of
place
, Vofflen , s hag ^ privat . 2ed
he home. in the past, women have been largely excluded
from the sphere of social production and recruited into the
labor market m peripheral capacities or in times of national
emergency. One effect of this privatization of female roles
isolation and a feeling among women that they are incapable
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of dealing with larger soHai ^ •9 SOClal and lotellectaal issues whichare removed from their dailv a
„„
Sl y h0"e
-«ntered experiences.
Those experiences are centP^
physical <*ion.i andleal—support of their individual family memhers.
Feminine intellectual incapacity and the identification offe"lnine
',Uh the *”•“»=l- «»
-otional and the sup-
portive, form part of the ideological underpinnings that
reinforce women’s economic and social position.
Ft is reasonable that female insecurities about attaching
in e lectual problems concerning social and economic change
might have contributed to student frustration in the Simulation,
and to the tendency of the students to respond to those
problems in a personal manner. As the <5i mrn +-
•
Simulation was designed,
the conflicts developing from preliminary Simulation inter-
intended as a prelude to the organizing stages,
“ xhich students would actively engage in seeking alliances
and developing alternatives to transform their social and
economic circumstances. Peelings evoked through initial
social Location Exercises vere_to_Erpvide the imnet...
social change. m taking action, students would cease to
see themselves as passive agents manipulated by external
forces and would instead become participants determining the
course of social change.
In the test class, students resisted taking that step.
In effect, when anger and frustration reached a peak level,
the women in the class moved to transform the environment-
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simulate but by
rejecting entirely the structure that had precipitated their
anxiety. Just as organizational activity was about to take
place (as indicated in the journals), students chose to suspend
the Simulation and deal with feelings through personal dis-
closure. Any suggestion of returning to the discussion of
structural issues was labelled a "cover issue" unresponsive
to resolution of personal feelings. During the Simulation,
students had reacted on the basis of common group experience
ana accepted that that experience affected their thinking
and interaction. Yet interestingly enough, when anxiety
was a r
o
*jsed_and_confjJx:t resolution was called for,
— !£^sed_that_co^^ and moved back into a mnrP
fami l ijjrhjgersonal mode of problem-solving.
This insistence on moving from conflict emanating from
simulated social divisions to personal disclosure, removed
from social sources and social consequences, might in part
have been related to j
1) Traditional female insecurities (based on socialization
and economic role) about grappling with social and in-
tellectual issues
2) A high level of female discomfort with angry feelings
and a strong need to resolve interpersonal strife.
These factors are not attributable to usual explanations
about "the emotional and irrational nature of woman. " They
are, however, psychological dimensions of women's historical
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role under capitalism. Consequently, they are issues that
will affect Women's Studies classes and therefore issues
with which we must reckon.
Conflict Resolution and Processing Techniques
From the preceding analysis of the test curriculum, one
can conclude!
1) The composition and expectations of the test group
intensified their reactions and rendered students
particularly vulnerable to issues generated by the
Simulation
2) The length of time preceding the organizational
stages of the game, and the time restrictions inherent
in the curriculum test circumscribed action and pro-
cessing stages of the Simulation critical to effective
resolution of issues
3) Many of the factors affecting reactions and ex-
pectations in this class may well be operating in
other Women's Studies classes.
For future use of the Simulation Model, then, it is
crucial that organizational stages of the Simulation be
transacted so that students are not left feeling frustrated
and powerless, and so that historical and social issues may
be resolved in a productive manner. To accomplish this, teachers
must be aware of distancing and processing techniques and
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the curriculum must remain flexible enough for student needs
to determine choice of method at any given point in the cur-
riculum.
Pedagogical methods that establish distance between
students and subject matter are so familiar to teachers that
many of us employ them without even trying. However, in the
face of interpersonal anxiety aroused by the Simulation, the
primary goal should be to reestablish group cohesion, in-
volving students in a mutually supportive effort to evaluate
social problems and develop strategies for change.
The following suggestions are offered as curriculum
alternatives and variations.
Resolving Student Divisiveness
If, in the course of the Simulation, energies are channeled
into personal divisiveness, several steps may be taken to
redirect discussion.
Validating the experience
. A good first step is to
validate student feelings by verbally acknowledging that people
are feeling angry or tense. The teacher may then make a
"process comment"—a comment on classroom dynamics up to that
point. In the case of the test class, I stated that people
had entered the class expecting a supportive, united feminist
group. Initial classroom exercises were corroborative of
those expectations. The Simulation structure, however,
divided the class to parallel real economic and social divisions
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Vithin yOCiety * Anger and frustration emanated from those
role divisions as was evident in the journals. in the effort
to determine responsibility, anger and frustration was trans-
ferred to classmates.
Students may or may not be ready to accept a process
comment as valid. it is essential, however, that the teacher
not become part of the argument.
Reestablishing
.group cohesion . A next step is to bring
the group together by reinforcing what the class, as a unit,
has constructed of value. This may be accomplished by asking
students what they feel they created together that is useful to
an analysis of women's roles?
1) Students might be asked what they have learned from
one another's reactions to the Simulation
2) Students might be asked to define together useful
directions for further study
3) Students might be asked what questions in their own
thinking about feminism were raised by the role-playing.
Completing the historical Simulation exercise. The
teacher should insist that personal discussion be suspended,
at least temporarily, in order to bring to resolution some
of the historical problems raised by the Simulation. The
option of returning to personal discussion at a future time
might be left open. In the test class, the students themselves
voted to return to more academic material after two sessions
to gain some distance on the emotional issues.
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Alternative M^hods^p^ieti n,, the
It is possible, and at times more fruitful, to v»ork as
3 ClaSS Uni * thrOUgh organizational stages of the Simulation
so long as:
1) Each group retains its integrity as a group
2) The social structure of the Simulation remains the
reference point.
Substituting this approach has merit particularly if students
are reluctant to return to Simulation exercises because of in-
tense reactions, or if, for any reason initiative, enthusiasm,
or motivation slacken.
Developing the organizational activities as a mutually
supportive class exercise may be accomplished via any
number of procedures:
1) The teacher can direct to each group questions con-
cerning group grievances, priorities for change and
potential alliance, enlisting the aid of the entire
c lass in exploring possibi lities and testing out
alternatives.
2) The teacher might ask each group to describe its most
prevalent sources of frustration and enlist class help
in exploring what would be necessary to fundamentally
alter group circumstances. Groups might begin to
delineate areas of investigation critical to further
defining their group's concerns and prerequisite to
determining their next organizational move and their
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Itimate goals, students might even wish to divide
tasks, form study groups and use oiass time to
exchange ideas and information emanating from research.
Resource bibliographies for each group should be
provided by the teacher.
3) The students and teacher might prefer to restrict
examination of organizational strategies, alliances
and goals to several groups, rather than examining
all groups. This is possible and useful so long as
it remains clear that these groups are operating in
a social context that includes and is affected by the
other groups. Investigation should take place with
at
__
l„east two groups, lest the social class dimension
be loot. A study of both women's groups or both lower
class groups would be most valuable in illuminating
essential class and sex issues. Exploration of
alternatives might take place along several lines
i
a) Do proposals for change alter or eliminate the
basic sources of dissatisfaction for each group?
b) what crucial differences in priorities exist be-
tween the two groups and what are the reasons behind
these differences? what possibilities exist for
resolution of differences or collaboration on
particular issues?
c) What are the potential barriers to realizing objec-
tives (reference should be made to other now
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"invisible" social groups). Readings and raferenge
to the actual historical sequence of labor and
feminist movements will be useful
d) Have suggested tactics and objectives been at-
tempted historically and what can we learn from
the outcome?
4) Sometimes, following a series of organizational
initiatives and alliance-testing exercises (as de-
lineated in Section V), students may feel they are at
a dead end. The class may be anxious to conclude the
historical investigation and focus on the contemporary
fate and options of historical groups simulated, m
this case, the teacher should begin discussion of the
actual historical sequence, enlisting student aid in
reasoning out what might have happened and providing
the class with readings regarding the history of the
labor and feminist movements. 8
Exa mination_gf the journals of one nr mnr-o
groups provides an excellent vehicle to illustrate to
students how thej_r_own reactions mirror the development
o f the historical process under study. if alliances
are solidified and changes transacted in the Simulation
8Recommended for this purpose is Aileen Kraditor, "The 'New
emigration * and Labor," and "The Southern Question" in her
^eas of the Woman Suff rage Movement 1890-1970 (Garden Citvhew York: Anchor Books, 1971), Chapters 6 and 7. 7
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xn a manner that is unrefiective of historical facts,
students should be asked „hat factors^ ^ ^
sponsible for those differences. Core historical
problems will be illuminated either way.
Processi no
The S1"Ulation is * starting point and a reference point.
Its value lies in providing a personal immediate context to
academic discussion. However, one can become myopic in a
Simulation and it too must be set in proper context
. ^ ^
end of the semester, it is essential to step back and under-
take a more systematic examination of what has transpired.
The object of processing is to allow students to realise
"the fruits of their labof-to realise the value of what
they have created in the classroom and analyte together its
implications. Class processing can include analysis of,
1) The relationship between the Simulation and the actual
historical sequence
2) The relationship of the problems explored to economic
and social institutions
3) Issues raised in the Simulation critical to defining
priorities and effective strategies within the Women's
Movement
4) Interpersonal dynamics during the Simulation.
One, two and three are essential to the curriculum.
processing possibilities are optional.Other It is clear
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however
,
that the topics indicated above involve profound
issues and however one chooses to process the Simulation,
it is important to plan several weeks (at least) to complete
discussion effectively. Processing topics can also be the
subject of term papers.
Juxtaposing the simulated seguence of events to the
actual historical seguence has been described above. There-
fore, the next several pages are devoted to discussing other
processing ideas.
The relationship of Simulation issues to economic and
social institutions . As has been evident in the last two
chapters, the Simulation often provokes student questioning
of previously held perspectives and values. It opens up
broad questions concerning social responsibility and op-
pression and, in the context of the Simulation, it becomes
increasingly difficult to simplistically allocate blame for
female oppression to "males."
This questioning process can be accompanied, however,
by a sense of frustration and powerlessness. As old ex-
planations appear inadequate, what had previously appeared as
a difficult but manageable problem begins to appear over-
whelming. How does one make sense of intangible, abstract
concepts like "the system" or the "social structure?" How
can these terms have anything to do with what is personally
meaningful—individual feelings, choices, experiences? And
how, and in what direction, can one effect change if one
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is but an isolated atom within a "system. " It is apparent
that no one can provide "answers" to these questions. But
it is possible to point to new directions for analysis. To
do so necessitates an examination of the relationship between
economic and social institutions and the subordinate position
of women. What economic function do women serve under
capitalism? How is this related to the nuclear family? How
are female roles defined within the labor force? How are
female economic roles related to self-image and sexist at-
titudes? From reading and discussion of patriarchy and
capitalism students have tools to construct a new theoretical
framework for approaching questions emanating from their
semester’s experience.
Within the test class, theoretical discussion was
undertaken in a very limited way during the fifth week.
Many students commented on its usefulness and requested
reading materials to assist them with their analysis of class
and sex. Unfortunately, time and preparation precluded
thorough and systematic study. It is clear, however, that
student interest had been generated.
Many other processing topics are suggested by the
Simulation test results that can serve as valuable learning
tools in a Women’s Studies curriculum. The teacher must
gauge the appropriateness of using these tools for each
It should be emphasized, however, thatparticular class.
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the direction of discussion should also be determined by
what the students themselves notice about the process. In
the two exercises described below, student journals of the
Simulation become a key mechanism for cognitive learning,
distancing from the roles, and examining class process
.
^
Xhe effect of economic class background on the Simulation
process. The teacher shares with the class the student economic
background data compiled at the beginning of the semester.
The following questions are posed for class discussions
1) Did students feel their economic background affected
their role reactions in any way?
2 ) What initial attitudes did students have toward the
group whose role they were playing? What accounts for
these attitudes?
3) What implications, if any, can be drawn about the
relationship between economic class and ideology from
this exercise?
Student journals can be used to illustrate some of the ways
in which students perceived their family economic history as
influencing their thinking and feeling during the Simulation.
The effect of sex on the Simulation process . If the
Simulation is enacted by an all-female group, processing
can become an effective, exciting way of exploring dimensions
of our own psychology as women. This in turn might then
9 ,
Journals can be used during the Simulation for similar purposes.
be examined in the context of the historical role of women
under capitalism.
1) What feelings were most easily evoked during the Simulate
2) What feelings were most difficult to share with other
group members? with the larger class?
3) What was the most difficult role to simulate? The
easiest? Why?
4) What was the most difficult to deal with about role-
playing itself?
5) What happened to the anger stimulated by the role-
playing?
6) Why is the issue of divisiveness among women so dif-
ficult to deal with?
7) What can we learn about women as a result of our own
reactions and interactions during the semester?
8) How has the Simulation affected student perspectives
on feminism?
Again, student journals highlight provocative issues. In
the test class they illustrate the ease with which guilt
feelings were evoked, how immediate was the identification
with oppression for women playing Lower Class roles, how dif-
ficult was the identification with the Upper Class Male role,
how anger provided the impetus for self-disclosure rather than
for transformation of the social structure through organization
within the Game.
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Processing the Simulation work can reveal a wealth of
critical directions for further inquiry concerning the
psychodynamics of female oppression and its historical socio-
economic links.
Conclusion
Student participants in the Simulation were teachers in
my own learning process. Their reactions enabled me to clarify
roy own thinking about class and sex dynamics and illuminated
previously unconsidered ramifications of implementing a cur-
riculum in Women’s Studies based on an economic analysis.
The test curriculum has reinforced my belief that it is both
possible and necessary to examine women's role within a social
and economic environment we share with men 5 that it is
critical to understand how that environment creates divisions
among both women and men who compete within the same system.
As women, we have concerns that are particular to us and that
are more fruitfully examined separately from men. But they
cannot be examined in isolation from the social and economic
context in which they are rooted. If to look at that context
is to "deplete” feminism, we may well be concerned that
feminism will entail the substitution of one oppressive ideology
for another. We risk setting our objective at equalizing
male-female representation in an already inequitable economic
and social hierarchy and alienating the majority of women from
the movement, or, alternatively, turning our attack on men.
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Eer_.se, and ignoring the social and econoraic context ^
both female and male inequality is based.
If our goal is to create a feminist education, we must
continue to examine these issues, and we must simultaneously
develop methods that allow women to undertake such an examination
without feeling
-depleted.- Because in both form and content
xt integrates personal exploration and systematic in-
vestigation of social and economic issues, the Simulation
Model in Women's History is offered as one contribution toward
this end.
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